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RECONNAISSANCE REPORT
BURNT RIVER, POiWER RIVER, GRANDE RONDE RIVER AREA
General Basin Description

The area covered by

this report includes all of the area drain-

ed into the Snake River from the west from

Weiser down

to Lewiston.

The area comprises the northeast corner of the State of Oregon and a

much

nafler area in the southeast corner of the State of Washington.

The area is bounded on the west by the summit of the Blue

Mountains and

on the east by the Snake River flowing through its Hell's Canyon, the
deepest river canyon in the

United States.

The north

and south bound-

aries were set more or less arbitrarily to include an of the important drainages.

Birch Creek, just south of Huntington is used as the

southern boundary and Asotin Creek the northern.

from

creeks, all of the water
and all of the

drainage

Between these two

the eastern slopes of the Blue Mountains

from the Wallowa Mountains enter the Snake and

there are no important streams above Birch Creek up to the Maiheur
and no important streams enter the

Snake from

the west for many miles

below Asotin Creek.

The area comprises all of Baker, Union
Oregon; the northern end

of

and Wallowa Counties,

Maiheur County, Oregon; and nearly all of

,Asotin County, Washington, in all about 10,000 square miles.

Most of the area is exceedingly rough.
with its

offshoot

The Blue Mountains

ranges filling most of the western portion and the

Wallowa Mountains occupying

the eastern
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portion.

The elevations

range

Panorama over Little Minain at the Uàllowa Mountains from

mile north of Sumiit Springs Ranger Station - view looking east.
from about 732 at the mouth of Asotin Creek to elevation 10,033 at the
summit of Sacajawea Peak in the Wallowa Mountains, 10 miles or so to
the southwest of Wallowa Lake.

The iatterhorn in the same vicinity

rises to 10,004 feet in elevation and these two peaks are the only

points in the basin that rise to above 10,030 feet.
The highest elevation in the Blue Mountains is attained by a

group of peaks lying directly

st and. only a few miles from Baker.

The group is called Elkhorn Ridge and the highest peak is Rock Creek

Butte, elevation 9,097 feet. Five other peaks in the group rise to
above

,000 feet. The general higher land elevations of both the Blues

and the Wallowas range between 5,000 and 7,000 feet with the main valley

areas vmich hold the greater percentage of the population ranging between 2,000 and 4,000 feet.
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Between the two major mountain areas a series of wide basins

form a trough that almost conletely bisects the area.

The trough ex

tends fairly continuously from Durkee on the Burnt River to below
Elgin on the Grande Ronde and the flat basin areas are sometimes several
miles wide.

The elevations in this basin area range from 2,000 to 3,000

feet above sea level.

The largest of these flat basin areas is the Grande Ronde
Valley through which the Grande Ronde River flows.

The river enters

the flat at La Grande, flows first to the east, then loops around and
goes out to the north.

The basin is some 12 miles wide at its widest

point and is 3bout 28 miles long.

It is somewhat triangular in shape.
--

4 ,
Panorama of the Grande Ronde Valley, Cove to below Island City. Taken from the east valley rim
on the road to Indian Creek - view looking west.

Besides La Grande at the apex of the triangle, it contains the smaller
towns of

lgin at the northern corner and Union at the southern end.

-

It also contains the smaller towns
!aicel.

There are several

including the

sanatorium

of Cove, Island City, Lnbler, and

other places that

at Hot

carry designated names,

Lake, but none of them are population

centers.

To the south of the Grande Ronde Valley, separated only by a
range of low hills between Union and North Powder, is the Upper Powder
River Valley, or as sons maps indicate it, the Baker Valley.
the second in size.

It is about 20 miles long north and south and posIt contains the young city

sibly 10 miles wide at its widest point.

of Baker and the smaller towns of

North

Powder and

Wingville and Rock

smaller communities of

valley is

This is

the still

The area of this

Creek.

enhanced by other near by valleys.

Haines, and

Clover

Creek Valley is

North

closely adjacent to the main valley northwest of

Powder and

Bowen Valley is almost contiguous to it on up the Powder above Baker.
Still farther up the Powder? the Sumpter Valley has an area of some 25
or 30 square miles of flat land.

South of Baker Valley and separated from it by another low
range of hills is the smaller of the main basins.

It is the Durkee

Valley on the Burnt.

It is only some 8 to 10 miles long and probably

about 3 miles wide at

its widest

point.

Durkee is the only settlement

in this basin.

All of the major streams that originate in the Blues head in
the high territory west of Baker aiid tumble swiftly in deep, V-type

canyons that generally change to box-type canyons just before they
enter the valley areas.

Once out on the valley floors the streams

.

On leaving

meander sluggishly through the bottoms between shallow banks.

the basin the streams usually again resume their rapid flows and have
cut some very deep canyons in their paths to the Snake.

Though the sources of the Burnt, Powder and Grande Ronde lie
in a comparatively

uall area they flow by widely divergent courses to

enter the Snake many miles apart.

The distance between the source of

the Burnt, a few miles west of Sumpter and the start of the Grande Ronde,

Both forks of the Powder

almost directly north, is only about 15 miles.
orginate in the area between.

The Burnt takes a southeast trend and

enters the Snake near Huntington 'vthile the Grande Ronde takes a north-

east trend to enter the Snake about thirty miles upstream from Lewiston.

It is some 125 air line miles between the mouths of the two streams

and along the course of the Snake they are 158 miles apart.

The valleys

and canyons of all three streams have a few similar features in common
and more other features contrastingly different.

In general it may be

said that the contrast between the different streams is riot as marked

as the contrast shown by different parts of the same stream.
In the Wallowa Mountain section of the area the hanging
valley characteristic is not so marked.
it

Only two of the streams show

The Wallawa River runs through a wide valley section from Wallowa

Lake down to just below the town of Wallowa.

The valley is not so

markedly a structural depression as the others and is more probably
the result of erosion from the many tributary streams that enter in
that vicinity.

The

ide valley is about 30 miles long and at its widest

place, in the vicinity of Enterprise is about 5 miles wide.

It is the

r

.

major cultivated area in the Wallowas and contains the towns of Joseph,
Enterprise, Lostine, and Wallowa. Enterprise is the larger place and

is tk county seat of Wallowa County. Pine Valley on Pine Creek is
more definitely a structural depression. The many tributaries of Pine
Creek join in the valley area and. on leaving the valley the creek
tumbles rapidly into the Snake

The valley is about 10 miles long and

from 2 to 3 miles wide and contains the town of Halfway and the little
trading centers of Carison, Langrel and Pine.
Tk

geological portion of this report was summarized by J.

Wallace Owen, and the following is taken verbatim from his memorandum.

He obtained parts of his information from the following ptthlications:
Geology and Mineral Resources of the Baker Quadrangle, Oregon,
by James Gilluly (U.S.G.S. Bulletin No. 79).
Geology of Part of the Wallows Mountains by Clyde P. Ross
(Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin No. 3)

Geologic Map of the Suinpter Quadrangle by J. P. Pardee and
others (Oregon Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries Publication).

Climate. - The climate of the region is semi-arid but varies
widely

with

altitude and topography. The annual precipitation varies

from less than 10 inches in the lower valleys to over 45 inches in
mountain areas.

Temperatures in Baker and nearby valleys range from a

maximum of 20 degrees below zero in some extreme winters to 106 in the

month of July. The master streams become verr low in summer. A few of

their tributaries are perennial thiugh parts of their courses. May
others are intermittent.
Physiography and structure.

- The

major physiographic units

are definitely related to structure and can, perhaps, best be treated
-6-

together.

The differences of relief between larger interrnontané

basins and adjacent highlands is approximately 4,000 feet.
Lower Powder Valleys have an

Baker and

altitude of about 2,600 feet above sea

level and the adjacent Elkhorn Ridge of Blue Mountains exceeds an altitude of 8,000 feet.

Sumpter, Eagle (on the lower Powder), and Pine

Valleys are comparatively smaller basins surrounded by rough topography.

The maximum difference of relief is reflected by the course

of the Grande Ronde River thich heads at an altitude of 7,500 feet
and reaches Snake River at an elevation of approximately 820 feet
above sea level.

At Baker Valley, one of the larger basins in the area, the
valley plain meets the steep eastern slope of the Blue Mountains abruptly
and 'with sharp contrast.

ly faceted.

Rock spurs are aligned and some are definite-

Gilluly states that Baker Valley is a down-faulted basin

filled with alluvium to a depth of several hundred feet.

East, south

and southwest of Baker the Parley Hills, Virtue Hills, and adjacent
parts of the Dooley Mountains and Elkhorn Ridge areas have been closely
sliced by nonnal faults.

These faults are roughly parallel and strike

between north 35 degrees and north 55 degrees west.

The more closely

faulted areas are along the canyon of Powder River and west of the canyon of Alder Creek.

A few of these faults are five miles in length,

most of them are one to three miles in length.
In the southeastern part of Suinpter quadrangle in the area

south of Sumpter Valley, Pardee has mapped a series of faults which
are not spaced as closely as those in the Baker quadrangle to the east.

-7-
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These faults are longer and, as mapped, show a remarkable parallelism,

striking north 60 degrees east. Pardee mapped a fault bordering
Sumpter Valley on part of its east flank

arid other faults are mapped

southwest of the valley. The valley is floored with glacial outwash
arid recent alluvium concealing any evidence of faulting in

area. Rocks ol' divergent

types and susceptibility to

weathering

surround the valley. On the southeast, east and north
country rock is what Pardee designates

as the

the bottom

sides the main

Argillite series (equiva-

lent to the Burnt River schist) containing small local areas of basalt
and rhyolite; the
with

western, southwestern

and southern sides are rimmed

intervals of basalt, andesite flows and

tu±'f breccia, and rhyolite

flows and tuffs with small local areas of the argillite.

The

valley

outline does not reflect changes in lithology. On the basis of the
known faults, which are in

lirE with the valley,

and have the same

strike as its longer axis, it seems plausible to regard Sumpter Valley
as a structural depression caused by this faulting.
The Farley

Hills which lie

to the east of the Baker Valley

have a maximum altitude of 1,400 feet above the

neighboring basins.

They extend generally north and south and separate Baker
Powder Valleys.

and Lower

Lower Powder Valley is situated in an area of

lacust-

rine and fluvatile deposits thich are considered to be of Miocene age.

Gilluly attributes the
of these weaker

in hard rock its

.

existence of

sediments by

Lower Powder Valley

Powder River.

valley is much

narrower.

to the erosion

There this stream has cut

.
Grande Honde Valley

is named from the stream that enters it

at La Grande and flows through it to join the Snake River in southeastern Washington.
basin ar

Gilluly considers this valley to be a down-faulted

Pyles

that the canyons of Catherine and

Creeks,

south of it,

to mark prominent faults.

Bold escarpments occur on the east and

west sides of the valley.

Several hot springs are located at the base

of Craig Mountain westward from the town of Union.

that previous

Giiuly states

to the block faulting, Powder River flowed northward to

join the Grande Ronde.

Uplift due to faulting has diverted the Powder

so that it now cuts across the Farley Hills at the northern end of
Baker Valley and then flows southeastward to join Snake River some 40
miles distant.

The faulting has also affected the Grande Ronde River

which flows eastward from La Grande and then makes a broad ioop southward and turns north flowing near the eastern side of the vafley, its
course being a succession of oxbow loops.-

to

the Grande Ronde River at Imbler is 12

the distance by river is many times that.

Ronde Valley the stream flo

The distance from La Grande

miles on the

map, however

From the north end of Grande

to Snake River in a narrow canyon cut in

basalt.

Pine and Eagle Valleys, located in the Pine quadrangle direct-

ly east of

the Baker quadrangle, deserve some mention.

Both valleys

are surrounded by Columbia River basalt having a relief of somewhat
over 2,000 feet.

Pine Valley is approximately three times the size of

its neighbor to the south.

2,490 and 3,350

feet

The altitude of Pine Valley ranges between

above sea level and that of Eagle

-1-

Valley between

2,lOu and 2,400 feet. Powder River flows through Eagle Valley,
its southern margin. Pine Valley is drained by Pine Greek

cirting

which leaves

the valley at its eastern extremity and flows northeast 12 miles to join
Snake River. Both valleys are filled to a depth of several hundred feet

with glacial outwash and recent alluvium. Clyde P. Boss, in discussing

structures in Tertiary rocks of the Va11owa Mountains, states that Pine
Valley coincides with a

down-faulted

block or graben in the basalt

He

notes that major faults on the south side of the valley can easily be
seen and further observes that variable dips in the flows of basalt and

irregular topographic forms of basalt near Sunset, in the east part of
Pine Valley, strongly suggest faulting but that the positions of the
faults were not determird. He indicates that on the north side of Pine
Valley the flows dip toward it and may pass under the alluvium fill
without any breaks. Ross considers that Eagle Valley is a sync.linal
trough.

The flows dip toward it on all sides but he observed no faults.

Structures of the region are the results of widely separated
periods. There is some possibility of diastrophism in pre-Permian

time but the earliest definite evidence of diastrophism recurred following the Permian period.

This deformation was chiefly compressional re-

sulting in close folding and overturning of rocks about axes trending
eastward.

The record is not clear, but some faulting probably accom-

panied this folding cnistal movements which defined the Blue and
allowa Mountain regions probably occurred at this time. The later

.

diastrophic period began in late Miocene or Pliocene time and is still
in progress. The later deformation is due to differential vertical
-10-

movements, with sone warping.

dominant trend of

The

these faults is

dominantly northwest ivith some faults of northerly, others of westerly,

and a very few having northeasterly trends.

The present topography of

the region is largely, but not conletely, controfled
of the later diastrophic period.

is complex and the

by the

structures

The structural history of the region

discussion here is only a brief sketch of the broader

events.

been

Stratigraphy. - The stratigraphy of the region has
divided into two main groups t

the pre-Tertiary rocks

consisting of

hily deformed and somewhat metamorphased sedimentary and volcanic
rocks, intruded by many plutonic igneous bodies.

A profound unconformity

of considerable local relief divides the pre-Tertiary from later rocks
'which were depos ited on the irregular surface.

The Tertiary rocks are

dominantly volcanic, comprising local accumulations of rhyolite breccia,
flow-banded andesite, end andesite tuff. Basalt,

probably belonging

to the Columbia River lava, overlies these local deposits and probably
at one time covered the entire area.
disturbance and

'with the

finally

Eruptions of basalt led

to the

the destruction of the earlier drainage

pattern,

formation of lakes and consequent Liuvatile and lacustrine

deposition.
The Burnt River schist is doubtfully regarded as pre-carboniferous in age.

It consists of greenstone schist, quartz schist anc phyllite.

It contains some limestone which outcrops in the canyon of Burnt River
upstream and do'wnstream

from

Durkee.

5,000 feet.
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Thickness is

estimated to

be

about

The Eakhorn Ridge argillite is about 5,000 feet thick and
consists of argillite, chert, tulfaceous argillite, and. sonic limestone
outcrops.

The Elkhorn Ridge argillite, in the Baker quadrangle, is

perhaps equivalent to the beach slate mapped by Ross in the 'iallowa

bountains to the east.
The Clover Creek greenstone is about 4,000 feet thick and

consists of altered volcanic flows and pyroclastic rocks with subordinate
conglomerate, limestone and chert.

It has been recognized in both the

Baker and Pine quadrangles.

The Tertiary rocks below the Columbia Rver basalt are scattered over much of thc area and time does not permit discussion of these
cc cu.rrences.

The Columbia River basalt covers large areas over the whole
reLion.

The greatest exposure probably occurs in the canyons of the

Lower Grande Ronde and along the bnake Canyon where accumulated flows
several thousands of feet in thickness are visible.

Basalt flows on west canyon wafl 4 miles above Imnaha in the
Imnaha tiver Basin.
-

C

The fluvatile and lacustrine deposits
top of the basalt deserve some imention.

hich occur near the

Lacustrine and fluvatile beds

in interniontane valleys in Idaho and parts of eastern Oregon have been

determined as of Miocene age and the name of Fayette has been applied.
Beds, dominantly lacuatrine, and occurring in the Snake Plains areas
have been determined as ?liocene in age and named the Idaho and Hagerman formations.

In some cases there seems to have been no definite

break and deposition continued from middle or upper Miocene and continued well into Pliocene.

Deposition occurred in basinlike areas in

the surface of the basalt and it is not uncommon to see a flow of basalt
intercalated in the sediments occurring in intermontane basins.
sediments occurring

in

The

Lower Powder Valley and in parts of the valley

of Burnt River near Hereford and in the vicinity of Durkee have been
mapped as Miocene by Gifluly.

Much has been written regarding these

Tertiary depos its and there is yet much to be learned regarding their

respective distributions.

Deposits of early Quaternary age are chiefly terrace gravels
situated at various elevations above the present streams.

Ross notes

small patches of terrace gravels 1,000 feet above the bed of East Eagle
Creek in the Wallowa Mountains north of the Pine quadrangle, which he
regards of Pleistocene age.

In the Baker quadrangle, Gilluly recog-

nizes Pleistocene gravels in Lower Powder Valley and on Virtue Flat,
and terrace gravels in parts of Burnt River Canyon (location not given)
which range from a few score feet to 500 feet above the river.

He

refers these terrace gravels to a partial filling of the canyon during

-13-
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the Pleistocene age and notes a similar condition existing in the Snake
River Canyon, 20 miles to the east of Baker.
Glaciation. - Both the Waliowa and Blue Mountains have been

glaciated at higher altitudes. The glaciers were

mainly

local and

did

not extend far except on larger streams heading at altitudes of over
,O0O feet.

This area of Oregon offered one of the most difficult sections

for the Oregon trail emigrants to cross. The place was far along on

the journey and they usually got to the area late in the fall. After
the desolate Snake Valley in Idaho they also usually found themselves
facing the mountain crossing with worn out wagons and tired stock.

5

Some of theni got trapped in the mountains and had to winter there.

survived but others

Some

The Biues became one of the most dreaded

starved.

sections of the trail and many attempts were made to find some feasible
route

around

them.

the Burns area and

Some tried

going

swing don the

diverged even farther east

and

up the Maiheur, to cross through

Deschutes into the Dalles. Others

tried crossing the Bruneau

and Owyhee

Basins, skirting close to the Nevada and California lines to cross the
Cascades

into the Rogue River area.

It

is probable that every drainage

was scouted by some party or other during the 1845 to 1850 period in an

attempt to find a more feasible route.

vidently no such route was

found as the route through the Durkee, Baker and Grande Ronde Valleys

continued to carry most of the traffic.
The Blues continid to be a problem to the later generation

of railroad

and highway engineers.

-14-

They also were forced to follow this

I

emigrant trail as the most feasible route though, particularly for the

railroad, it is a steep, winding
bad a standing offer

of a

large

the railroad problem through

climb.

For many years the railroad
money to anyone vtho would solve

sum of

the Blues.

The offer may still be in

effect but there does not appear to be any solution. The main line of

the Union Pacific is the only line that crosses the area. It comes
down the Snake through Boise, Payette and Weiser, along the east bank

of the Snake.

It

crosses the

Snake at the

mouth of

the Burnt River and

swings up the Burnt River Canyon. It climbs up this canyon to

the

Durkee Valley from where it switchbacks up a tributary valley over the

dividing hIlls into the Baker Valley. It crosses the Powder River in
Baker Valley, climbs out to the north over the hills between it

and the

Grande Ronde Valley and leaves the Grarxie Ronde Valley at La Grande by

swinging up the river.
miles and then

It follows this rugged canyon for some 6 or

up a tributary to the

divide

between the

Grande Ronde

and the Umatilla River Basins at Kamela. By a winding route down
Meacham

Creek it finally gets to the Umatilla River and an easier route

into Pendleton. Two sections of this route westbound and one section

eastbound require splitting of trains
beund

climb

and added

up the Burnt from Huntington to

motive power.

the summit

The west-

south of Baker

and the section from La Grande to Kamela require that extra motive
power be stationed both at Huntington and La Grande.

The eastbound

pull from Pendleton to Kainela requires that extra motive power be

stationed at Pendleton. The operating costs through the Blues consequently are very high.
-15-
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Besides the Union Pacific's main line there are two branch
lines, only, that

serve the area of this report. One line leaves

the

main line at Baker and swings up the Powder to Sumpter from where a
logging extension continues on

over into the basin of the headwater of

the Middle Fork of the John Day and terminates at austin.

branch leaves the main line at

La Grande and swings down

the Wallowa.

Ronde throui Elgin to the mouth of

river to tenninate at

couple of miles below Wallowa Lake.

Joseph, just a

to

the vicinity

The only main

at Hlgan1 and runs

of Starkey.

the

highway leaves

the Blues to the north for

Emigrant

area is U.S. 30 which follows

highway through the

the railroadts main lix closely most of
bound, the

the Grande

It follows up this

The Mt. Emily logging railroad leaves the main line

up the Grande Ronde

The othsr

railroad

the way.

At Meachain, west-

route and follows the sunmiit of

several miles

before it

takes off over

Ridge to wind its way down the nose of the ridge into PendJ.e-

ton. This road is
winter and

when

often blocked by snow for

open during this season,

pveint make it a dangerous road to
the wrecked

short

periods

during

ice, sleet, and snow on

every

the

travel. Emigrant ridge is strewn with

and burned rewnants of cars and transport trucks that didn't

make it.

Road access over most of the area is quite

the roads in gerEral are low class
grind.

The road out of La Grande

and on fairly good grade
from Baker

and

and

travel

over

complete,

though

them a slow, tedious

to Wallowa Lake is a paved highway

alignment.

The road east down the Powder

that terminates at Halfway is oil surfaced but not

a high

standard road.

The road up the Powder from Baker to Sumpter is a high

class gravel road and the branch
Hills into the Burnt will also

road from this, crossing

be, as they

the Dooley

constructing it.

are now

At present the wide gravel section extends to Hereford, above which
point

the

Burnt

River

roads are not so good.

Tvo

other roads

deserve

The road from Tolgate Pass into Elgin and the road

creditable nntion.
from Joseph to Irnnaha

are both fairly

good gravel roads.

This is about all the good that can be said about the roads
in the reconnaissance area.

Late

in

the summer or early fall probably

all of them could be traveled without difficulty, though the
sometimes very steep.

very laborious.

Much of the area is entered at some place or other by

near their mouths.
the

large

Two complete river basins,

are not entered by roads at

and

are

At other seasons the mud surface makes the going

these roads but other fairly
these.

grades

sections are

not

both tributary

any place,

entered by even

to the Grande Ronde,

except roads that cross them

These are the Minam River, a

feeder

to the Waflowa

Weriaha that enters the Grande Roride at Troy.
The greater

valley areas.

The

part of the

initial influx

present day population centers in the
into the area was

caused

covery of gold in the Baker area in the early l6Ots.
became the home areas

of

industries.

now being

The basins later

many cattle ranches, and still later, after

the advent of the irrigation era, the home of the

The present

by the dis-

present

day farmers.

day cities are supported now in part by all three

Baker has always been the metropolis of the area but is

challenged by La Grande.
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The 1940 census showed Baker's

.
population at 9,342 arid Ia Grande at 7,747.

during the war may have brought them

closer

The shifts in population
together as the closing of

the gold mines around Baker affected a fairly
people in this area.
agricultural.

are,

large portion of the

all of the other towns in the area are

Nearly

The largest of these are in the Grande Ronde Valley and

in many respects, tributary to La Grande.

Union,

some 7

miles

south of La Grands has a population of 1,398 and Elgin 20 miles north

has 997.

Other towns in the

Grande Ronde Valley include Cove, popula-

tion 321, Imbler, population 132 and Island City, population 177.

Baker receives its
with the other towns in BaI r

.

support from a much wider areas

Valley, vthich

include North

Along

Powder,

population 376 and Haines, population 377, Baker is the trading center
for the Upper and Lower Powder River
River.

areas and for

the upper Burnt

In the Upper Powder, Sumpter is the only town.

village ol' 420 people.

It

is a mining

In the Lor Powder Valley Richland, population

254, and its lesser sateflite of New Bridge on Eagle Creek must use
Baker as their trading center as their only road leads to Baker.

Fur-

ther east the town of Halfway, population 416, on Pine Creek also uses

this outlet. The two smafl communities of
Hereford, population

62, are the only

Unity, population 200 and

villages in the Upper Burnt River

area.

Durkee, population 150, in the Lower Burnt River Valley is
on the railroad and U.S. 30, as also is the railroad town of Huntington
near the mouth of the Burnt.

Huntington has a population of 771 and

they are all either employees of the railroad or tradesmen dependent

S

upon the railroad for support.

There is no extensive agricultural

area near Huntington, and the cement mill at Lime, 5 miles up the canyon is the only mining operation in the vicinity.
Isolated in the Wallowa Basin are the towns of interprise,

population 1,709, Joseph, population 593, Wallowa, population 83,
Lostine, population 204, and the small settlement of Miriam.

These

towns might be considered as tributary to La Grande as the r ailroad

and the main highway both lead to La Grande, but they appeared to be
more of an independent unit than did. tI-a towns around Baker.

They are

in an area that is basically agricultural but their largest crop appeared to be in sheep and cattle.

Sawmills in the area appeared to be

cutting for local consumption and much of the town trade is set up to
attract the tourists during the sumner season.

The reconnaissance

party was agreeably surprised at the price of some of the commodities
when we had to replenish our supplies.

Sugar,

syrup, bacon, and other

supplies that had to be shipped in showed the same high price levels
that were being maintained outside but fresh meats, eggs and butter,

locafly raised in the area, were on an entirely different level.
were 340 a dozen when they were selling in Portland for
Butter was 5Q

when it was 80

In the areas

from 50 to 54t.

or better in Portland.

surrounding the

settlements of even town size.

iggs

named valleys there are no

Several places are indicated on the

maps as towns but many of them are hard to identify in the field.
Imnaha, 30 miles northeast of Joseph, on the Imnaha River is a crossroad.
It was, in its early day, a ranch.
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They now have a store and accomnoda-

.
Though we didntt eat there,

tions for a limited number of tourists.

there are facilities whereby a traveler could

tourist cabins also.

eat.

There are several

The place evidently caters to the fishennen

trade ani from the locks of the stream

fishing should

be fairly good.

Troy on the lower Grande Ronde is another such place as
Imnaha.

There Is a store but no accommodations for tourists.

mill was being

A saw-

built there during the summer of 1946 and the town was

in the throes of growing pains.

It may be that conditions may improve

at Troy but at the time of our visit we could get neither room nor
meals there.

In the extreme northeast corner of Oregon, there are

eleven

places indicated on the map but none of them are more than a single
ranch house.

These include Midway, Zumwalt, Lewis, Chico, Paradise,

Flora, Powwatka, Promise, Maxville, Rondowa and Palmer Junction.

In

the upper end of the Snake Canyon the places shown as Gypsum, Dixie,

Home, Robinette, Brownlee, Copperfield and Homestead are also either
only ranches or abandoned mines.

Perry and Hilgard on the Grande Ronde above La Grande are
tourist cabin camps and Starkey is a single ranch house.

south of Baker, Salisbury and McEwan on t
fied.

In the area

Powder could not be ide,nti-

Pleasant Valley is a filling station, Rye Valley and Bridgeport

on the Burnt are only famm houses.

In the small corner of Washington included in the report
area, the maps identify four localities.

Rogersburg at the mouth of

the Grande Ronde is a single farm house.

Craig, a few miles to the
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.

natone is a group

northwest, is a ranch house and an old grange hail.

of about six weatherbeaten houses, most of them apparently

vacant.

Asotin, at the mouth of Asotin Creek, is the only place of town size.
It has a population of 686 people.

A

traveler

can get food at this

place but there will be no sleeping accommodations.

It narrows down that unless a visitor in the area wants to
stay in one of the three centers, La Grande, Baker or Enterprise, he
must be prepared to furnish his own bed and board in most areas.

He

could stay in Huntington or Wallowa and he could get something to eat
at Sunipter on the Powder, at Unity on the Burnt, or at Elgin or Union
on the Grande R.onde but would be in trouble for lack of sleeping quarters.

He also could eat at Richiand and

Halfway but

again would find

no sleeping accommodations.

The mining operations in the Baker area began about 1862

when placer gold

was discovered

along the upper Powder River.

The in-

flux of prospectors covered the whole area of the Blues including the
headwater areas of the John Day on the western slope.

Gold was found

in almost all of the streams and the active placer work continued in
many areas till about 1910.
at

The total production value has been placed

2,300,000 for the Baker area.
In addition to th

placer gold, ores of copper, silver, anti-

mony, mercury and tungsten were discovered and exploited to some extent,
but the production of these ores bas been small.

There has also been

sons development work done on a low-grade asbestos deposit in the Elkhorn Ridge

and on a vein of

lignite that was found west of Baker.
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Placer gold was found along Eagle Creek near Sparta in 1862

and later in 1885 along Pine Creek farther to the east. The workings
on Eagle Creek have been worked out, at least there are no active

operations going on at this time, but the workings on Pine Creek culminated in the discovery of gold-bearing ores in the upper valley and
the establishment of the mining camp of Cornucopia. Work in these

mines continued up to the war closing of the gold mines and will reopen.

TFy had not yet reopened at the date of the iconnaissance but it
appeared as if they were getting ready to do so. Up to 1941 there had
been soi

lO,OOO,OOO, mostly in gold, taken from the Eagle Creek, Pine

Creek areas.

Line fit. Quarry or cement factory at Lime on the Burnt River.
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The only mining operation that continued

uninterrupted during

the war was the limestone quarry and its attendant oeint plant at Lime
on the Burnt River.

This plant not only maintained but increased its

production during the war years.

It would still be classed as a rather

small plant but its product went far to supply much of the war construetion in the eastern Oregon, western Idaho areas.

Since the war its

product (sun cement) is being used at Portland and

other

coastal points.

Since the wars end, the gold dredging operations in the Sumpter
Valley on the upper Powder River have resumed.

going on for several

years

This operation had been

before the war and if the entire

basin

carries suf±icient gold values, will continue for several years more.
The dredges had chewed up the upper end of the valley to just a short
distance below Sumpter when the war stopped them.
only a small percentage of the basin area.

This is in reality

If they work the whole

basin it will take some 10 or 12 years and will make a complete shambles
of a now beautiful

mountain

valley.

The dredges are making no attempt

to re-establish a usable valley floor.

The Powder River now carries

the silt down to the Baker Valley where it is diverted into the irriga-

tion canals and deposited out on

the

cultivated areas.

above Baker is a reddish-brown flow of thick soup.
be a great hindrance to the irrigation faziers.

The stream

It cannot help but

Behind the dredge, the

valley flooris a series of piles of bare cobblestones. Even the stream
loses its continuity in the area as it
other through the basins

swings first one

of the dredge cuts.
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way then the

.
These are the only active mining operations observed in the

area. Old workings are to be found on

extensive areas along the Burnt,

Powder and Grande Ronde, particularly in their headwater regions and

it is entirely probable

that dredges may be started

at some

places in

their basins, sometime in the future.

Logging operations have entered the area at only four widely
separated points.
Suinpter.

A sawmill at Baker gets its logs from the area above

The small mill at Minam gets its logs in the local area.

mill at Wallowa gets its logs from

the vicinity of Maxville and

The

the

AJy

mill going in at Troy will log from the

lower M±am Valley.

Some logs have been exported out of the Wàllowa Basin, I think
to

the mill at Island City just out of La Grande,

of the logs for this mill come from areas in

the

but the largest part
upper G-rande Ronde

where the Mt. Emily Logging Company conduct the most extensive
operations in the area.

Grande from

their

logging

They haul logs by both rail and track into La

upriver cuttings.

The Mt. Emily Logging Company have been logging an extensive
area

around Starkey

for many years.

made on a

selective

an area.

Whether or not they are

All of their cuttings have been

basis, at least, as they have never entirely denuded

operating on

was not determined but apparently they are

in

The company has built an

through

the area and their main haul

the district.

The main road up the Grande

extensive system of logging roads
roads are the best roads

a sustained yield bas?s

Ronde from Fly Creek to Sheep Ranch is a Mt. Emily private road.

It

is open to public travel but has private road signs on it to protect
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.
the company.

At one time they had a padlocked gate across the road to

block it to all except logging trucks.
in the Sheep Ranch area.

This was thile they were logging

i1hen their operations swung to the area north-

west of Starkey and their trucks no longer used the upper road, they
removed the padlock.

Very large areas of the Blues and Wallowas have not yet felt
the loggers axes.

The largest single area yet untouched in the Blues

is the northern end of the range which include the headwater regions
of the Umatifla, Walla ialla, Touchet and Tucannon Rivers and the entire
basin ol' the Wenaha.

Hardly any cutting has yet been done in the

Wallowas.
The area has two separate and distinct typos of natural vege-

tation.
tions.

They follow exactly the boundaries of the geological forma-

The timber, which is predominantly yellow, and lodgepole pine,

covers the highland areas.

The valleys and the low sedimentary hills

between them are covered only by sagebrush, cactii and other associated
shrubs.

The lines of demarcation between the two types is generally a

very distinct line.

The timbered area is probably the greater in extent

as it covers most of both mountain ranges and across the whole northern
area inside the State of Oregon.

Very little of it extends over into the

State of Washington and this is on the extension of the main ridge of the
Blues.

The principal sage brush area is the area to the southeast along

Burnt River and the southern extension of the Wallowas and did extend
over all of the structural basin areas now under cultivation.

.
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Almost all of the area is a recreational area of some type
or other.

The sagebrush areas are the home of many Hungarian and

Chire pneasants for the shotgun hunters.
home of deer, elk and bear.

The thnbered areas are the

Nearly all of the streams will produce

fish at some seasons of the year and in some of the more remote streams
the fishing is really excellent.

Iiigratory waterfowis are also quite

plentiful, in season, but this type of hunting would not be so exceptional as some other areas in the State.

.
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Stream Descriptions

Birch Creek

Birch Creek enters the Snake River in OregOn about eight miles
upstream from the mouth of the Burnt River.

It is an insignificant

stream and is included in the report because of the report from some
members of the section that a reservoir already existed on the stream.
The aerial photograohs of the area showed an area

on the stream that

looked like a reservoir and a request was made that the stream be investigated.
In

The stream course loops into the Snake from the west.
its lower reaches

it runs through the low hills

of' the lake deposit

formation (probably Idaho formation) that extend for several miles
In these lower reaches the stream runs

along that bank of the Snake.

in a flat bottomed valley that ranges from a few hundred feet wide in
places to other

places

where it is a half mile or more wide.

The

stream itself, when there is water in the channel, flows in a narrow
channel cut
or

in the

valley bottom and is seldom entrenched more than 6

feet below the valley floor.

of very fine water-deposited silts.
excessive

amounts of

is attnpted.

In other areas the alkali is absent, or

only product from the

.

In some areas these silts show

white alkali and in these areas no cultivation

in lesser quantity as the

very heavy.

The banks are compose4, generally,

areas

bottom

are under cultivation.

if

present, is

Hay is

the

lands and the crop did not appear to be

We did not see any place there the hay had been cut.
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It

S

fenced pasture vthere the

appeared to be

farmer ranged his stock at

certain seasons of the year.
This condition prevailed for the lower 6 miles or more of
the stream valley.

There was no water flowing in the lower valley on

the date observed (September 7, 1946).
a ranch 7 miles or so up.
sets.

It was aU being diverted at

In this lower valley there are three ranch

One is at the mouth alongside of US. 30 and this one is occupied

though I suspect that the occupant does not farm.

They have a small

garden and a barn but no cultivated lands around the house

the

occupant works in Huntington.

I thii

Three miles up the stream, a ranch

house sits on the south bank of the stream.

Seine stock

ranging

the

area showed that it was inhabited but there was no indication of farmA third ranch 3 miles farther up was completely deserted.

ing activity.

The bu.ildings

were in.a

state of collapse except one small one that

had the appearance ol' being used for a bunkhouse occasionally.

Cattle

ranged this area also but it is doubtful if they belonged to this
ranch.

At this third ranch

canyon proportions and

the

creek

stock watering

to almost

for the first time ledge basalts appear to rim

the hills. Across this constretion, a
ted to form a

valley narrows down

tiny rock dam had been construc-

very small pond. It could be for nothing more than a

hole.

The road continued on up the creek for about a mile and
ended at the only ranch on Birch Creek where it looked like people were
really living.

The house and barns were well kept and. the land, though

there was much less of it, was under cultivation and under irrigation.
This ranch was diverting

A really good alfalfa field was seen here.

and using all of the water in
There were some

the

stream.

cottonwood trees around

The surrounding hills

trees were the only trees seen on Birch Creek.

them and even with this

have nothing but a scant sagebrush growth on

cover the bills look

the house and these

barren.

We found no existing reservoir on Birch Creek and we found

place tiere

no

one could

be

built.

Even under natural conditions the

stream would be intermittent in its lovier reaches and with the one

ranch

diverting

lower valley.

all the flow there is

seldom any

water flowing in the

The area is one of extremely light precipitation.

It

seldom rains and the vinter snows seldom ii' ever blanket the hills.

The stream does not reach far enough into the hills to receive any
benefit from the

snow-melt at

higher elevations.

The fanr at the upper ranch has
a

dry

across

valley that enters from the north at his house, and scraped out

a shallow pond area back of it.
the spring snow-melt.
the previous spring.
old.

constructed a fill

He evidently

There was no

hopes to fill

it from

evidence that it had held any water

The work did not appear to have

been over 2 years

It may receive some water sometime and it may impound it if it

ioes but both conditions appeared quite doubtful to us.
We could not quite figure out vthat the boys had seen in the

aerial pictures that they identified as a reservoir.
been taken at some time of the year vthen
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one of

It

must have

the hayfields contrasted

.

with the surrounding sage in

such a way as to look

like a reservoir.

We can safely say that there is no such reservoir, nor has there ever

been at the location they identified. The inventory of projects

also

lists a proposal on this stream but the location given places it 2 miles
or more south of the creek,

high up in

a barren area wnere there isn't

any water at all.
Benson Creek is another inteiinittent stream still

smaller than

Birch Creek that enters the Snake about 2 miles downstream from Birch
Creek.

It flows in from the northwest and in

its

lower reaches it looks

less like a creek than several other places where there wasn't any

water

either. The creek course is only some 8 or 9 miles long through a very
arid country. One ranch about 4 miles up diverts and uses all the water

available.
The records show a constructed storage on this stream.
was supposed to be an

off-stream

It

storage of l&3 acre-feet behind an

eazh-fill dam 2 feet high and 802 feet long. It is supposed to be
located in Section 25, T. 14 S., R. 44 E.
A search of the area did not reveal

the

reservoir. We found

one place there such a tiny storage may have been created at one time
but the area is now a flat bench in the valley bottom. If this was the

place the reservoir had silted entirely full and been abandoned. We doubted though if it

ever was a reservoir as there were no definite indications

that a darn had been constructed there and neither was there any evidence

of a diversion

ditch by vthich

it was filled. In that location

without a

diversion ditch, it must have been filled only by melting snow from
hill areas above and in this location the
-30-

the

drainage area is very small.

.
Burnt River

Burnt River is the

lesser of the three principal rivers that

drain the Blue Mountains in this reconnaissance area.

It enters the

Snake at elevation 2,027, at river mile 187.5 of the 1920 U.S.G.S.
Snake River survey.

It heads in three main forks, the North Fork which heads about
8 miles due west of Sumpter, the Middle Fork, which heads about 15 miles
due south of the source of the Nort.h Fork, and the South Fork which

beads some 10 miles farther south and somewhat to the west.
The North Fork flows an almost true southeast course to join

the

Middle Fork which joins from the west.

The South Fork flowing a

Snortheast course joins the Middle Foaic about a

the North Fork-Middle Fork junction.

half mile

upstream from

All three now pour their flows

into the recently constructed Unity heservoir which covers the junction
area of all three streams.

From the junction the stream flows rather erratically to the
eastward for son

23 miles where it takes a course 5 miles long into

the northeast where it again turns east to flow for 12 or 13 miles into the Durkee Valley.

Here it takes a fairly definite course into the

south-southeast to flow for about 18 miles into Huntington.

At Hunting-

ton it makes nearly a 90 degree swing to the northeast to enter

the

Snake about 2 miles away.

The elevations around
Forks are

5

between

higher country

the sources of the North and Middle

5,500 and 6,000 feet.

where the

The South Fork

elevations range up to
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heads in some

about 7,000 feet. All

.

fairly rapidly to their common junction area which
elevation 4,760. Below the junction the stren gradient is

three streams tumble
is at about

more moderate.

It winds back and forth in the wide, flat bottomed

valley between low banks and with sluggish flow.

At a few points local

constrictions occur and at a few places minor rapids appear but

in

general the easy gradient continues down to the mouth of the canyon
section at Bridgeporb, 22 miles below the junction.
is about 3,400 feet.

the stream really

The elevmtion here

Through the canyon section into the Durkee Valley

tumbles.

it is a foaming cascade much of the way.

In this 17 or ig miles the river drops about 800 feet to elevation
2,600.

It flattens off thile flowing the 2 or 3 miles through the

Durkee Valley but soon resumes its downward course.

At the lower end

of the IJurkee Valley it enters a narrow canyon from vthich it does not

emerge until it joins the Snake.
it falls 573 feet.

In this canyon, sons 20 miles long,

Some reaches are vicious reaches of fast water, at

other places and. sontiis for quite long reaches the stream flow is
quite moderate.
The volun

A

of water carried by the Burnt is not large.

four-year record at Huntington between 1928 and 1932 showed an average
annual flow of 67.5 second-feet and an average annual discharge of
48,850 acre-feet.
feet in 1932.

The extreme flow during the period was 1,200 second-

A seven-year period at Durkee between 1931 and 1938

gave an average annual flow of 60.9 second-feet and an average annual
discharge of 46,840 acre-feet.

The maximum flow observed at this

station was 1,290 second-feet in 1936.
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At Bridgeport, 20 miles above

.

Durkee, a 3-year period of record

showed an

average flow of 6.4.7 second-

feet and another l3-ar period of record at Hereford
farther up showed an average flow of

u

miles still

.5 second-feet.

The inconsistency of the flow measurements should not be

interpreted as losses to the ground water as it is not believed that
such losses occur. Neither should they be interpreted as there being
little water contribution in the area below Hereford. There are in

fact several fair-sized creeks that enter between Hereford and Bridgeport,

and several more between Bridgeport and IJurkee.

Below Durkee,

Manning Creek and Dixie Creek both enter and both are Lair-sized creeks.

There are in addition about a dozen lesser streams.

The depletion of the flow can better be accounted for in the

irrigation use ax the subsequent evaporation losses from the field.
Nearly all of the -valley areas from above Hereford to below Durkee are

under cultivation and are irrigated. Even in -the

canyon

below Burkee

any piece of ground large enough for a garden or hayfield is cultivated.

It is true that the highland areas in the headwaters furnish most of

the water but some of the creeks that do not join till quite well
also have their

sources in high

down

country. The high country area is an

area of quite heavy snowfafl and the snowpack at the summit will often

be from 5 to 7 feet thick. The lower reaches will receive much less
snow and it is a winter of severe snow conditions when these hills
show a snow

cover even during the winter.

The Burnt is a good example of the

contrasting

types of

river valleys. In the beadwater regions the streams flow through
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I
rather gentle mountain valleys, moderately timbered with many open
parks and meadows.

They gradually increase in size as other

streams

join and they soon cut themselves moderate canyon channels, usually
V-type while still in the timbered areas, gradually changing to the
flat bottomed box-type as the elevations get lower and the timber gets
sparser.

They finally leave the timbered hills into rather wide, open

valleys and all three forks are flowing in this type valley when they
join in the Unity Reservoir.
The wide, flat bottomed valley pretty generally maintains
all the way dovn to Bridgeport.

It is constricted by alluvial hills

in places but generally the valley bottom is at least a quarter mile
wide and in a few places it widens till it is over a mile between the
toes of

the hill

In this region the lower hills are sage cover-

slopes.

ed but the bordering hills are capped with stands of timber.
Just below Bridgeport, the river enters a narrow rock-walled
canyon, that it baa cut in

the limestone formation.

The canyon is only

from 50 to 100 feet wide in the bottom and the walls stand steeply
throughout most o1 the reach.

At some places, nearly vertical cliffs

stand up for 200 feet or more in height.

We thought, but did not trace the comection,

that

the lime-

stone formation was a western extension of the same lime mountain that
the cement plant is using at Lime.

If this is true there is indeed a

huge supply of limestone in that vicinity.

On emerging from this canyon into the Durkee Valley, the
hills fade back and the stream meanders between shallow banks while
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:

Li..

Viei east

(downstream) on the Burnt from

crossing this structural basin.

mile below Deer Creek.

when it leaves the Durkee Valley, the

stream enters a Vtype canyon again and continues in it to the Snake.
Though the canyon type does not vary greatly in this section, the rock
composition does.

In the upper regions the rocks are generally

ta

volcanics; around Lime, in the central section, the walls are limestone;
süll farther down, the Columbia River basalts form the walls.
Several geologic ages are represented along the various
reaches of the Burnt.

In the headwater regions the rocks are all vol

canics, all showing extensive weathering.
in number
portions.

The exposed cliffs are few

and all of these are badly broken at least in the exposed
Trees growing in and on them add to the weathering effects

to tend to break them down.

A cliff that Owen identified as being

andesite was observed on the North Fork.
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In another area of the same

I

streani, an exposure was identified as a basaltic
All of the exposures

identified on

the

agglomerate or

South Fork were

basalts.

breccia.
Below

the junction of the three forks, the entire area of the valley bottom
and lower hills is mantled by lacustrine and Liuvial deposits. In this
region no outcrops of rock are visible. The deposition may have been
caused by a downiwarping of the section or by the dainruing action of the

limestones in the region below Bridgeport.

In any event this area was

an inland lake at one time.
Contrasting with

the alluvial

type of

valley

above1the stream

below Bridgeport flows in a rugged rock-walled canyon where the lime-

stone walls rise high and steeply above the river. In this region many

of the cliffs are bare of timber and the rock is sound.
The Durkee Valley is definitely a downwarped basin where for

xny

years

another lake existed. The 'valley floor and the lower foot-

hills in this area ae also mantled with the lacustrine deposits.

Vhat

the underlying rock may be is not deteimined but when it is again ex-

posed, at the lower end of the basin, it is meta-volcanic in character.
Somewhere under the deposits the contact between the limestones and vol-

canics will occur. The lower canyon as stated before shows the metavolcanic series, a limestone area, and the Columbia River basalts.

The first settlers on the Burnt were the miners. Just when
placer gold was

discovered on the Burnt was not determined but it prob-

ably was also during the 1862 period. Evidence of the old workings

were seen at several places in localized areas but doubtless the whole
area was prospected. The workings in the mouth of the canyon below
-36-
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Bridgeport apparently were the most extensive and it is at these workings vthere the extent and scope of the early placer miners1 activities
can still be seen.

The work must have continued here for several years.

The miners got the water for their high pressure monitors by intercept-

ing the water from the southern rim of the basin, leading it east in a
winding canal to bring it in above the workings, several hundred feet
above the river.

The old "Eldorado Ditch" is still visible high up on

the mountains to the south of the river and even from the road it can
be traced for miles.

Range 41 i., i-

The ditch terminated in Section 3, T. 13 S.,

miles from and high

some 4 miles east of Bridgeport.

above the

bed of Clark's Creek,

The entire valley of Clarkts Creek

to Bridgeport and the east bank of the Burnt below Bridgeport has been
washed from this setup.

The canal extended to the west and, before

it was finally abandoned had been extended to the west far enough to
pick up the flow from Elk
The air 1i

Creek in Section 26, T. 13 S. R. 351 E.

distance between the two ends of the ditch is about 40

miles but the mileage along the ditch will be more than twice that far
as it winds in and out of all the intersecting creek canyons.
it picks up flows from 23 creeks.

In route,

Camp Creek, with several of its tribu-

taries was probably the largest single provider.

tion ceased the ditch fell into disuse and has

hen the mining

been

opera-

abandoned and the

water re-allocated to irrigation uses.
Several smaller mining operations, mostly placer, were located
in the headwater regions of the South Fork and Camp Creek.

Strangely

enou:h, there does not appear to have been any discoveries in the North
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Fork Basin. The irrigation farmers followed the miners and these
activities

culminated in the present occupancy of the

basin.

The

Thirkee

Vlley is entirely under cultivation and is probably the best of the
lands in the basin. More and varied crops can be grown in this valley.
Above Bridgeport the region is more isolated and hay is by far the
pre dominant crop
bottom,

Some small grains are also grown.

The en tire valley

except for one or two short sections, has come under cultiva-

tion and the area extends up to just below the forks of the river.
The area above along the
vated.

Middle Forks are not generally cult i-

North and

There are a few isolated cattle ranches along either valley

but cattle, not crops, is their main produce. This is also true of
much of the South Fork but one wide basin area which includes the lower

basins of several of the South Fork tributaries is given over to agriculture. Again the main

hay but in this vicinity large

product is

tracts of the higher lands, out of the creek bottoms are given over to
wheat.

Two small towns have grown up on the Upper burnt.

Unity is

the larger and is situated in the itheat growing area along the South
Fork.

Hereford is a group of ranches at the head of the valley below

the Forks. Unity has the semblance of a town but Hereford has not.

There is a store and restaurant at Unity.
The Durkee Valley might,

in

the future, attain a higher stage

of development but there is little chance that the Upper Burnt will
ever do so. Te soil generally is of too poor a quality and the eleva-

tion is against it. Some wide areas in the upper valley are already
-3
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showing alkali from the leaching action of the irrigation water.

South

of Hereford some quite large tracts have already been abandoned and
other areas are being likewise affected.

For many years the farmers irrigated their lands by direct
diversion from the river and many of the tributary creeks without the
benefit of storage reser'uirs.

Prior to 1937
they were very small.

only two storages were built in the basin and

The ihited 1servoir was built on the South

Fork

and an off-stream storage, called the Morfitt Reservoir was built in a
little basin about a mile south of Unity.

The records show two other

storages in the basin, supposed to kve been constructed, but we did&t
find them and the caretaker at the Unity Dam said he had never heard
of them.

These are listed as the "Murray't in Section 18, T. 14 8.,

H. 38 E., and the "Camp Greek" in Section 5, T.13 S., H. 38

.

Inforina-

tion secured indicated that the Murray had been an early day mining

operation.

The record showed a storage of 467 acre-feet behind 2 low

earth-fills.

Our informer said that there were a couple of small ponds

there yet and that the water had been used on a placer proposition in
Section 7, T. 14 8., H. 38 E.

vidence of the old nüne still exists

but apparently no use is being made

of the water right.

The Camp Creek development is supposed to be a storage of 2,400
acre-feet behind an earth-fill 48 feet high.

Our inventory of projects

list the storage at 1,500 acre-feet behind a dam 45 feet high.

We did

not succeed in getting to the exact location indicated (in Section 5,
T. 13 S., H. 38 i.) as a series of basalt rimrocks blocked us away from

.

the area.

ApDarently the location is in a

no road or trail leading in to it.

narrow basalt canyon with

We got into the canyon in which it

is supposed to be somewhat over a mile below the location

water supply abov.

point there was no evidence of use of the
is used, at

times, for the grazing

of cattle but

of the canyon was one that had been
ditions.

suspect that the

We

age of Camp

Creek flows and

pool rather than

an

abandoned

The area

account of alkali concomplete

stor-

that it is now being used as a stock water

as being for use on lands in Sections 33

has

on

this

the ranch at the mouth

reservoir makes an almost

irrigation supply.

and much oi this area

and at

The records list the storage

and 34, T. 12 5.,

R. 38 E.,

also been retired from cultivation because

of the alkali conditions.
The Vlhited Reservoir was

storage built on the Burnt.

probably the first purely

It was constructed in 1915.

in the vstern half of Section 13, T. 13 S., R. 36
scarcely extends beyond

and rock-fill 45

the limits

The dam is

. and the reservoir

The dam is an earth-

feet high and 290 feet long and the reservoir capacity
The dam is in

is recorded at 1,635 acre-feet.

abutments of the

of the section.

irrigation

a

basalt area and both

dam abut against basalt outcrops.

The left end of

the dam is against the vafley side at a point vere basalts outcrop to
much higher elevation than the top of the dam, but the slopes up to it
were regular.

The right abutment is against a lone spire or smafl butte

that cro-wdecl the stream and was connected to the left valley side by a

low saddle.

The spiliway was cut

solid shows in the channel cut.

through this saddle and nothing very

Apparently the spiflway has not been
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Burnt River

Panorame. of hited

Darn

from upstream.

Panorama of Vrhited Dai from donstream.
'I
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Whited spillway cut through the right abutment from upstream.
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Panorama of Whited Reservoir from the right butaerit south.
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called upon to carry much water as the channel does not show much
erosion.

The controlled outlet for low, level release passes through
the center of the dam low down.

This is a three-foot concrete pipe

with a hand-operated gate on the upstream end.

wheel is on

a

The

gate

operating

wood tower setting out in the lake above the dam.

There

is in addition a higher level outlet that feeds into a hicher canal
that skirts the left side of the reservoir from above.
canal intercepts the flow of or

Evidently this

of the tributary creeks,

probably

Sheep Creek, before it enters the reservoir, carries it past the pool
area, and at a higher elevation, across the left abutment of the dam

in

a 2-foot pipe, still above pool level, after which the water drops

to the canal elevation of the higher outlet from the pool.
ment of hand-operated

control

The arrange-

gates on both the bypass canal and the

high level outlet makes it certain that the higher ditch can receive
water regardless of the height of the water

in

the reservoir.

Both abutments show evidence of excessive leakage at higher
pool elevations.

There is evidence that some of the waterway passages

are piping and both abutments show minor slide areas downstream from
excessive saturation.

The reassembled flows from the leaks also

attacked the downstream toe of the dam and a serious slide or wash
occurred.

Some 20 feet or more of the toe is gone and 20 feet or more

of the outlet pipe has also been washed out.

That the owners are cognizant of the critical condition was
evident as preparation for repairs were under way.
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Replacement con-

crete pipe was already on the scene and an access road to the toe vas
being built up the valley from below.

The water

is

used on a ranch

just below the reservoir.

The Morfitt Reservoir is a small pond that a farmer has
built to get a local supply of water on his land.

The pond is rather

small and is formed by a semi-circular earth-fill or dike around the
north half of the pond.

The records show that the height at the maxi-

mimi point is 20 feet high but it did not look to be that high at any
place.

The same record shows the dam to be 468 feet long and the stor-

age capacity to be 280 acre-feet.
of Section 20, T. 13

The storage is near the eastern line

., R. 37 Ji.

Jorfitt Dam and Reervoir from above - view looking north.
I

To get the water to fill it the farmer extended a diversion
ditch to the west somewhat more than a mile long to pick up the flows
from two tiny tributaries of one of the forks of Job Creek.
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We did not

.

see any irrigation distribution ditches below the pooi so rather doubt-

ed that the purpose of the storage was primarily irriation.

It had

the appearance of being more for a stock water supply than anything
else.

The farmer might collect a wild duck or two there in season as

the bed of the pooi was pretty well covered with tules.

The Unity Reservoir is the only important
River Basin.

storage in

the Burnt
The

It was built by the Bureau of Eeclamation in 1937.

dani is in the southeast quarter of Section 21, T. 12 S., R. 37 E., and
just below the junctions of the North, Middle and South Forks.

voir arms

extend

up all

Reser-

three of the tributary 'a11eys.

A

The dam is an earth-fill 76 feet high and 390 feet long.

rectangular concrete, dual-tainter gate controlled, channel spiliway
crosses through the right end of the darn and the controlled releases

are

made through a bypass tunnel lower down through this same abutment.

The tunnel discharges into the lower end of the spillway channel.
recorded

capacity of the

The

reservoir is 25,260 acre-feet.

From information furnished by the dam tender the total capacity of the pool has never been used in any one season.

The water re-

leased is used br anyone anywhere below but the primary purpose was
apparently to obliterate water shortages in the iJurkee Valley.

The

tender also told us that the dam has never yet failed to spill during

the spring melt.
Apparently there is plenty of water to supply additional storage in the basin but
could be used.

there does

not appear to be lands on which it

e saw no reason why the Unity Dam could not have been

built 20 feet higher.
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Burnt River
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The Unity Dam from downstream - view looking 'west.

I

-,

Panorama of the Unity Dam from upstream.

' .--

Burnt River

The spiliway of the Unity Dai from upstream.

Panorama of the Unity Reservoir from the right abutment
of the darn - view west.
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The Bureau must have some plan in view nere additional water
will be of value as we found the stakes and monuments of a recent ,sur
Brass

vey of a dam site on the North Fork above the Unity heservoir.

cap monuments were set in either abutment and white bunting flags had
been set up at each of them.

We

do not Imow by what name the Bureau

is identifying this axis but we are arbitrarily calling it the North

The axis is in the southeast quarter of Section l, T. 11 S.,
R. 3

i. in a rather shallow canyon.

A section across the valley along

the axis would show a bottom width of from 130 to 150 feet.
abutment would rise for 60 or 70 feet at about 1 on 1
back on about 1 on 3.

The right

here it breaks

The left abutment rises on a more regular slope

at about l- to 1 up for 150 feet more or less.

cap had an elevation of 4,l0.49 stamped on it.

The left abutment bress
It was somewhere near

100 feet above stream level.

T

The Bureau axis on the horth .ork
of Burnt River view looking north
(upstream).

40
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There was no indication
was proposing to build the dam.

the field as to how high the Bureau

The only

topography

available to the

reconnaissance crew was that shown on the Sumpter quadrangle where 100foot contours only are shown.

If the Bureau

is proposing the dam up

to the 4,100-foot contour, the dam would be about 90 feet high.

It

would create a long, narrow pool that would ethend about 3 miles upstream to the mouth of Trout Creek.

that the pool

might contain

Very rough computations indicate

about 10,000 acre-feet.

The location provides a very poor reservoir and a not too
good dam site.

The entire reservoir area is in a moderate canyon.

Above the mouth of Trout Creek, the canyon fades away and the stream
flows through a truly large meadow area.

The pool created by the 90-

foot darn would reach up to -the extreme lower end of the meadows but

receive no benefit from them.

A dam high enough to inundate the meadows

is probably beyond the possibilities of the

site.

The geological conditions at the dam site are fair but the

interity of basalt rocks is

proves their
They are

soundness.

tion.

a high

open until thorough investigation

Outcropping ledges show in both abutments.

composed of volcanic

at least, show

a1wars

agglomerate or breccia and, on

the

surface

degree of weathering and considerable disintegra-

Even the exposed parts of the cliffs would require extensive

stripping.

At lower elevations the slopes of the valley are formed

by talus slopes and the rock is covered.
floor or in the stream bed.

It does

not show

in the valley

The amount of stripping and excavation for

Sfoundations is the wildest kind of

a guess but

be 50 feet or more.
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it could be expected to

.
The maximum possible dam that could be built at this site
will be dependent upon subsurface investigations and the
respect to the

soundness

and continuity of the rock.

findings in

It should, though

be somewhat higher than the 90 feet postulated, possibly 120 to 130
feet.

The dam would

Construction materials were not isolated.

necessarily be an earth- or earth and rock-fill, for which the materials
should be found not too far away.

The area is moderately timbered and

clearing will be required on all phases of the development, even borrow
pits

if

Gravels were not seen near the dam

they exist near the dam.

site, but the floor of the meadow above Trout Creek is believed to be
a source for any amount.

Though the stream was very small on the date observed, there
is believed to be plenty

of

As stated

water to fill such a reservoir.

before, its purpose as an irrigation storage is not apparent.
The South Fork of the Burnt, above the Unity Reservoir, has
also been considered for the storage of irrigation water, but not since
the construction of the Unity Reservoir.
different times.

Thro proposals were made at

One, the IHardmant$ was proposed for

8,500 acre-feet in Section 22, T. 13 5., R. 36 E.

the

storage of

The other, the

'1Carnegie" was proposed for the storage of 4,000 acre-feet in the same

township but was not more definitely located.

A

search of

the area re-

vealed only one possible location for a dais with a reservoir area above

it so it is believed that both proposals were for the same location

but for

different

heights of dams.
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The site

observed is very close to the common corner of Sec-

The larger part of the

tions 22, 23, 26 and 27 of T. 13 S., EL 36 E

reservoir area is in Section
of Sections

28 and 31.

Below the axis, all the way up from the

valley is

over parts

27 but would extend upstream

At the apparent site

wide and. nearly all under cultivation.

a long, low ridge thrusts out into the valley
a rather abrupt, round-faced

11ey.

the center of

If

against

east ending in

The ridge

the fairly steep western

an axis exists in the area it will be about in

the bend as the river swings

around

in

The valley bottom is about 100 feet wide

will stand at about l

from the

nose above the river bank.

causes a swing in the river to the west
side of the

ited pool, the

of the ridge.

the nose

the area and either slope

to 1 but both are on talus

slopes. Decomposing

basalt cliffs show high up on the hills but in the lower regions,
At this site an estimate of

nothing solid shows on the surface.

excava-

tion quantities is practically impossible, only a drilling program
could deterfflir

this.

Two irrigation ditches

site on the right abutment.

feeding

into

They are the high and 1Gw

the area west of the ton of

from the South Fork's unregul ted flow.
for these canals was rock encountered.
slopes show mineral soil and talus

the

pass through

face more than a few Lest.

Unity.

Both

the dam

level ditches

are diversions

At no place in the

excavations

The exposed excavated bank

rock only but they do not

penetrate

In addition to being soil covered,

the rit abutment is rather heavily timbered.

The left abutment is

not so heavily timbered but in the other characteristics it appeared
very similar.
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The site will be usable for a dam possibly 100 feet high.
The saddle back of the right abutment will limit the height.
Just above the axis ridge the valley widens out again and
provides a fair-sized basin.

The basin does not extend very far up-

stream and in that area the stream grade steepens.

A dam 100 feet high

will form a pool that will extend upstream only about l

miles.

There

iueni riage - view sou&rieas& &o sounvs.

iarth-fill materials for a dam would be readily available from
the right abutment area and in the areas both up and downstream from
the abutment ridge.

Rock of satisfactory quality was not observed and

it might be hard to find.

The only gravel seen was in the stream bed

where occasional small bars have formed.
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No one of them would provide

enough and it is doubtful if all of them within reach will make a suff 1-

cient quantity.
The purpose for a storage here could be only for use on the

lands west of and around Unity, ii the present river-run diversions are
inadequate.

In this event the storage might be justified, but the

general appearance of the site and the limited storage space available
place the project in an apparent doubtful category.

For donriver use

it would appear that the North Fork site would be the better development.

Also prior to the Unity development, a proposal called the

Durkee }eservoir' was proposed for construction in the valley just below Hereford.

The inlonnation p_aced the dam in the southwest quarter

of Section 25, T. 12 5., R. 38 E. We found this to be the widest,

flattest area in the upper Burnt Basin. A dam only a few feet high
would be a mile or so long and th reservoir area would be the most
a

Panorama dovnstream over area of IJurkee proposal.
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intensively cultivated lands in the upper basin.

location information was

The proposal data called

recorded in error.

for an earth-fill dam 35 feet high and 20

We believe that the

feet long to create a stor-

age of 5,100 acre-feet. At the location given such a darn would not
close the valley.

As the wide valley extends all the vay up to the Unity Reservoir, we cast downstream looking for
dam could be built.

Six and a

an alternate location where a

half miles below in

the southeast * of

Section 25, T. 12 S., H. 39 i., we found a possible location for a darn.

Visually the

site did not appear to fit the scanty data 'we had for the

Duee proposal, but as there did not seem to be any other
sible we came to the,

conclusion that this was

the proposed site and the

recorder had made a mistake in his range location.

called it

place pea-

We have, however,

the "Durkee alternate" to distinguish it from the initial

location.
The upper location shows

either abutment

nothing but

alluvial deposits on

or across the wide. valley bottom.

As this area would

have been somewhere near the center of the prehistoric lake that at

one time occupied

this section of the valley, the deposits can be ex-

pected to be cuite

deep.

Though the alternate location does not show ledge rock either,
it

appears to be

the only place

tion will be confined to this

here a dam is possible so the descrip-

location.

For purposes of location, the

site is about i- miles upstream from the road forks at the mouth of
Mill Greek, and

.6 miles (by road) below Hereford.
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The point is in

£.orx.a of the Durkee alternate, l- miles above the
mouth of Mill Creek - view looking west (upstream).

one of the few places where no cultivated lands exist.

No topography

of the site is available as the area is in the Caviness quadrangle
vthich has not been surveyed.

The river grade at the site is somevhere near elevation 3,500.

The flat valley bottom is about 200 feet wide and the river runs in a
shallow inaer channel along the toe of the right abutment.

On this

riht abutment the bank rises steeply, possibly a little steeper than

1 on 1, for the lor 40 feet or so where it levels off on a flat,
intermadate bench some 300 feet w±de.
slope rises on a slope 0± about 2 on 1.

more uniform slope of about l

Above this the m'in valley sde
The left abutment rises on a

to 1 with the benched out road section,

20 or 25 feet above the valley floor, being the only break.

The maxi-

mum height of dam possible at the site would be 100 feet more or less
but this height is not believed to be feasible on account 0± the large
amount of cultivated land

in

the upper reservoir area.

extend almost to Hereford.
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This pooi would

The lower elevations in the dam site do not show any outcropping rock; neither the steepened face on the bench on the

nor th

right

road cut on the left reveal anything but alluvial formations.

Higher up, above any height possible to use, rotting basalt cliffs
outcrop.

Owen suspects that the basalts continue in the abutments

and under the stream, not necessarily covered very deeply.
that the basalts will be

may be discontinuous.

He

found to be

lying in rather thin flows and

recommends seismic exploration to determine

this before more expensive explorations are made.
the area and for the first 2-

stream

The

channel.

There

natural sagebrush

through

miles above the darn, is very sluggish

arid the stream channel meanders in loops and twists in

inner

He suspects

are no cultivated

cover is unbroken.

lands in this

its shallow

area

and the

The valley widens gradually in

this reach but does not attain sufficient width for agricultural purposes.

Above this reach the

valley

widens to offer a bottom width

that could be usable for haylands if the stream were
the brush cut.

straightened and

Some small wild hay tracts exist but the land is not

placed to general agricultural use in the next three miles.

portant agricultural area really starts about 5
site and

about 3

miles downstream

proposal could be built with very little

the dimensions of

disruption

the Durkee

of the present activi-

A short section of the highway would require revision and this

would be

.

miles above the dam

from Hereford.

Under these conditions a darn with

ties.

The im-

the major ±'lowage problem.

inundated.

Little if any

used lands would be

The maximum pool that could 'be created without serious

- 6

View doenetrearn or the reservoi area from 4.4 miles
above the axis of the Durkee alternate.

__"1i-L

::-

View upstream from same point.

I

disruption to the existing

agricultural activities would be one that

would place the upper limits of the pool at the lower edge of the Hereford area developments, three miles downstream from Hereford.
pool would require a dam somevthere

near 75

capacity might be about 15,000 acre-feet.

feet high.

Such a

The reservoir

(As there is no topographic

surveys of the area this capacity figure should not be used without
verification.

it is based solely upon the premise that if this is the

Durkee site and t

lower 35 feet will impound 5,100 acre-feet, an addi-

tior.l 35 feet or so should impound about twice as much.)
Construction

materials

for a dam at

the

alternate

site should

be readily available, as far as earth-fill materials are concerned.

Both valley sides and the

valley bottom in the reservoir are composed

for use in such

of materials that would be suitable

suitable quality will

not

a dam.

Rock of

be found in the immediate vicinity and may

have to be transported for several miles.

Suitable gravel for concrete

structures also will not be available at thesite end it is doubtful
if they exist within several miles

upstream.

is from downstream toward the Bridgeport area.
the

miners, a large

The most probable source

In the area worked by

supply of suitable gravels have been exposed and

this gravel may extend upstream still closer to the dam area.
One other possibility for storage was found on the Burnt.

So

far as knoim this location has never been proposed as a storage site.
A mile or two below Bridgeport the Burnt River enters a rather narrow,
limestone-walled canyon.

It is "box

walls throughout most of its course.

in type with nearly vertical rock
About 6 miles below Bridgeport,

a spur ridge

thrusts out from

cliff on the left.

the east to oppose a nearly vertical

The combination offers a site where a dam of medium

height could be constructed very cheaply.

The axis would be located in
4, T. 12 S., R. 41
Creek.

be acceptable,
about

southeast quarter of

One is

both above and below which might also

part of

the Burnt

River is on the

The

the area are just under 3,300 feet above sea level.

Any of the

axes

are good

for dams up to 200

and higher dams can be built in this vicinity if a

that would

other

determined.

Baker quadrangle sheet and the points can easily be

river elevations in

the

about one-fourth mile upstream and

one-half mile downstream. This

able. A dam 200

Section

., about a mile below the mouth of Dark Canyon

alternate axes

There are

the

feet in height

higher dam is

fair-sized pool

feet high would, however, create a

cover the entire Bridgeport Valley and extend

far as the Durkee alternate
is indeterminate but it

site.

Vhat

would be quite

the

desir-

storage

upstream

capacity

as

might be

large, probably greater than the

stream can supply.

At the

selected axis the river valley is quite narrow, pos-

the axis

sibly 60 to 80 feet in

area, and the road

and

all the space available between the two bare cliffs.

at about *

to 1.

Both

Both cliffs rise

dam somewhat over 200

the left more moderately to

abutments continue up for 400 feet or more

a saddle in the idge of the

.

river occupy

to 1 slopes for the first hundred feet or so where both

break back, the right to about 1 on 1 and
possibly 2

the

right

but

abutment would limit this axis to a

feet in height.
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This saddle offers a splendid

Burnt iiver
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View of ads in Section 3,
T.12 S., R. 41 E., about
6 miles below Bridgeport.
View looking dovnstream.
(Rock is limestone.)

View upstream from above axis.

opportunity for a spiflway.

This site would very definitely furnish

good foundations and abutments without excessive excavation.

The

visible liinestorEs are hard and sound and in the river channel they
will not be deeply buried.

This is the best darn site observed in the

Burnt Basin, but a storage in this area might not have the utility of
one in the area above the upper basin.

The reservoir area will be a narrow canyon for the first 3
miles above the dam.

At this point the valley 'widens out and, in the

vicinity of Bridgeport, is possibly 2 miles wide, and it continues to
be quite wide up to the coistriction at the

rkee alternate.

All of

I

View dawn the Burnt from mouth of iill Creek, looking southeast. Area shown is in Section 29 - 12 S - 40 E.

the basin above the canyon is under cultivation, except for the areas
of gravel piles left by the placer miners.

The main product is hay but

some small grain fields were also in evidence.
-61-
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The road don the canyon from Bridgeport to Thirkee is low
down along the river bank all the way and the relocation of this road
The ranch at Bridgeport is a good

will be the major flowage problem.

ranch and the fields appeared to be quite fertile but its value should
not be enough to block the development if it is determined to be desirable.

Construction materials for a concrete darn are available hear
the site.

The gravel deposits between Bridgeport and the mouth of the

canyon appeared to be entirely adequate though they may be lacking in
the finer screenings.

The rock at the site would be suitable for use

and could furnish cnent for the job.

The existing cement plant at

Lime is only a few miles away and could probably furnish the cement
Earth-fill materials will

cheaper than it could be made at the dani.

not be available within reach.
There are several ad'vantages that this site has over any of

the other sites in he basin.

In addition to the dam site being the

best observed, it is below a greater

and could intercept more water.
Valley and it could be made
the

Burnt River

the storage.

waters.

number of

the tributary streams

It is above, and closer to, the Durkee

large

enough to make a complete storage of

There is still the question of the purpose of

No point of use for all that

irrigation

water is apparent

at this time, and the regulation and use as a power development could
hardly be justified because the flow would be too small.

.
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Becapitulation

Developments on the Burnt River, if any, must be confined to
the area above Durkee.

Any developments below would be blocked by the

highway and railroad in the lower canyon, and the fact that there are
almost no irrigable lands below the Durkee Valley.
In the area above there appears to be three feasible projects,

any one of which might be justified if considered alone or more than
one of theni under special considerations.

I can

forsee no succession

of events that could justify all three.

The feasible projects appear to be the North
North Fork, the Durkee alternate, and the
main river.

Burnt

on the

Bridgeport canyon site on

the

An intensive study alone can determine which or how many

of them could be built or

if

any of them should

.
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Powder River

Powder River is the second in size of the three streams that
drain to the east from the Blue Mountains.

It heads in two major forks,

19 miles ist and about 7 miles north of Baker.

The two forks head less

than a half mile apart on either side of the saddle which connects the
Elkhorn Ridge group of mountains to the main backbone ridge of the Blue
Mountains.

The North Fork of the

to the north and the main Powder

Powder circles

circles

the Elkhorn Ridge group

them to the south.

Thus the

entire drainage from the Elkhorn Ridge is carrisd by the Powder.

The

North Fork receives a substantial flow also from the Blues that extend
to the north from Elkhorn
Powder drainage.

Ridge and form the northern rim of the North

In contrast, to the south, the Powder soon swings away

from the Blues and the Blue Mountain drainage is intercepted by the
Burnt.

The Dooley Mountains which put off and for!n the divide between

this section of the Powder and the Burnt are not so high and not so extensive as the mountains to the north.

All of the streams draining in-

to the Powder from the south and which drain the Dooleys are short and
none of them carry much water.
The course of the Powder is the result of several profound
geological events and consequently its course is far from being direct.
From its source, at the head of Cracker Creek, the flow is first to the
south and after picking up flows from Little Cracker, Silver Creek and
several smaller creeks it joins the flow in Mccully Fork, which flows in
from the northwest, at Sumpter, to form the Powder River about 10 miles

due south of Cracker Creek's source.

carries the name of

"Powder River."

end of Sumpter Valley some

From this point donnstream, it

Deer Greek joins it in the lower

10 miles below Sumpter and

the largest single headwater tributary.

it is probably

The course from Sumpter to

Deer Creek is nearly southeast and from Deer Creek the course is nearly
due east some 10 or 11 miles till it is about 8 miles almost due south
of Baker.

north, flows

Here it turns to the

through Bowen Valley and

enters the south end of Baker Valley at Baker, continues north out on-

to the

flat valley

floor about 7 miles,

turns to the northwest for

about 8 miles, then northeast for about 4 miles and then turns directly

north

again to join the

North

Fork flow some 5 miles away.

head of Cracker Creek the Powder

River

From the

water has flowed some 63 miles

to join the North Fork flow which on its general northeast course is
only about 22 miles from the saddle which is the common source of the
two forks.

From the junction point the river continues a northeast course
for only about 2 or 3

miles

when it makes an abrupt right angle bend to

the southeast to wind its way through the Farley Hills into the Lower
Powder Valley.

It flows some 26 miles on this course.

of this flow is practically a reversal of
the Baker Valley.

the flow

The direction

in the Powder in

At the upper end of Lower Powder Valley the stream

channels are less than 8 miles apart with the upper stream flowing north-

west and the lower one southeast.

The stream course is some 35 miles

long between the two points and the difference in elevation about 540
feet between elevation 3,320 and 2,780.
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On leaving Lower Powder Valley the river swings more into the
east.

The general course of this reach is about east-southeast but in

its winding, looping course, it will at times flow in every direction
on the compass.

Geographically it is only about 14 miles between the

lower end of Lower Powder Valley and Eagle Valley but the canyon course
of the river is many miles longer.

State highway number

6 follows down

the canyon between the two valleys snd the road mileage between the two
points is about 33 miles.

The river will be son

longer yet than this.

At Eagle Valley the stream turns into the east, flows through
the valley on this course, swings to the northeast, then east again,
then southeast and south.

It is flowing a very short leg of a south-

eastern course as it enters the Snake.

It is about 6 miles, air line,

from Richiand in Eagle Valley to the Snake at the mouth of the Powder.

The Lower Powder River Canyon - view donstream from Halfway
Junction.
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Powder River

View downstream on the Snake past the mouth of
the Powder River. Ponder entering from the left.

View down the Powder at its

mouth.

Snake River Can-

yon right and left. Lcwer bridge carries railroad.
-Q 7-
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river makes it in about 9

of the

.G.S. Snake

This point is at river mile 156.2

miles.

River survey made in 1920.

The rivert s mouth is about 57 miles due east of Sumpter but

the

river channel between

the points is 125 or more

river elevation

at the mouth is 1,845

back of Elkhorn

Ridge is about 7,500

river about

5,650 feet.

feet and the

miles long.

The

elevation of the

feet, making the

total fall in

The fall is by no means uniform.

saddle
the

in the can-

yon reaches the flows are generally quite rapid though no distinct
falls were observed.

In the valley sections the flows are much slower

and in places are almost sluggish.
the elevation is aboub 4,400

enters Bowen
3,500.

Valley

In Baker

At the upper end of Sunipter Valley

and at the

lower end about 4,000.

at about elevation 3,600 and leaves it at about

Valley,

at Baker, the

river

elevation is about 3,400

feet; at Haines it is about 3,300; and at the junction with
Fork it is

about

It

3,220 feet.

canyon is deep and the flow

the North

In its swing through the Farley Hills the

rapid.

At the upper end of Lower Powder

Valley-, the elevation is about 2,750 and at the lower end about 2,650.
It enters Eagle
elevation 2,075.

Valley at about elevatiqn

2,125 and leaves it at about

The total drainage area of the basin is about 1,7l0

square miles and the elevations range from

the 1,845-foot elevation at

the mouth up to 9,675 feet at the summit of Eagle Cap in the iallowas
and to elevation 9,097 at the summit of Rock Creek Butte In

the Elkhorri

Ridge of the Blue Mountains.
Due most probably to the streamn

winding

course

the tributary

streams seldom attain any great length before they are intercepted by
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the main stream channel.

In the headwater re&ions the major part of

the flow comes off o± Elkhorn Ridge.

that enter
of ti

the main Powder from this

North Fork.

In all there are 17 named creeks

area and 3

that enter the channel

As the main Powder encircles

three sides of the

the North Fork cuts along the

Ridge, flowing close to the foothiUs and

north side of the ridge the drainages are all intercepted before the flows
can join to make creeks of any appreciable

size. Deer Creek is

the

largest single tributary flowing off the southern slopes of the Elkhorn
Ridge.

Pine Creek and Rock Creek are the larger streams from the

northern slopes and they are

intercepted

by the Powder River near Haines.

The North Fork does not receive any of its larger flows from Elkhorn
Ridge.

The largest single tributary stream of the North Fork is the

Anthony Fork thich heads in Anthony Lake and joins the North Fork out
in the North Powder Valley.

This drainage is from the eastern slope of

the Blue Mountains north of ilkhorn Ridge.

There are four other named

streams from this source and three of them are not large ones.

Creek is the largest of the

group and it is a

Wol±

fairly good sized stream.

It joins the North Fork channel at North Powder.

In the lower sections of the river the drainage from the
Wallowas is the most :important contribution.

There are several short

foothill streams but the main flows come in from two tributaries.
Creek drains an area of

the

Big

southwestern extension of the Wallowas, flows

gene rally to the southwest and enters the Powder about 3 miles above the

upper end of

Lower Powder Valley. hagle Creek heads much

deeper intO

the southern Wallowas, near the common source of the Imnaha, Wallowa,

..

Lostine, and Minam Rivers.
drainage basin.

in

This is the highest area

the Powder

It flows first generally south then into the southeast

to enter the Powder in Eagle Valley near Richland.
largest of the Powder's tributary streams.

Eagle Creek is the

Balm Creek that drains the

area between Big Creek and Eagle Creek is probably the third in size in
the Whilowa drainage.

It enters the channel at 1iiddle Bridge at the

lower end of Lower Powder Valley.
enters about two miles lower down.

Goose Creek, only slightly smaller,
There are several creeks also that

drain the area south of the river channel.

Several of these streams

are quite long but the flows in them are not large as the drainage area
is a series of barren mountains in an area where the precipitation is
light.

The more inportant of these are Ruckles Creek and Ritter Creek

that flow into the lower portion of Lower Powder Valley and Daly Creek
that flows in just below Richland in Eagle Valley.
2ow measurements of sketchy character have been made at
several places on the main river and on several of the tributaries.
Only three sets of measurements were continued long enough to make a
flow determination.

These were all on the main stem of the Powder,

one near the mouth, one near North Powder, and the third at Salisbury,
8 miles upstream from Baker.

As the irrigation activities had started

prior to the term of nasurement the records are really a measurement
of water escapes rather than water contribution.

The station near Robinette, at the mouth of the Powder, showed
for a 14-yBar period of record, between 1928 and 194.2, an average flow

of 443 second-feet or an escapement into the Snake of 320,700 acre-feet
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per year. The maximum flow observed during this time was 4,180 second-

feet in 1933. The minimum flow observed was 18 second-feet in 1930.
The North Powder station record is not continuous.

It shows

a period of continuous measurements for 4 years only though the measurements were taken for varying lengths of time between 1910 and 1932.

The

deteiinations at the station show an average flow of 236 second-feet
and an average annual discharge of 170,600 acre-feet. The maximum flow
observed was 3,010 second-feet in 1921.

The minimum flow observed was

in 1910 then no water at all was running in the stream.
The Salisbury station records also werenot kept continuously
but the period of record is much longer than the North Pot1er records.
In the years between 1903 and 1936, 24 years of continuOus records were
Staken.

These showed an average flow of 109 second-feet and an average

annual discharge of 79,100 acre-feet. The maximum flow observed was

1,820 second-feet in 1910 and a state of no flow for a minimum in 1909.

The drainage areas above the three stations are listed as
1,710, 826 and 230 square miles respectively.

By far the greater proportion of the Powder River drainage

area is untimbered, sage covered hifl lands. There are only two areas
where green timber grows and these are widely separated. The higher
portions of the headwa-ter regions on Elkhorn Ridge and the Blue iiountains

are covered with stands of medium pine, as is the area of most of the
drainage basins of Big Creek, Balm Creek and Eagle Creek at the southern
end of the Wallowas. Both areas are in the IJhinan National Forest.

.
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AU of the irrigation activities and most all of the population
are centered in the basin valleys along the streamrs course.

These

were referred to and described in the paragraphs on general characteristics and will only be summarized here. From the headwater regions' the
Powder runs through Sunipter Valley, Bowen Valley, Baker Valley, North

Powder Valley (this is in reality the northern end of Baker Valley),
Thief Valley, Lower Powder Valley and Eagle Valley.

These are the major

structural valleys along the Powder but there are several more, general-

ly smaller but still of the same structural type on some of the tributary creeks. The largest one of these is Clover Creek Valley to the
north of North Powder and is in reality an extension of the North Powder
Valley. antelope VaUey lies about three miles to the north of Thief

C

Valley, Virtue flat is on Ruckles Creek south of Lower Powder Valley,

and Prichard Flat lies about 6 miles to the east of Virtue Flats.

There

are yet other structural valleys as this type of topography is one of
the most marked features in that area.

The irrigation activities, during the early years of the developnEnt were confined to that which could be accomplished by stream diversion

without the aid of storage reservoirs. Very few storages have been built
even at this date anI only one of these is for an important amount of
storage. Generally the farmers installed their own storages by construc-

ting small dams at desirable places where storages of a few hundred acre-

feet of water could be secured. Several of the natural

lake

surfaces

were raised by the construction of low dams across their outlets to

S

secure a few hundred acre-feet and in other places low danis across dry
-72-

Powder River
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Thief Valley i)am from dostream oi' the right abutment view northwest.
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Thief Valley Darn from ups tre8rn 0.'. the right abutne nt -
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valleys or

swales were intended to collect and impound

the snow-nelt

run-off.
There are 16 developments listed in the inventory of projects.
Of these only
The

three

have a storage capacity of 1,000 acre-feet or more.

rest range downward from 44 acre-feet

to 106 acre-feet and some of

thera are not now in existence. Several others vere searched for but
not found. They may, and probably do, still, exist but the indefinite

location data or inaccessibility often made it impossible to get to the
exact locat±on so that the installation could be observed. In our overall project planning the existence or nonexistence of such small storages
is of such minor importance that the expenditure of time and effort to

see the developments, if they still existed, could hardly be justified.
We visited all that were accessible and could be found but there were
several others which we did not attempt to see.

The largest storage,
Valiey Reservoir.

The

darn

and the only important

one, is the Thief

It was built by the Bureau of Reclamation in

is across the main

Powder

1932.

River upstream from Lower Powder

Valley and its water is intended primarily for irrigation use in that
valley. It can also be of use to the lands in Eagle Valley though apparent-

ly iagle Creek furnishes all the water necessary in that valley.
The Thief Valley Dam is located in
northeast

of Section 26, T. 6 S., R. 40 E.

the

southern part of the

It is a reinferced con-

crete, buttress-type dam (Ambursen), %O feet long on the crest and 66

.

feet high. The darn is built in 21 bays
is over

the

center 15 of them.

and the spillway, 270 feet long,

A brass cap benchmark
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in the concrete of

Powder River

The Thief Valley Darn from dovnstream.

C1oeup of the discharge bays.

-7
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the walkway on the top of' the right abutment gave its elevation as

3,143.08 and from this the following elevations were determined.
spiliway crest is at elevation 3,133.

The

The bp of the abutment proper

is 3,143 and the top of the parapet wall which follows the upstream
Lace across both abutment sections and turns downstream to increase the
The eleva-

height of the edge of the spiliway is at elevation 3,146.

tion of the stream bed was not determined exactly but it is somewhere
near elevation 3,090.

Hoyt in b.S.P. No. 657 gives the storage capa-

city above elevation 3,090 as "about 15,000 acre-feet."

The inventory

of projects lists it as 17,400 acre-feet.

The releases are made through the 3rd and 4th bays from the
right end of the spillway.

The operating mechanism and the gates are

set in under .the spiliway apron and access is made to them by a walkway
through the piers from the right end.

A locked gate at the entrance of
Hoyt 1ist

this walkway kept us from seeing this equipment.

the open-

ings as being two 4 3/4 x 6-foot ducts but does not refer to the type
of' gates or operating machinery.

They must, however, be hand-operated

as there is no power available at the site.

The structure as a whole looked very good though it is far
from being a complete development of the site.

The concrete in general

is sound and shows no evidence of disintegration.
at any place on the structure.

No erosion is apparent

The board marks of' the forms are still

very much in evidence, even on the spillway apron and piers.

The only

stractaral weakness observed was in the piers of the rigit abutment where
a diagonal crack can be traced the full heiht of' all three of' the piers

.
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that could be examined.

The locked gate stopped us from tracing it

out under the spiliway to see if all the piers were similarly affected.
The founthtion rock is rhyolite and aopeered to be quite sound in the
areas where the weathered iterials had been excavated.

The reservoir above the dam is not visible for any great distance from any point that we were able to get to. The reservoir extends,
in all, about 5 miles upstream and completely inundates Thief Valley

but the twists and turns of the canyon make it impossible to see any

large porbion of the reservoir even in the upper areas.

Thief Valley Reservoir from the right abutment - view northwest.

The road into the dam is a narrow, winding, little-used trail.
The route of access that we found, and we believe it is the only

one

available, leads to the east from U.S. 30 about one mile south of the
to

The direction is generally east but the road
winds and there are two or three opportunities to get of f on some other
of North Fowder.
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Powder River

Balm Creek Dam froxu across the reservoir view looking southeast.

View up the reservoir, looking north.

[]
by-road.

narrow

It eventually tops the ridge and drops very steeply dovn a

feeder

canyon to enter the main canyon of the Powder about

mile below the darn from vthere a short stub turns upstream to terminate

at the dam.

The road is not good at any place and the last mile or two

is very steep.

Balm Creek Reservoir is the second in size in the Powder
River Basin arid

ft

also was constructed for the benefit of Lower Powder

It was built in 1916 and has

Valley lands.

a storage capacity of 2,926

acre-feet.

The dani is located near

the center of Section 7, T. 7 S., R.

43 E., and the reservoir occupies parts of the northern half of the
section.

The darn is an

earth-fill

Sand 350 feet long, and it forms a

with a concrete core, 65 feet high

two-armed reservoir, neither aim of

which extends very far above the darn.

end of the dam.
and are

regulated by

of the dam.

basins

The controlled flows

The spillway is around the left

pass under

the center of the dam

a hand-operated, inclined gate on the upstream face

The reservoir is

apparently

one of the lesser structural

so prevalent in the area and a short earth-fill across the out-

let foriid a very compact reservoir in the valley.

Either the area had

been open meadow lands or the timber had been cleared away
was no dead timber standing in the lake area.

as

there

There were indications

of camp grounds around the upper end of the lake indicating that fishing

parties soitimes came in there.

The maps show several buildings around

the head of the lake and a road leading to the dam, but emulating one of
the radio programs, "Don't you believe it.
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The area is quite densely

.
timbered with a second growth stand of yellow pines.

In this logging activity, many roads were cut through

several years ago.

the area and sone of them can still be traveled.
fallen timber.

The area was logged

blocked by

Others are

We came into the area from the east after a trip up

Eagle Creek from Richiand.

From Eagle Creek we crossed over into the

headwater regions ol' Goose

Creek and immediately found that the roads

shown on our map did not
on the map.

al forest

exist and the ones that did exist were not shown

By means of compass directions, speedometer, and an occasion-

service

section line marker we kept track of our map location.

The road led us through an area where supposedly no roads existed.
dropped down into Red Gulch, crossed it, climbed a ridge

of

down past the mouth

It

and dropped
It swung

Dark Canyon along an unnamed stream.

into the valley of the Vest Fork of Goose Creek and followed this branch
Just where this road would eventually

upstream clear to the divide.

lead we did not determine as it swung off to the north, leading away
from the Balm Creek reservoir for which we were searching.

lie suspect

that it eventually would have led into Pondosa on Big Greek by dropping
down along one of its several tributaries.

At the point where we turned

around, we were several miles from any road shown
up for over a mile and took

of £ on

one of the roads shown on the

map.

be in the vicinity of the lake.

on the

map.

We backed

a fainter road that we thought to be
Another mile arid we were supposed to

We tried first one road to the south,
It

followed it for a couple of miles by detouring around fallen logs.

was taking

a definite

lake area.

Again we

trend to the south and southeast away from the

backed

up.

We tried all intersecting roads to the

west but they were all blocked.

Jé finally returned to the point where

.

we had taken the south trending road and took off to the west from there.

This road took us past the north end of the reservoir but there was one

place from which the pool was visible, and so it was "discovered".
had exhausted all

possibilities to

the dam from the east side,

get to

so we tried to get there from the west.

We

We found a road that led south

from the road we were on so started on it.

It had been partially cleared

and we got in for possibly 3/4 of a mile Tthen we caine up against the

Wnere the

point

ing job to open the

road any

extensive.

the car

to the
a

We

lake

It would

trail crews had quit.

left

as

farther

our way through the timber out

and fought

view of the

between the two

The dam was visible across the lake, a

quarter

have been wet walking. We could

of a mile or more away, but it would

the dam.

the htblow_downtt had been quite

shore and found ourselves in the "crotch

of the reservoir.

get a fair

have been a major clear-

reservoir from the point and a

lesser

view

of

We took pictures of 'what we could see and then backtracked,

determined to find a way into the dam from the 'west as ow' map showed

there was such a road directly to the dam.

another

and went on west looking for
the dam.

There was no

such road.

northwest then to the north

got back to the main road

chance to turn south to get back to

The road we were on swung to the

and finally

dawn to Big Greek and Pondosa.

e

dropped off

the high

We were practically in

country

Pondosa before

we again found out vhere we were and we could see no percentage in

going

back.

The water in the BaJ.ni

.

natural creek channel to

Creek

Reservoir is

Dun for several miles
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released into the

before it is

diverted

to the lands in the lower Powder Valley around the settlement of "Middle
Bridge."

The elevation of the storage is aLout 4,500 feet.

The lands

on which it is used are between 2,650 and 2,700 feet in elevation.

The third reservoir, in size, in the Powder Basin is on
Kilmerque Lake at the headwaters of Killamacue Creek, a tributary of
Rock Creek.

The names of the lake and. creek are used interchangeably

as some of the maps show the names reversed with a Killamacue Lake on
Kilmerque Creek.

Which is correct or preferred is not known by this

author but the U.S.G.S. quadrangle sheet names the creek as Kilmerque
but does not name the lake.

A surcharge storage was placed on this

lake in 1928 by the construction of a rabble masonry dan, 11 feet high
and 60 feet long and a fluctuation of 35 feet obtained by a tunnel
Sleading out under the darn gives a usable storage capacity of 1,000 acrefeet.

The water is used basically for irrigation but it is used in

passage by the Easten Oregon Light .nd Power Companyts plant on Rock
Creek.

The point of final use is in the area between the little village

of Rock Creek and the town of Haines.

The darn and lake are in Section

14, T. S S., R. 37 ii.

The rest of the storages in the basin are all small and will
be taken in geographical location rather than in order of size.

Rock Lake is another small storage in the headwaters of Rock
Creek.

It was formed by an earth-fill dam 28 feet high and 90 feet

long across the outlet of a nearly dry meadow.

It traps the flow from

a small spring or two but the main water supply is obtained from the
snow-melt above the meadow.

The storage capacity is recorded at 500
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acre-feet.

This water also is for u_Se in the area between Rock Creek

and Haines and can also be passed through the pover plant.

This stor-

age is in Section 31, T. 8 S., R. 38 E.

Summit Lake is a superimposed storage on top of a tiny natural
lake in Section 9, T. 8 S., R. 37 E.

The lake is on a tiny tributary

of the North Fork in its headwater regions.

An earth and rock-fill

dam, 25 feet high and 50 feet long, creates a storage of 476 acre-feet
entirely from the spring snow-melt in the area.

The water is used in

the North Powder area.

Van Patten Lake was created by the constructiQn of an earth

and rock-flU, 25 feet high and 200 feet long, in Section 30, T. 7 S.,
R. 37 E., on a small 'western tributary of the

North Foi

of the Powder.

This lake is high in the mountains near the headwaters of the stream
so it also must depend almost entirely on entrapment of the
melt for filling its reservoir.
for this reservoir.

spring snow-

The records list two different capacities

One source listed it at 220 acre-feet4 the other

(our inventory of projects) lists it at 583 acre-feet.

We have been

unable to determine which is the correct figure and as the storage is
so small in either case it makes little difference which figure is used.
The Vaughn and Spaulding Reservoirs are the only ones of record
on the Powder River above Baker.

Both are very small storages, 166 and

106 acre-feet, respectively, and from the sectional location given in
the inventory of

projects

neither is in the area of an active stream.

The Vaughn Ranch is on Elk Creek, a mile or so north of the location
given for the Vaughn Reservoir (Section 7, T. 10 S., R. 40 t.).

In this

.

extensively

area the creek valley bottom is flat and vide and it is
irrigated.

The product is hay, mainly alfalfa.

At at least two places

in the bottom Elk Creek water has been inounded and diverted by the
construction of long, low dikes across parts of the bottom.

The pur-

pose appeared to be to disperse the water over the bottom for the bene-

fit of the hay lands below rather than to impound it.

The areas above

the dikes could hardly be classed as reservoirs.

They were so shallow

that they fomed marshy areas rather than pools.

They had the effect of

scattering the flow of Elk Creek out over the wide bottom so that a wide
area below could be irrigated and cropped for hay.

Th method evident-

ly did not prove too successful as the type of irrigation has been
changed.

The parts of the dams in the creek channels have been removed

and the old marshy areas are now being cropped for hay.

Diversion

ditches from higher up now divert water around the upper edges of the
area to furnish the irrigation.
all been removed.

The dikes across the bottoms have not

Apparently they were broken in enough places to per-

mit drainage except in a couple of

places

where small, marshy ponds are

still impounded above remnants of the dikes.

The purpose is probably

for stock water during the periods when his cattle graze in the areas or
it may be to provide the farmer with a duck shooting spot.

We cast on

up Elk Creek looking for a storage possibility but did not find one.
The location given us for the Vaughn Reservoir soved us well
away from the fertile area of the Vaughn Ranch out into a series of
broken, barren hills.
we did not find it.

The reservoir may exist and probably does, but
In that location, a pool so small could be hidden
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View south across Elk Creek & Taugh

showing old reservoir location.

.

Banch

View southeast across same ranch showing
another puddle dam in the view.
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in any one of several dry ravines and unless one knew exactly where it
was it vou1d be hard to find.

There is no

cultivated land in

the

vicinity except the mar4n Of the Powder Valley and we found no irrigation ditches feeding out of the barren lands to

the

valley.

The pool

in that location would have only one purpose and that would be for
stock water.

The Spaulding Reservoir, as located by the records, is a mile
west of the Vaughn Reservoir, in Section 12, T.lO S., fi. 39 Ji., and is

deeper into the barren, bken area.

Again we did not succeed in find-

ing it but it also may exist in some hidden canyon.

It is even farther

from cultivated lands than the Vaughn and again no ditches could be
found by which the water could be brought to the irrigable Bowen Valley
floor along the Powder.

This pond also must be for stock watering pur-

poses.

The Pollman Reservoir was placed in a shallow swale in the
flat bottom of the Baker Valley by the construction of a small dam conIt was built

sisting of concrete wing walls and wooden flashboards.

in 1916 and was proposed for a storage of 27 acre-feet.
in Section 6, T.

It was located

S., R. 40 E. in an area that looks less like a stor-

age possibility than almost any place else.

The storage evidently was

not a success and was soon abandoned, but not until the leaching action
of the water had made a nonproductive alkali flat of the whole storage
area.

We did not find the exact point of the

storage

as the whole sec-

tion is now an almost dead level, flat area and the swale almost indeterminate.

A road has been built across the area and deep drainage ditches

have been dug to drain the area.
the area

in

Attempts at cultivation of parts of

recent years apparently ended in failure.

It will take a

lot of treatnnt to make that alkali soil again productive.
In the area tributary to the Lower Powder River, other than
the Thief Valley and Balm Creek storages, seven small storages are recorded.

Vè found one other that had not been mentioned in any of the

records we had found.
Four of these are high in -the headwaters of Eagle Creek and are

all superimposed storages on small existing mountain lakes.
Eagle Lake, in Section 21, T. 5 5., h. 44 E., at the source
of the main fork of Eagle Creek, was raised by the construction of an
earth and rock-fill dani, 33 feet high and 127 feet long to impound 844
acre-feet.

It was built in 1920.

Looking Glass Lake, in section 31, T. 5 S., R. 44 E., is on
a small eastern tributary of the main fork of Eagle Creek.

It was raised

by an earth and rock-fill, 13 feet high and 210 feet long to impound
527 acre-feet.

It was built in 1919.

Both of the above are ouned by

the same group of farmers and the water is used in Eagle Valley.
Traverse Lake and Echo Lake, in Sections 21 and 16, respectively, T. 5 S., R. 43 E., are both at the headwaters of the west fork of
Eagle creek.

Both dams are rock-fills, vdth concrete core and both are

10 feet high.

Traverse Lake Dam is 340 feet long and Jcho Lake Dam is

385 feet long.

The storages are 170 anc 300 acre-feet, respectively.

Both of these storages are owned by another group of farnErs and this

S

water also is used in Eagle Valley.
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The Richardson Reservoir is a very small storage on Maiden

Creek held back of an earth-fill dam 20 feet high and 300 feet long in

Section 12, T. 8 5., R. 44 i!. The pool is about 5 acres in extent and
It has no controlled outlet and a rock-

may impound 20 to 25 acre-feet

lined spiflway passes around the left end of the darn. Apparently the
spiliway operates every year. The pool is for stock watering purposes
only.

The reservoir is high up on a hillside and there are no irrigabie

lands in the vicinity.
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The i-dchardson Dm from upstream right abutment - view southeast.

Bacher Creek was a smafl storage on a very small creek in Sec-

tion 35, T. 8 S., R.

43

E. The dam was an earth and rock-fill, 20 feet

high and about 100 feet long in a deep, narrow ravine.
volume of

The recorded

120 acre-feet appeared to be too large for the tiny pool

area available.

The dam was btiilt
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in 1926 and remained for only a few

. .- ;.
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.

.

years before it washed out. The water had been diverted along the north
edge of the Powder. After the washout, the ditch was extended up into

what had been the reservoir area and the imregulated flow of the stream

utilized. The dam has not been rebuilt, nor does it appear that it
ever will be, but the storage right still exists.
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Bacher CreeL. Dasi (wasned OU) fiom ust.rcam.

Sawmill Gulch was built in 1916 on Sawmill Creek, a tributary
of Goose Creek.

The dam and reservoir were in Sections 12 and 13 cl T.

8 S., R. 43 E., about 3 miles down Sawmill Creek from Sparta. The stor-

age, when created, was for 150 acre-feet held behind an earth-fill daiii,

30 feet high and 370 feet lon. The history of the instaLLation was
not determird but it is believed that the darn was washed out and never
repaired. In more recent years a new north and south road has been
-89-
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built across the old reservoir area and the dam embankment was used as
a borrow area and nearly all of the fill moved into the highway fill.
A short section near the middle of the old dam and another short section
at the right end are the only remaining evidence of the dam.

These are

heavily overgrown with willows arid would scarcely be identified for
what they were.

The Love Reservoir is the only developed storage south of the
main channel of the lower Powder River.
as being on Love Creek but it is not.

The records show this storage

The reservoir is an off-stream

storage, located in Section 24, T. 9 S., R. 42 E., somewhat to the east
of the center of Prichard Flats.

The dam and the major part of the lake

are in the section named above but the pool extends to the east and may
also cover some lands in Section 19, T. 9 S., R. 43 t.

The dam is a long, earth-fill, built nearly on a north-south
axis across a previously dry basin arm of the flats.

It is about 35

feet high in its maximum section aria the crest length is about 500 feet.

These dimensions are greater than the records show.

Our inventory of

projects shows the dam as 28 feet high and 300 feet long.
source lists the storage capacity at 570 acre-feet.
be considerable larger than this.

The same

The lake looked to

It may be, and we suspect it to be a

fact, that the dam -was increased in height at least once.

There was one

borrow area thich appeared to be of more recent origin than the others.
The records list the dam as being constructed prior to 1928.
ly the borrow area had been worked more recently than this.
seemed to indicate that the darn had been raised.
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Very definiteOther factors

The outlet is through

Powder River
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View over the Love Reservoir from the east.
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dam for the Love Keseroir. Viv. 1oo:in east
at the downstrern face of the darn.
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a 12-inch corrugated pipe.

The control gate is inclined on the face of
The visible

the dam and the worm is somewhere below the water level.

part of the gate operation machinery is a piece of 1-inch galvanized
It is twisted by a large

pipe that extends up above the water level.

pipe wrench that is fastened to the pipe with a chain.

Evidently the

worm works only under great effort as the pipe is twisted almost to the
breaking point.

Several complete 360-degree twists are visible in the

pipe and a longitudinal split is opening up.
the gate once more.

It may or may not operate

I would be inclined to think that the pipe would

open up and disintegrate before it would open the gate again.

The discharge pipe is a 12-inch corrugated metal pipe passing
under the center of the darn.
fail.

The pipe is badly rusted and has begun to

About 30 feet of the pipe has already broken away and the outlet

Outlet end of discharge pipe.
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Love Reservoir

.

flow is washing a hole back in to the heart of the dam. Failure

will

result here definitely in the next few years unless the pipe is renewed.
The spillway passes around the right end of the darn and has

not been carried far enough downstream to get past the toe lines.
other embryonic canybn has begun to wash

in

An-

this area. There is enough

rock in the soil to retard the erosion but eventually some protection
will have to be provided here also. From the appearance of the spillway it looks like spi11s occur through it nearly every year. The high

water signs indicated that it had run out the spiliway in a stream about
1 foot deep the spring previous to our visit.
There was no riprap provided on either face of the dam and the

erosion on the upstream face has been quite excessive.

The downstream

face does not show erosion except at the two points noted.

The soil along the toe of the dam was quite sogy but there
was no

parent active leakage at the pool stage existing at the time

of our visit. Under a condition of full pooi leakage does occur as
inilcated by sluffed areas and swamp grass along the northern third of
the dam.

The water for the storage is secured from two sources.

The

main supply is by a diversion ditch by which flows in Ritter Creek are

diverted to the northeast to enter the pool just above the dam. This

ditch is possibly a half mile long. The other source of supply is a

series of ditches that start at the head of the lake and skirt the foothills of the range of mountains to the south, in which the snow-melt

water is intercepted and carried to the vest into the reservoir.

These

I

ditches were traced to beyond the point where Love Creek flows were
intercepted.

The ditches were not traced to their ends but they extend

at least 3 miles from the lake.
The storage has a dual purpose.

Water passed through the dam

is diverted from Ritter Creek about a mile to the northwest of the dam
to irrigate the lands of a ranch at that point.

It may be that some of

the water bypasses this ranch to a second one 3 miles or so downstream
as the stream is used for irrigation at this ranch also.
At the time observed (September 1946), no water was being re-

leased, and the lake was the drinking water supply of several hundred
cattle that were grazing in the area.

We would like to leave a word of warning for visitors in this
There are two roads by which the Prichard Flat area can be enter-

area.
ed.

We came in from the west and left by way of the road down Ritter

Creek.

Though the maps show 3 other roads, these are all there are.

Neither road is good but the Ritter Creek Canyon road is the best.
is a steep climb but is better graded and surfaced.

It

The road in from

the west is little used and is so rough that 5 miles an hour would be

speeding. AU -the natives apparently use the Ritter Creek road and a
visitor will do best by emulating their example.

Sunuing up the existing storages on the Powder shows a total

storage of 25,570 acre-feet, or Jss than 10 percent of the water escapement into the Snake at Robinette.

it is very apparent that there is

more water available in the Powder Basin if use can be found for it.

.
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There are three existing power developments in the Powder Basin.
The largest one is the Eastern Oregon Light and Power Company plant on
Rock Creek west of Haines. The city of Baker has a small plant in con-

junction iith their city water supply and the area around Suinpter is
supplied by the small plant on Cracker Creek above Sumpter. These

plants do not supply all the power requirements and they (except for the
Sumpter plant) are interconnected with the Cove and La Grande plants of
the E.O.L.& P. Co. and with the Idaho power companies lines from the

east. The power situation in the Baker area is in somewhat of a state

of flux. Evidently someone has some undisclosed plans for power in the
area, just what could not be determined. The California Pacific Utilities
secured the Rock Creek plant and took possession as of July 1, 1946.
We suspect that this company also took over the Cove and La Grande plants

but could not confirm it. The Idaho Power Company is making the attempt
to file on a power site in the canyon of the Snake and are also back of
a movement to abrogate the Oregon repossession

law.

There's a nigger

in the woodpile here somewhere.

The Rock Creek plant has its powerhouse located in the extreme

southeast corner of Section 32, T. 7 S., R. 38 E., about two miles upstream from the smdl town of Rock Creek and about 6 miles west of Haines.
The water is secured by diversion from Rock Creek about 2 miles
above the powerhouse just below the mouth of Killaiiacue Creek.

A flume

about 8,000 feet long leads to a small reservoir on the hill above the
plant where water enough for about 6 hours operation is stored. A small

portion of Willow Creek water is also trapped in the reservoir.

Powder River

Rock Creek
power house.

The flume and
intake on Rock
Creek - view
downstream.

Total flow of
Rock Creek
entering the
flume entrance.

S

A 16-inch penstock leads the water from the reservoir to the

plant. Nine hundred feet of head is available and the turbines operate
under 390 pounds pressure. Two vertical Pelton waterwheels operate

two alternating current General Electric generators of

450

kilowatt

capacity. The current is generated at 2,300 volts - maximum current

400

amperes.

The powerhouse is a stone building painted white and the yard

around it is beautifully landscaped.
At the diversion point in Rock Creek, a concrete sill

3

feet

high has been built across the stream for the dual purpose of creating
head for diversion purposes and to stop any erosion of the stream bed.
A semi-circular,wood--stave flume carries the water away.

They have a

small frame building over the intake and the door to this was locked so
we could not see the machinery.

The gate is electrically controlled at

the powerhouse so that the tedious trip up to the diversion gate is not
made often.

The oeration of this gate has a very positive control of

the amount of water permitted into the flume. The entire flow of Rock
Creek was entering the flume on the date observed.

The operators of the plant said their only operating trouble
was from ice in the winter time when under severe conditions the plant
had to be shut down.

The Suipter power plant is a much smaller installation than
Rock Creek.

It was built in 1920 by the Sumpter Power and Water Company

for use in the Sumpter area. The powerhouse sits in the northeast

ouarter of Section 20, T. 9S., R. 37 E., about two miles upstream from
-97-
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Sumpter on Cracker Creek. The diversion of the water supply is made about

2 miles farther upstream on Cracker Creek

in

the northeast quarter of

Section , T. 9 5., R. 37 x.

The powerhouse is a brick building with a corrugated iron
roof. It is not in very good condition. Neither the grounds around it
nor the building show any upkeep.

There was no attendant at the plant,

though it was in operation, and the building was locked. The windows
were dirty and the place dark so we couldn't even peek.

The records show the installation to be one 34-inch Pelton
wheel, rated capacity 200 horsepower and one 150-k.v.a. generator.

This

is probably the correct data. About all we could tell was that there
was one horizontal unit, consisting of a "Peltori high-head" wheel and a
"General I!lectric alternating current generator" in operation and no
standby equipment.

The penstock is a 14-inch diameter, wood-stave pipe except for

the lower 40 feet where steel pipe has been placed. They have evident-

ly had considerable trouble with this penstock, particularly at the
joint between wood and steel.
complications.

A sharp bend at this point adds to the

There are indications of pipe failure at this point and

it is evidently a recurring circumstance. Several places along the woodstave line above also show repairs under emergency conditions.

Higaer

up where the lire is closer to the hydraulic gradient the line appears
to have operated without trouble from pressure. One point was observed

vhere a slide had broken the line. The flow line crosses under the
creek and the road in an inverted syphon about 1- miles above the plant.
-98-
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The Suxnpter

power plant.

-

The headworks
of Sumpter
power plant.
Diwersion
from Cracker
Creek.

The diversion
darn on Cracker

Creek, viewed
from downstream.
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In this syphon steel pipe was used and there are no evidences of trouble
at this point which ia remarkable as the pipe was not buried deeply below tI

road and is clearly visible lying on the stream bottom.
The diversion is very primitive.

It consists of a wood flume

about 200 feet long which feeds into the wood-stave pipe.

ide spill-

ways from the flume regulate, roughly, the amount of water entering the
pipe.

The intake is just a cut in the bank.

To insure that the water

enters the flume, a small dam is built every year below the flume entrance.
It consist of a row of cobblestones from 12 to 18 inches high across the
creek and the interstices are sealed with sod and grass.
structure and most anything could remove it.

of the stream or a

It is a flimsy

A sli:ht raise in the flow

drinking aniiaal could knock it dovn.

This plant also must be a seasonal operation as winter conditions would certainly put it out qi commission.
The Baker plant is even smaller than the others.

It is built

in conjunction with Baker's city water supply and the plant output is
used in connection with the public facilities.
The plant is located in Section 19, T. 9 S., R. 40 ±s., arid

the water is collected by diversions from Elk, Salmon, Little Salmon,
Mill and Little Mill Greeks

The water is carried the last 1 3/4 miles

to the powerhouse in a conduit and develops an operating head of 744
feet.

The plant equipment consists of one Peiton 200 horsepower wheel

and one 150-k.v.a. generator.

The plant is in no way adequate to supply

all the power needed and it is interconnected with Eastern Oregon and
Idaho power lines.
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Additional projects to develop more irrigation storage have
been considered from time to time and eventually some of them will be
constructed.

So far

as is known no

power developments

have been con-

sidered and development of the small flows that could be obtained in
this basin would not be feasible in view of the large scale developments
of cheap power in the Snake.

Above Baker in the valley of the main Powder, several proposals have been made for irrigation storage.

The State engineer of

Oregon at one time (about 1912) considered the construction of a dam to
store water
the valley.

in Bowen Valley and an

alternate lesser development above

More recently the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation have consider-

ed a storage in the lower end of Sumpter Valley which they

called

the

Mason site.

The Bowen Valley proposal was probably abandoned because of
the flowage costs.

Both a narrow gauge railroad and a highway follow

up the river through the dam site and reservoir areas and the entire
bottom area of Bowen Valley is under cultivation.

One of the important

Baker Valley irrigation ditches also passes through the dani site.

The dam site is in a comparatively narrow canyon though the
bottom width will still be 300 to 400 feet wide in the dam site area.
The side slopes will be about l- to 1 on either side and the site would
be usable for a dam up to 150 feet high.

The axis is located just out-

side of the Baker city limits and just downstream from the mouth 0±'
Griffin Creek.

R. 40 E.

It mould be in the southeast quarter of Section 39, T.9 S.,

The canyon is in a basalt region and the canyon has the appear-
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Lower aids (State
site) from upstream.

Panorama of Lower Bowen Valley.

Jjw up into the lower end of the reservoir
area from above the axis.
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ance of

being a water worn cut through a comparatively narrow, basalt

flow that extended to the east from

the Elkhorn Ridge foothills.

The

basalts are badly

weathered but the

height required.

A serious consideration o± this site should anticipate

excessive stripping requirements,
should also be

outcroppings show to well above the

Abutment treatment to prevent leakage

anticipated.

The reservoir, as far as geographical details are concerned,

The valley widens

is ideal.

flat

bottond. basin 3/4 to 1

through it.

almost immediately above the da
mile wide and the grade is

site to a

very moderate

It remains wide for some four miles upstream where it again

shrinks to canyon proportions.

The valley is large enough to store all

the water available.
Geographically -the storage here would also be excellently

It is above the wide Baker Valley there the irrigable lands

located.

exist and it is below all of the tributaries of both the Elkhorn Ridge
ountain drainage

and Dooley
Valley.

areas that

join

The largest storage possible on the

at this location and it probably is
age ôould

be

Baker

Upper Powder could be secured

the only point

at which such a stor-

secured.

Construction

materials are available not

of Bowen Valley in -the reservoir area.

near the

axis. As this

too

far from the axis.

should be available from

Both earth-fill materials and gravels

canyon walls

the Powder above

the floor

Rock will be available from the

pool would stand directly over

the city of Baker it might be expeditious to not consider any but a concrete darn in which case the amount ol' gravels available in Bowen Valley

as well as their quality should be more thoroughly investigated.
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The Upper Bowen

Valley site,

considered by the State engineer

at the same time, proposed a dam about a mile below the mouth o± California Gulch.

The site was later reviewed by the U. S. Bureau of R.eclama-

tion and another axis adopted about 3/4 mile upstream from the first

proposal.

At the lower axis conditions are not good and we concur in

the selection of the upper axis.

At the lower site the hill which would

form the right abutment is a huge slide, where nothing solid would ever
be encountered.

The formations on the north side, though still in place,

are badly broken arid if

all other

conditions

are

favorable, would require

a tremendous amount of protective work to make it safe.
At the upper location conditions are much better.
point the

river

runs through a narrow andesite gorge,

elevations the rock is sound and hard.

In

the

At this

where at the lower
canyon is from

bottom the

20 to 40 feet wide in the axis area, and both walls rise steeply.

cleanout

the site will probably average 40 feet wide in the bottom arid

the side slopes average about 1 on 1.

darn.

After

The site is not good for a high

The maximum probable height would be about 100 feet.

Above this

elevation the left abutment benches and saddles.
The railroad passes through the center of the axis on a trestle

which carries the tracks from the north to south sides of the stream.
Though the trestle goes up through the canyon almost parallel to the axis
of the stream there is hardly room between the rock walls to let it pass.
The highway also passes throua:h the site but is some 40 feet above the

stream on the left abutment.

It is in a through cut blasted through

the rock ridge arid several high pinnacles were left standing between the
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Powder River

Valley axis
view looking
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roadway and the river.
or

The Bureau placed a bench mark On the wall of

ol' these pinnacles and marked the elevation as

3,O.l5l.

This was

3 or 4 feet above the roadway and a note written in the concrete plaster
around the brass cap stated that the top of the pinnacle was at elevation 3,921.45.

No indications were left as to how high a dam they were

considering or for what storage capacity they were striving for.
Any construction materials other than rock will have to be
transported to the site

The rock at the site is very good and it is

present in unlimited quantity.

Gravel in quantity was not observed

though indications along the stream led us to believe that the valley
bottom up near California Gulch might supply a fair amount and it may
be that the velley area above is underlain with gravels.
program would be reaufred to ascertain the fact.

An exploration

±arth-fill materials

in quantity were not observed below the lower end of Sumpter Valley in
the reservoir area of the Mason proposal, five or six miles upstream.
The reservoir area above the upper Bowen site is not very good.

The

valley widens out soiwhat above the damsite and the intersecting
vafleys and gulches will add sons capacity.

The site could not, however,

be made adequate for a complete storage as the limitations of the dam
site would keep the storage small.
The narrow gauge railroad and the highway would be the major

flowage items, though the area is moderately timbered and almost the
entire area would reoutre clearing.

The Mason Reservoir appears to be the answer to the Bureau
studies on the Powder.

It is the major unit of their
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Baker Pro ject

n
and the only important storage

A reference by the State engineer infers

that there are also storages to be placed on Pine Creek which enters the
Powder from the west near Haines and on Sutton Creek which enters the
Powder from the southeast at Baker.

The Sumpter quadrangle sheet indi-

cates a constructed storage existing at that time (1899) on the head of
Pine Creek (in Section 5, T. 9 S., H. 38 E.), but none of our records
list it.

Juzt where the Baker Project proposes the storage was not
The

The Sutton Creek proposal also could not be isolated.

determined.

main line of the Union Pacific and U.S. Highway No. 30 follow through
this canyon on their paths between the Burnt River and Powder River
Valleys.

Any project that would disrupt these would be an expensive

project.

No storage basin was observed anywhere along the creek.

dam for the Mson Reservoir is proposed for location in

T

the southwest quarter of Section 24 and extends over into the northwest
quarter of the northeast * of Section 25, T. 10 S., R.38 E.

As proposed

it is to be a clay, sand and gravel rolled fill with a downstream rockfill section.

It is to be 145 feet high and about 675 feet long.

The

top of the dam will be at elevation 4,066.5 and the spiliway crest at
elevation 4p48.0 feet above sea level.

The reservoir is designed to impound 60,000 acre-feet with a
maximum pooi level at elevation 4,058.5 feet.

The pooi created will ex-

tend about 4 miles upstream from the dam and will attain a width of a
little over a mile.

The railroad and the highway will still be the mi-

portant flowage items though the small settlement of Hershal will be
inundated.

This place appeared to be a practically deserted logging camp.
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Panorama of Mason Reservoir dam site from downstream.
Higher right abutment does not show.

r

.

Panorrnna of upDer portion of the reservoir area above
the Mason darn site, looking upstream (northwest).
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The maps show two branch logging railroads that tap the area south of
the proposed reservoir.

One of these, (the Stoddard logging road), is

shown as leaving the main line at the darn site.

The other which taps

areas on Dean Creek and Clear Creek shows as taking off at Hershal.
Neither of these lines are now in existence.

In the upper portions of the reservoir most of the bottom
lands are under cultivation.

Hay is the only crop.

The reconnaissance party found survey stakes at the dam site
and indications that the site had been drilled end test pits sunk.

We

believe the Bureau has a complete survey of the area or the data can be

secud from the State engineer.

Our observation of the axis cast some

doubts as to the accuracy of the data given above.

The left abutment

rises on a fairly even slope and soon attains height enough for the dam.

On the right a low ridge extends from the valley back to the hills and
it is several hundred feet long before it meets the main hifls which
rise to heights adequate for an abutment.

e thought, but did not

measure it, that a dam 145 feet high would be quite a little longer than
the 675 feet stated.

It is probable that the Bureau has made material investigations
arid have determined the location, quality and quantity of construction
materials.

We saw adequate quantities of rock in the canyon below the

dam and large quantities of earth-fill materials in the valley bottom of
the reservoir area above the dam.

We did not see any large deposits of

sand aril gravels but suspect that the entire valley bottom is covered

with layers of these materials in which case an unlimited quantity exists.
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The State engineer of Oregon, in 1943, proposed the construetion of the Mason Reservoir as an immediate postwar project.

There is

no physical indication of such constrtietion as yet.

A storage at the Mason site will, if made, probably stop consideration of any other major storage on the upper Powder, though it can-

not provide a complete development.

Though the reservoir is below much

of the drainage, including the larger headwater tributaries, there is
still a large area of Elkhorn Ridge and the Dooley Mountains whose drainage enters below the darn site and which will continue to flow uncontrolled.

Any storage built on the Powder above Baker will for the next
several years be subject to the deposition of silt from the dredging
operations now in progress in the upper Sumpter Valley.

All of the

silt from this valley is now being carried downstream into the diversion
area above Baker from where it is diverted out onto the lands.

A stor-

age built on the river wiU cause this silt to drop out in the reservoir
area.

No major storages have yet been considered in the valley of
the North Fork and the reconnaissance party did not find a possible
location for such a storage.

Ln recent years the farmers in the North

Powder Basin have encountered a water shortage and they requested the
Bureau to investigate the possibility of storage on Wolf Greek.

suits of their reconnaissance could not be determind.

The re-

We were sure

that they had made such a reconnaissance some few weeks before we entered
the area but the Bureau men in the area professed ignorance of anything
concerning Wolf Creek.
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We went up Wolf Creek to China Diggings, some 12 miles up from

the North Powder and drove around some in the headwater regions.

This

is another area where the roads are improperly mapped and we did not
seem to get anywhere. The portion of the creek that 'we covered must,

however, contain all the storage possibilities as we succeeded in getting
above most of the important tributaries and where we finally had to
abandon the search the stream wasdeep in the mountains, had shrunk to

a rather small stream and was deep in a narrow

canyon

where the stream

grade was very steep and getting steeper. life were only about 4 miles
below the creek's source, and were imwediately below the mouth of the

streamts last tributary, the North Fork.
The lower 7 miles of the Wolf Creek Valley is wide and flat.

The lower 4 miles of this is in the North Powder Valley and the upper

3 miles in an area called Tucker Flats. It is really one continuous
area and. there is no physical line of demarcation between the two. In

this 7 miles the land is almost entirely under cultivation and darn sites

just do not exist. At the upper end of the area the valley section
gives way to a canyon-type valley and from here on up, dam sites exist

but reservoir areas are almost nonexistent. Only one place exists
which

h2s

possibilities for both a dam and a reservoir and at this point

neither the site nor the reservoir area could be clas'sed as 'very good.

Better dam sites exist farther upstream but there are no storage basins.
Downstream where the valley widens to provide storage area there are

no dam sites. If a storage is to be placed on Wolf Creek it appears

.

that it must be placed at this none too desirable site.
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This axis would be in the northest corner of the northwest
quarter of Section U, T.6 S., R.38 E., at the first important narrowing of the valley.

Here the stream evidently cut its way though a

basalt flow and the remnants on either side will provide the abutments.

The valley widns again above the cut, though to much less degree than
below.

The basin formed is a bottle-shaped basin not over a mile in

length and, at the widest, not over

mile wide.

The topography is

lacking in the area and I hesitate to make an estimate of the storage
capacity a iailable.

The river bottom at the darn site would be about 200 feet wide.

The left abutment, though a mass of broken rook on the surfaces, would
clean off to fairly firm basalt and would rise on a slope of about 1 on
1.

The right abutment would rise on about l

feet where it benches off level.

to 1 up for about 40

The bench is some 300 feet wide before

it meets the toe of the major cut which will clean off at about l
1.

The site is usable for a dn up to possibly

to

0 feet high only.

There are two ranches in the reservoir basin arid these, with

the road that follows up along the left bank of the creek, will form
the man-made flowage problems.

T}-e area is lightly ti.rnbe red and nearly

all of the area, except the cultivated area, will recuire clearing.
Irrigation diversions are now made above the dam site and the ditches
feeding into the wider valley area below pass through the dam site.

Construction materials of all types will be available within
short haul distance.

.

the site.

Rock (basalt) in any quantity is obtainable at

Earth-fill materials can come from the valley floor below or
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from several alluvial hills in the vicinity.

Gravel in large quantity

exists along the stream in the first two miles below the dam site.
This storage, if made, can have small place indeed in a basin
development plan.

It will naturally take its place alongside of the

other dozen or so small projects already existing and other similar
ponds that may be built in the future.

Important storages in the lower Powder idver have only been
considered for three locations and two of these not seriously so.

The Thief Valley studies before the construction of the existEvi-

ing dam considered storage at this point up to 130,000 acre-feet.

dently they could not find use for that amount of water as the lands
available are not of very good quality.
the storage of 15,000 acre-feet only.

In any case they built it for
The possibility still exists

for the increasing of the Thief Valley storage as the dam site is entirely adequate for a higher dam and the type of dam conEtructed could
very easily be incorporated into a higher darn.

Balm Creek was considered at the same time for an increased
storage up to 25,000 acre-feet by the raising of the existing dam and
the diversion of West Eagle Creek flows into the basin above it.

This

did not look so feasible, as the left abutment of the Balm Creek Dam
did not look adequate for such a dam.
stream,

It rises some, away from the

ut for any material increase in height it would soon become

quite long.

T1e height of the dam required was not determined and I do

not believe the plan was found to have much merit.

.
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Eagle Creek has been considered for larger storages at two

points though I do not believe either proposal was considered seriously
enough to warrant surveys at either place. The projects t either place
would reouire high dams and such construction was far beyond the abilities

of the fencers who have installed all of the existing storages on Eagle
Creek.

Eagle Creek is auite a large stream and carries, b:T far, the
greater portion of the Wallowa melt into the Powder So far as we know
there have been no stream measurements made on it so its contribution
is not known. The stream flow at the time observed was reflecting the

irrigation use and en estimate of the flow would be an estimate of irrigation releases rather than normal flow.

The flow in Eagle Creek below the junction of the
East Fork - view looking north (upstream).
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The lower 4 miles of Eagle Creek is in the intensively irrigated Eagle Valley.
dry.

Sou

In

this reach the stream channel was practically

irrigation return water was finding its way into the chsnnel

but most of the water was out in the irrigation ditches.

Ricliland sits

right in the middle of this area and the tiny village of New Bridge sits
at the upper end of the valley.

View southeast over the New Bridge-Richiand Valley
of Eagle Creek from a hill northwest of New Bridge.

The valley narrows to canyon proportions about a mile above
New Bridge and in the next mile above the main irrigation ditches take
off.

In the first two miles above New Bridge the narrow valley bottom

is entirely under cultivation and ranch houses are spaced

along

the streeai.

In the

next 3

continuously

miles there are two widely separated
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ranches and above this no habitations at all.

Several miles up near

the headwaters of the Little Fork (Little Eagle Creek on some maps), we
saw a small logging crew in operation and these men were the only

the

humans seen in

area.

A standard

creek

Forest

Service road follows up the east bank of the

the Little Fork up

all the way above New Bridge to the mouth of

which it turns.

Five miles above New

Bridge, it

enters the timber and

above this the eouritxy is entirely covered with a medium stand of pine.

of Little

The road when it tops the divide at

the

the west, coasts into the valley of

Paddy Creek and follows this creek

back to Eagle Creek.

head

It then swings upstream along

Fork swings to

the

east bank to

just below the mouth of the East Fork where it crosses the river and

climbs up out of the

drainage.

road leads to the north

back

Several

into the

miles to the west, a branch

valley of

the West Fork and ends.

These are the only- roads along Eagle Creek.

The Lower Eagle Creek site was proposed for location just below the mouth of the Little Fork, in the northwest quarter of Section 7,
T.

S., R.45 E.

storage. Only
Gulch from

In many respects this is an ideal location for the
two small creeks, Skull Creek from the east and Town

the west enter the Eagle Creek channel below the dam site.

The dam site is good and. the reservoir,

though in

a rather narrow canyon,

is the best area offered on Eagle Creek.
The

flow

in the creek

was impressive but, recognizing the

fact that it was carryin; the release from 4 storages above, the flow

.

should

not be taken as an

indication of the amount of
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water

available

for future storage.

A rough estimate of the flow at the time observed

placed it at about 2,000 secondfeet.

It was all being diverted lower

down.

The site is a fairly good dam site for a dam up to 300 feet
high.

The bottom width is about 80 feet and the right abutment slope

about l. to 1 up for the full height.

The left abutment will rise at

about ion 1 up for the first 100 feet and then about 1 3/4 to 1 on up.
The rock is andesite and very hard.

Surface fracturing will require

rng amounts of striping at different localities but at n

'n;
The Lovier Eagle Creek site from upstream - vieu looking south.

place will

=;%

!

it be excessive and apparently little treatment will be required on either

the abutments or foundation as the eosed ledges appeared to be ouite
The forest road is benched out of the left abutment about 60

sound.

feet above the stream and the exposed rock is sound and hard.

Future investi-

ing effect does not penetrate very deeply in this area.
gations

might

The weather-

dictate that the dam be curved in plan, if built of concrete,

as the outcrops seem to indicate that

such

a plan might be desirable.

Construction materials are lacking at the site except for rock.
No earth-fill materials were seen anywhere within reach and the nearest
gravel supply in quantity is about 3 miles dovvnstream.
The valley widens somewhat above the darn site.

It changes from

the V-type at the dam site to a box-type with the flat bottom 400 feet
to 1,000 feet wide.

The side slooes will be quite steep and the joining

creek valleys will not add much to the storage volume as they all come
in on steep grades.

The river grade at the dam site is about 2,850 and

a dam 300 feet high would create a pool about 3- miles long.

In this

area there are no improvements except the road and it leaves the reservoir area within a mile from the dam.

The reservoir clearing would be

the only other item.

The Upper Eagle Creek site was proposed with the dam site location about one mile below the mouth of the East Fork.
look to be as usable as the lower site.

hills

At the dam site the abutment

are both quite badly broken and may even be slide areas.

least they are heavy

.

This area did not

talus slopes

At

and sound rock exposures do not show.

The valley bottom is wider and the side slopes more moderate than those
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Also the stream gradient has steepened and no storage

at the site below.

equal to that at the lower site is possible.

In the reservofr area, at the point where the road crosses the
creek, the Forest Service has installed one of the best forest camps seen.
Camp sites have been cleared off along both sides of the stream, fireplaces and toilets built and the area quite generally

improved.

The

place is cuite inaccessible as there are no good roads (at least vie didn't
find any) leading to the camp grounds.
quite popular
with names.

during

the

The place had evidently been

suimner as the visitors register was well filled

The fishing, according to the register, was the attraction.

In view of the fact that vie didn't find either a dam site or

a reservoir area at the upper location, we believe that the lower site
offers the only possible location
more of the

small

for

a storage on Eagle Creek, unless

storages similar to those already in existence are de-

sired in which case several possibilities might be found.

.
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Pine Creek

Pine Creek is a minor tributary of the Snake, draining sri area
of the southern Ial1owa Mountains. Its drainage basin lies north of

the lower Powder River and to the east of Eagle Creek, the Powder's

largest tributary from the southern Tiallowas. The drainage basin is

roughly.semi-circular in shape, the northern edge of the drainage being
cut off squarely by the almost due east and west course of the Iwnaha.
The basin area is about
1,677 at the mouth of

330

Pine

square miles and the elevations range from

Creek to above 9,000 feet at the top of

Granite Mountain, north*est of Cornucopia.

The creek from its source

flows first south, then circles into the east and northeast to take a
general northeast course the last 12 miles into the Snake. It enters
the Snake at river mile l30.g of the 1920 U.S.G.S. Snake River urvey.

Along its course the creek is about

35

miles long.

Generally -the creek is a fast flowing stream deeply entrenched
in canyon courses. The only variation of this is in the reach through

Pine Valley where for some 11 or 12 miles, thouçh the stream gradient

does not flatten, the canyon walls fade far back. The stream grade at
the lower end of Pine Valley is about 2,400 and in the 12 miles down

to the Snake, the stream drops 723 feet. In the 12 miles through the

valley, the stream falls 1,000 feet from elevation 3,400. In the upper

10 miles the gradient is steeper yet.
So far as can be determined, no stream measurements have be'en

made of sufficient duration to determine a flow at any point in the

.
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basin.

The stream is a fairly large creek end it supplies water enough

for the irrigation of Pine Valley, the only irrigable area, with the
aid of only four very small storages.

Pine Valley is an isolated, secludod valley.

It is

a very

fertile spot surrounded in all directions by uninhabited territory.
The area

to

the south, down to the Powder and to the east down to the

Snake, is a barren sage covered area supporting no pooulation and with
only one road crossing either area.
Valley, the areas are

high

To the west and north of Pine

timbered mountains also uninhabited and into

these areas short stub roads only penetrate into the edge of the forests.
One road drops down Pine

There are only two ways out of Pine Valley.
Creek

to

the Snake; the other takes over the barren hills to the south

to drop into the Powder below

Richiand.

access road and the only good one.
to Bake r.

This

second road is the main

It is oil surfaced all the way in

Before the development of the automobile, Pine Valley would

have been one oI the most isolated communities in the country and it
could have been entirely self sustaining.

As it is the inhabitants

are clannish and do not seem to welcome travelers to their towns.

It

was raining when we were in the valley and most of the farmers were in
town so possibly it was the rush of local business, rather than clannishness,

but we

could hardly buy a candy bar or soft drink in the town of

Halfway, the metropolis.

than

We did get gas at the gas station but other

the attendant, no one spoke to us.

A ring ol' natives gathered

around like we were some sort of curiosity.
rather hostile.
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I thought their mien was

.
There is some 20 souare miles of land on the floor of Pine
Valley and most of it is irrigable.

Besides Pine Creek itself, there

are 6 of the larger tributary creeks that dump their flows into the
Pine Valley area.

All of them are intercepted and diverted onto the

lands so that the normal channel coin'ses can hardly be traced.

Excess

water and return flows are recollected in the lower end of the basin
and continue their way to the Snake.
the north.

All of these creeks drain in from

There are no perennial streams that drain in from the south.
The natives practice a more diversified type of farming than

in any other area visited on the reconnaissance.
and small grains were seen growing.
other large tracts were in hay.

All types of vegetables

Large tracts were in orchards and

Dairy ranches and stock ranches were

seen as well as the farm-type places both large and small.

\{e did not

see a cannery but would not be surprised that there was one there.
was no evidence of an "export" crop.

There

It would be a long, tedious haul

to get their produce to any other market than their own.

Baker is the

nearest other market and is their railroad point.
Besides the agricultural activity and the attendant business
enterprises, the valley is aided by the Cornucopia Lines on Pine Creek
about 5 miles above Pine Valley.

These gold mines were closed during

the war and had not resumed operations.

The early day mining in the

valley had been placer and areas in the upper valley still show the
scars of their workings.

The Cornucopia Limes are in gold bearing

quartz ledges, probably the source of the placer gold.

S
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Three of the storage developments are superimposed on small
lakes high in the headwaters.

There are no roads up to any of them and

as they were so small we did not take the time necessary to get in to
them.

Upper Twin Lake is up at the source of the west fork of Pine
The records show the storage on

Creek in Section 18, T.6 S., R.45 i.

the lake to be 175 acre-feet but do not show the type of dam nor tk
dimensions.

It will, however, be a very small dani as the lake area is

somewhere near 175 acres.

at
E.

Dry Lake was formed in a natural depression

the head of the east fork of Pine Creek in Section 12, T.6 S., R.45

200 acre-feet obtained without a darn

The water storage is listed at

being constructed.

The iest Fork of Clear Creek Reservoir was foxned

by the construction of an earth-fifl (concrete core) 16 feet high and

257 feet long in Section 12, T.b S., R.45 E.

The recorded

capacity is

257 acre-feet.
The Frank M. Crow Ieservoir is the only storage on a southern
tributary of Pine Creek.

An earth-fill 15 feet high and 357 feet long

created a reservoir in a tributary gulch of Deer Creek in Section 31,

T.8S., R.47

E.

The reservoir capacity is 140 acre-feet.

This small

storage is well back in the barren hills to the south of Pine Creek
and receives its water from the winter precipitation in the area.

There

is no active stream through the gulch.
The Cornucopia iiines made three small hydroelectric develop-

ments on upper Pine Creek in the

vicinity

the details of the installations in

.5.?.

of their mines.

657.

Hoyt gives

At this date, all of

the plants have been dismantled and the generating equipment removed.
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Pin Creek

The Loier Cornucopia power plant above Halfway, Oregon.

The outlets from the plant.
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There was no one around the mines at the time we visited them so me

could not find out their plans. The flume for the number 2 plant was
carrying water, enough anyhow to keep the planks saturated. This water
was dumped through the penstocks and powerhouse and was emerging from

the outlet bays in an uninterrupted flow. This plant at least could be

put back into operation very easily by just replacing the units. The
number one plant could not be found. Either our location data was in
error or the plant had been entirely removed. We did not go up to the
number 3 plant.

Apparently this plant does not furnish power for anything
but the mining operations. The power used in Pine Valley is, I believe,
Idaho power from their plant at Oxbow on the Snake.

It may be that the

Cornucopia Mines, if and when they reopen, will use this source rather

than to reestablish their small plants.
The reconnaissance party did not find any place on

Pine

Creek

where a storage could be placed and we found little, if any, apparent

use for such a storage if one had existed. Apparently the present irrigation supply is adequate and the stream is much too small to develop
power in competition with the large Snake River projects.

S

Ininaha River

The

nnaha River, in some respects, is quite remarkable.

It

is not a very large stream, considering its length and source, due to
the peculiar characteristics of

its course.

It

heads in the area common

to the sources of the Wallowa, Lostine, and Minam Rivers and
tributary to the Powder, in the southern Wallowas.

agle Creek,

From the source it

takes a due east course, apoarently headed straight for the Snake.
After flowing some 20 miles, at which point it is less than 2 miles
from the Snake Canyon rim and less than 6 miles from the Snake channel,

ihich is more than two thousand feet loWer in elevation, it makes a
right-angle bend to the north and skirts the Snake Canyon rim to enter
the Snake nearly 50 miles farther dovn at river mile 52.3 of the 1920
U.S.G.S. survey.
the Snake.

In its course it flows about 75 miles before It enters

For the first 25 miles below the bend the two river channels

are practically parallel,

never more than S

miles nor less than 6 miles

apart, but the Snake River is deep in its canyon, nearly 3,000 feet below the grade of the Iinnaha.

Below this reach the Snake veers more to

the northeast and the Imnaha swings slightly to the west and at a
point about 10 miles farther down
separation, 19 miles apart.

they reach

their point of maximum

At this point, which is Corral Creek on

the Snake and Basin Creek on the Iirwiaha, the streams start to
again.

converge

The Snake takes a rather indefinite northwest trend and the

Imnaha'a course a little east of due north to their junction point.
In this reach both streams are deeply entrenched in canyon channels.

.
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The drainage basin of the Imnana is an area of about 900 square
miles, roughly rectangular in shape, pinching down at the northern end.
It covers about 8 townships north and south and is generally about three
townships wide.

The river channel skirts the southern and eastern

basin divides closely so that the larger tributary streams enter from
the west.

Except in the lower 10 miles or so all of the eastern and

southern tributary streams are small indeed, seldom attaining lengths
over 3 or 4 miles.

The largest of these streams is Freezout Creek

which attains a length of about 9 miles and this is due to the fact that
it runs almost parallel to the Irnnaha for about 6 miles of its course.

In the lower 10 miles the Imnaha receives the flows of 3 longer creeks
draining in from the east.

These drain the area of widest separation

of the Snake and Imnaha and take generally northern courses into the
Imnaha.

These are (1) Cow Creek, about 15 miles long with practically

no lateral drainage, (2) Lightning Creek, 25 miles long, with its
narrow drainage basin attaining a maximum width of a bout 3 miles and

(3) Horse Greek, 21 miles long, with its basin also attaining a maximum
width of about 3 miles.
very rugged territory.

These three creeks run in deep canyons in
Their close proximity and parallelism quite

certainly indicates that their channels are in major fault zones.

The

pattern of these streams, together with the channel of Deep Creek, a
Snake River tributary, and the canyon of both the Snake and the linnaha

would indicate the presence of a series of north-south trending fault
zones throughout the area.

There is one lone isolateu ranch on each

of the streams mentioned, otherwise the area is entirely uninhabited.
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The western tributaries of the Lnnaha are also on a
not common to most streams.

Similar to the way

that

pattern

the Ininaha cuts

off the western drainage from the Snake, the principal tributary to the
Imnaha cuts off the western drainage from entering the Imnaha until
well down on its course to the Snake.

Sheep Creek and several of its

tributaries head within a mile or two of the channel of the Imnaha
but flow off to the north and northeast, leaving only a narrow fringe
along the Lnnaha to be drained by that stream directly.

Only in one

area, immediately north of the Irnnahats bend to the north does the

In this loca-

Imnaha channel drain a portion of its own drainage basin.

tion an area about a township wide and two townships long is directly
tributary to the Imnaha.

Two creeks drain the area.

Gumbcot Creek,

about 6 miles long, enters the river about 5 miles below the bend and
Grouse Creek, about 17 miles long, enters 11 miles lower down.

In the

areas both above and below, the narrow strip drained into the Inniaha

is never more than 2 miles wide and at places it narrows to

only about

one-fourth of a mile wide.

Sheep Creek and its tributaries drain all the rest of the
interior basin and it finally releases its flow into the river at the
town of Imnaha, 33 miles below the bend and only some 22 miles above
the mouth of the river.

The area drained by Sheep Creek is

about

335

square miles in extent and comprises the western half of the rectangular
Imnaha basin south of the town of Imnaha.

It reaches to the foothills

of the main Waflowa Mountains but does not receive any of the drainage
from the maj or mountain range.

The water from this source is intercepted
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Imnaha River

View up Big SIep Creek Canyon from its junction with Little
Sheep Creek about thxe miles up from Imnah - view south.

View southwest at

point of ridge between Big
Sheep Creeks.
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and .Little

by

the east

Sheep Creek itself splits into

fork of the Wailowa.

major forks about two miles above its mouth.
the

two

Big Sheep Creek heads in

south-west corner of the area and drains the southern and e astern

Little Sheep

portion.

western and

north and drains the
area.

Both

streams

Creek heads in the same area but flows to the

northern sections of the drainage

pick up the flows from many lesser tributaries.

The drainage basin of the lrnnaha is quite generally timbered.

In some areas the timber stands are quite dense and the virgin pine
growths have attained considerable size.

trunks

Pine trees 'with 5 and

6-foot

were seen at some places. Geierally, though, the timber stands

are light and in some very large areas there is no timber at all.

The

upper 20 miles of the Ixnnaha' s valley is heavily timbered as is also

the headwater regions of Big Sheep Creek.

Both of these streams emerge

from the heavily timbered areas into lighter, smaller timber but never
into completely untiiribered areas.

In contrast, Little Sheep Creek

beads in an area of moderate timber stands and flows out into an area
entirely barren of timber.

Fifteen miles or so of this stream's

channel in its lower reaches is in a basalt canyon bordered by barren,
sage covered hills.

The basin of the Lnnaha below the junction of

Sheep Creek is lightly timbered in patches.

This area shows the endless

struggle between the encroaching forests and. the forbidding bare rock
exnosures.

The forests wiU win eventually as the elements break down

the rock to provide soil for the trees to take root in.

The barren area along Little Sheep Creek is the result of a
localized volcanic action of quite ancient age.
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This area is continuous

.

with and is an eastern extension of the Wallowa Valley where all of the
agricultural activity on that stream is located.

The western portion

of the area has been placed under irrigation ditches and is highly
cultivated.

The area along Little Sheep Creek, being higher, probably

never will be.

There is a ranch or two along the stream but the high

lands are not cultivated.

The elevations in the Imnaha Basin range from elevation 942

at the mouth of the Imnaha up to elevation 9,500 at the sunit of

Sentirl Peak.

This peak is only about 5 miles east of the higher

Eagle Cap (elevation 9,675) which forms the summit of areas of the
sources common to the five streams, but the west fork of the Wallowa
and the east fork of Eagle Creek intercept the higher areas in a saddle
east of the peak and the water from this source never reaches the Imnaha.
The flow in the linnaha has been measured at only one place

but this station has a continuous record of 14 years duration.

It is

located at the village of Imnaha below the mouth of Sheep Creek and
is a very good indication of the contribution from the upper areas.
The records show that the average flow between 1928 and 1942 was 426
second-feet and the annual average discharge at that point was 308,800
acre-feet.

The highest annual average flow during that time was for

the year l938when the average flow was 754 second-feet.

The maximum

flow observed was in 1942 when a flow of 5,400 second-feet was measured.
The lowest flow observed was 35 second-feet in 1936.

above the station is recorded at 705 square miles.

.
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The drainage area

.
A short term

measurement was made on Sheep Creek in 1920.

It showed a maximum flow of 175 second-feet and a minbnum of
feet.

second-

The duration of the measurements was not long enough to determine

the total discharge for even that year.
The gradient of the stream is quite uniform in the lower 50
or 60 miles.

The flow

is quite rapid and reaches of white

water" are

frequent. There are, however, no definite falls of any height. In

the upper 10 miles or so, as it tumbles out of the Wallowas, falls are
quite common.

The higher of these, and the only ones bearing a name,

are the "Imnaha Falls" at the mouth of the Middle Fork, 5 miles above
the end of the road at Indian Camp.
There are no topographic maps of the Imnaha and a river sur-

vey has not been made so an exact detennination of gradients and elevations

cannot be

made

at this time. The U.S.G.S. were working the area

in 1946 and the maps may soon be available.

Only one section of the Imnaha Basin has been placed under

cultivation. The 35-mile section of the
below the village of linnaha to

river bottom from about 7 miles

a point up near the mouth of Gumboot

Creek has a fairly open valley and the bottom lands and lower hill

slopes are irrigable in many places. The valley bottom in this section
also was not heavily timbered. The cultivation is accomplished general-

ly by stream diversions from the Ininaha itself as the tributary creeks
are not large enough 1' or the purpose

The principal crop is hay, the

elevation being against any other type of crops. The main produce and

the only export is cattle. Sheep range some areas but none were seen
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linnaha Eiver

Looking up the Itmiaha Valley about seven miles upstream from
the village of Imnaha - view south.

View do

the Imnaha Jalley about 2 miles below the village
of Lmiaha - view north.
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along the main stem of the Imnaha. This section of the river also has

the only hydroelectric development in the basin. The plant, a tiny

one, is located at linnaha and consists of a generating unit bolted on
to the end of an 3-inch steel pipe that extends somewhat more than a
mile upstream to build up an operating head. The pipe is laid on the

valley floor, not covered, and in very few places vas any grading done

to bed the pipe. The intake consists of running the pipe out into

the river to pick up its flow.
The plant was not in operation at the time of our visit.
Sonthing had gone wrong and they had removed the generator from the

end of the pipe and hauled it into La Grande for repairs.
The irrigation developnnts on the Imnaha consist entirely

of the local ditch systems at the several ranches. There are no existing storages and the installation of any such storage has never been
considered. There is evidently an excess of water for the local require-

ments as there has been one out of the basin diversion made. The water
from Big Sheep Creek was diverted to the north in Section 33

T. 4 S.,

R. 46 E., into the channel of Little Sheep Creek in Section 2 of the
same township.

It picks up the flow in Little Shaep at this point,

crosses to the west side of the creek and climbs up over the western

rim of the basin. On the way it picks up flows out of Cabin Creek,
Redmont Creek, Canal Creek, Ferguson Creek, and MeCully Creek, all tribu-

taries to Little Sheep Creek. The ditch terminates in the channel of
Prairie Creek, a Wallowa River tributarg, about 2 miles east of Wallowa

Lake and the water is used in that area on the lands above those served
by Wallowa Lake water.
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A branch ditch from this source leads into the Mountain Sheep
Reservoir, locally called Dickson Lake in Section 8 of T.3 S., R. 46 E.,
from where the water is led to the west to serve the same area as the
iiiain ditch.

Dickson Lake is a man-made pooi on the top of hill and is

a veiy small reservoir.
feet but t1

The recorded capacity is given at 315 acre-

pool did not appear to be that large.

Hoyt, in W.S.P. No. 657, considered the development of power
along the Imnaha.

His considerations consisted entirely of flow diver-

sions to create the power drops and he proposed to develop the fall in
six steps.

Later (1942) this department also considered the developmit

of power on the Imnaha by the diversion of the flow at the Imnaha bend
through the Snake Canyon rim and dropping the water to a powerhouse along
the Snake River, as Hoyt proposed in his "Thrmel site . '

are directly in conflict.

The two schemes

If the later plan is used there can be no

further developments downstream as the f1ow will be depleted to such
an extent that no developments below would be feasible under any schedule
of power rates.

As it is under present conditions, the flows are too

small, even if complete regulation could be secured, to develop power
in competition with Bonneville rates.
The developments in the Ininaha Basin probably never will in-

crease much over what they now are due to its isolation.
railroads into the basin and only one road.

There are no

This road leads to the

east out of e ither Enterprise or Joseph and leads down Little Sheep
Creek to Lnnaha.

From here a stub road leads downstream about 7 miles

to the forest boundary.

The main road, if it can be called such, leads
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At the Coveiale Cabin and

upriver and follows it to above the bend.
camp ground the road forks.

One stub about 5 miles long continues up-

river to Indian Camp there it ends, the other fork climbs the north
canyon wall, crosses over the Big Sheep and Little Sheep
drainages arid drops back down to Joseph on Wallowa Lake.

headwater
There are

pack trails downriver below the end of the road and upriver above
Indian Camp by which t:ese reaches of the river

can

miles by trail down to the Snake from the end of tk
miles up to the sunmiit from Indian Camp.

be seen.

It is 18

road and sowe 15

Trips to either point wifl

require special planning and equipment.

The reconnaissance party covered all of the section of the
river along the roads and hiked down the canyon to Hoyt's Log Creek
site.

The weather at the time was bad and we got caught in the canyon

in one of the

heaviest

By the time we got back

rains of the season.

to the car we were thoroughly soaked.

After that we were raher reluc-

tant to get very far away from the car rarticularly when we were quite
thoroughly convinced that any of these isoirted developments could not
be included in the basin development plan.

The storm that hit us at

Log Creek cane in so dark that no pictures could be taken and the violent
rain obscured the vision.

The site is in a box canyon 200 to 400 feet

between the nearly vertical walls which in that section are not high.
Above the. vertical sections, both sides bench

back to net the general

valley side slopes which rise to several hundred feet in height.

site looked to be usable for a low dam only as a high one would be

The

excessive in length.
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For a mile above the axis the box-type characteristics continue and then the valley opens out into a rather wide U-type where
no darn sites, other than for very low dams, are available.

In the

reaches of the valley that we saw we did not think that the diversion
scheme of development would be economically feasible even if the Coverdale diversion was not made.
Li the 35 miles above Irnnaha, up to the Coverdale site, we

only saw one point where any but a low dam might be securely built.

The utility of a site in this location is doubtful but as it is the
only site existent it is noted in passing.

This possible axis would be in the southeast quarter of Section 22, T.2 S., R.4

E., where the river makes an abrupt bend to cut

to the northwest through a shorts narrow, basalt canyon.

At the water

surface, the canyon is from 25 to 50 feet wide in the axis area.

In

this section the river is flowing between bare, rock walls that show
very little weathering.

Tbe rock is hard and sound.

It may be andesite

or some of the other associated volcanics but except for the massive
structure appeared to be black basalt.

The left abutment riEes at about
before it breaks off to about a 1 on 1 slope.

to 1 for the first 150 feet
The right abutment slope

will average about 1 on 1 for the first 150 feet where it eases off to
about 2 on 1.

The site would be exceptional for a dam 150 feet high

and can be used for one possibly 300 feet high, but at the higher elevations the crest length will increase quite rapidly with height.

Stripping

requirenents would be negligible at the lower elevations and increase
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with height.

At higher elevations excessive weathering is evident and

30 or 40 feet of the faces might have to be removed.

As stated

before the utility of the site was not apparent.

The reservoir area above it is not good.
could scarcely contain a pool large

Coverdale is not

built and if

The rather narrow valley

enough to regulate the flow if the

it is built there will not be an amount

It might be that after

ol' water necessary for a poer development.

the Coverdale diversion is made some provision for the irrigation of the

bottom lands above Imnaha il1 require a storage to replace the normal
river flow.

The site is below Grouse Creek and Gumboot Creek as well

as some 12 or 13 smaller creeks and the area might supply enough water
so that the diversion at Coverdale can be made

coiupl8te.

Tinder such

a program, this site might enter the picture.

Materials for the construction of the dam, except for rock,

will not be found ver close to the site.

The only gravels seen were

in the river bed and the bars observed were not extensive.

It is entire-

ly possible that small bars do exist along the valley sides but an exploration program would be required to prove it.

materials or gravel

Either earth-fill

ill, in any case, have to come from areas down-

stream, 2 to 5 miles from the site.

The road is blasted through the left abutment high above the

iver and follows the stream all the way up through the reservoir area.
This road and the scattering small hay ranches along the river above
the axis will provide the major flowage problem.

Some areas above are

lightly timbered and will of necessity reouire clearing.
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For location purposes the site is about 12 miles by road
mileage upstream from the store at Imnaha.
The Coverdale site is pretty well discussed by Hoyt in i.S.P.
657 (pages 107-108 and 295).

He considered a site just below the mouth

o1 Skookurn Creek ±'or a darn 245 feet high with a crest length of 930

feet, which would require an auxiliary dam 100 feet high and 780 feet
long across a saddle in the right abutment.

He figured the total yard-

age necessary for an earth end rock-fill to be about 1,500,000 cubic
yards.

The reconnaissance party found his axis (referred to as the low

darn axis) and an alternate axis above it which in many respects appears

superior to the lower one.

is about

This axis (referred to as the high dam axis)

mile above the lower one and is just upstream from the mouth

of Skookum Creek.

The low site is probably entirely adequate for the dam proposed as the foundations appear to be sound.
back at higher elevations.

The rock, however, fades

The river channel here is about 100 feet

wide and the side slopes rise at about i on i up for the first 100 feet
or so where they break back.

The upper axis is about 200 feet wide in the bottom end the
side slopes about the same 1 to 1 slope but they continue up for possibly
500 feet before they break away.
Hoyt proposed an earth and rock-fill.
from either canyon wall.

Rock will be plentiful

Pardee classified the rock as "greenstone."

The rock we observed was mostly granite.

There were some localities

in which gneiss and the other associated rocks predominated.
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Imnaha River

Panorama looking downstream in the Coverdale low dam area,

view east.

View over Coverdale dm site area from high up on left abutment, looking south.

1arth-

it is sound and hard and will be usable in a rock-fill structure.
fill materials were not found any place in the area.

e believe that

suitable materials of this type do not exist within feasible hauling
distance.

Sands and gravel exist in lare cuanLities in the bars and

benches along the river.

The larger ones are donstrearn.

The material

is ouite dirty and will require vashir±g if used for concrete material.
The r eservoir area

as found about as Hoyt described it but

we doubt the accuracy of his capacity figures.

ie found no topographi-

cal surveys of the area by which his figures could be checked and
suspect that it may take a higher dam to secure the regulation.

Since

Hoytts time the area has been developed as a recreational area and there

The flow in the Imnaha at Indian Camp, above the Cove rdale
site, June 29, 1946, (Hart takes a drink from it).
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Irnnaha River

Panoramic view looking west (upstream) through the
high dam axis, Cove rdale site.
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are 3

inproved camp grounds that will be in the reservoir area.

A road

has been built upriver that extends up to "Indian Camp" grounds, 4
miles above the dam site.
there is no place

Though the valley widens slightly in places

here the valley bottom is more than 500 feet wide and

the vlls rise steeply all the way through the reach.

The area is quite

heavily timbered with stands of fir and pine and nearly all of the area
will require clearing.

Ye did not trace out the tunnel location nor
The data will have to be modified

the powerhouse site on the Snake.

to conform to the elevation above the proposed Hell's Canyon Dam as the
powerhouse will sit on the shore of this lake which will have a 200foot drawdown below elevation 2,075..

Development on the linnaha should recognize the recreational
values of the stream.
ing area for the

Isolated as it is the stream is a popular fish-

àllowa Valley suer residents.

are centered at two points on the river.

These activities

The cabins and store at

Imnaha make it a focal point and the entire length of the river from
the forest boundary below Imnaha up to the bend is accessible by car
from this point.

The camp grounds at and above Coverdale make the area

in this vicinity also accessible.

My reactions, after the reconnaissance, is that the only
development feasible on the Imnaha is the Coverdale Project with the
tunnel diversion into the Snake.

The high head possible at this site

miit make it a profitable development.

With this project in, it might

be necessary to build an irrigation or regulator storage at the Saddle
Creek site.

I cannot see that any other developments are possible, at

least at the present value of power.
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Under such a plan of development, I cannot see that the
recreation values of the stream will be damaged much and in some respects they will be greatly improved.

The installation of the two dams

will make two sizable lakes, one of which, the Coverdale, will be Lull
during the entire tourist season.

The drawdown of the pool will not

occur tIU the fall and winter months and it will refill in 1y and
June.

The pool above the Saddle Creek site will fill at the same time

but irrigation drafts might begin to lower the lake in late July and.
August.

This situation, particularly at Coverdale, will make the lake

shore area a delightful location f or summer camps and cabins, vthere

lake fishing and boating will be available.
exist in the basin.

No such facilities now

The stream fishing above Coverdale will not be

affected but below Coverdale, down to the Saddle site, the stream flow
may be depleted at times so that the fish might leave the area.
is the least used section of the stream at the present time.

This

The area

can be reached by road from Coverdale but a reach of several miles of
this road is now a private road, never having been taken over by the
county authorities.

elow the Saddle site, I cannot see that the

stream fishing will be much affected.

iinimum flow and irrigation re-

leases can keep enough water in the stream at afl times to maintain
the fish life, and Sheep Creek can be depended on to keep the stream
alive below Imnaha.

.
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Grande Ronde River

The

naissance

rande Ronde is the largest of the rivers in the recon-

area.

It heads in the Blue Mountains in the same small area

west of Baker where the Burnt River and Powder River also head.

During

its course to the Snake it receives all of the eastern drainage from
the northern 75 miles of the Blue Mountain range and practically all
of the drainage from the Wallowas.

miles lon

The river's channel is about l0

and its drainage basin area about 4,000 square miles.

The course of this river shows to a very marked degree the
contrasting types of geological structure in the basin.

High up in

the Blues the rock types are generally volcanic but in this area the
erosion has not progressed far erough to deeply intrench the
The hill slopes are generally

quite

do not rise high above the valley

streams.

moderate and the round-topped hills

bottoms.

The area is moderately

timbered and wide, open meadows and highland parks are numerous.

The

channel itself is generally a wide, U-type valley through which the
stream meanders.

In the 37 miles of channel above Hilgard only the

5 mile reach above the mouth of fly Creek has definite canyon characteristics where the walls close in to a V-type valley and the stream grade
steepens to provide white water rapids and miniature falls.

A few miles above Hilgard the valley type begins to change
gradually into a box type but the valley bottom remains so wide that
one is scarcely concious of the transformation.

In this section

basalt bluffs sometimes are exposed along the valley walls.
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They jut

out prominently but do not, attain any great height.

They may stand

200 or 300 feet above the valley where they break off on flat benches
to blend with the rolling hills of the higher country.
The type of

At Hilgard the river takes a swing to the east.

valley immediately becons a definite box-type canyon and soon narrows
down till the bottom width is only a few hundred feet.

The basalt

walls crowd closer in and stand higher above the valley.

Four or five

miles below Hilgard and about the same distance above La Grande, the

valley closes in still more and soon becons a narrow, V-type in which
the river gradient steepens and definite falls and violent rapids
appear.

The 'volcanics of the rock walls sometimes stand steeply above

the stream and at other times slope back at more moderate siopes depending upon the ability of the rock to resist the erosive action of the
stream.

This characteristic also determines the riverts course and it

sometins winds and loops in its channel to get around or through the
more resistant rocks.
About 2 miles west of La Graride, the river crosses the fault

zone at the western edge of the downwaxed Grande Ronde Valley and the
valley type changes again.

For a short distance it runs between low,

alluvial hills and emerges out onto the flat valley bottom.
gradient immediately flattens off and the stream slows up.

The stream
For some

10 miles it holds a direct eastern course and then it acts like it
didn't know where to go.
ander.

It swings to the southeast and begins to me-

Its gexral course for the nec 6 or 7 miles is generally south-

east but the stream channel itself is a series of meandering turns and
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loops.

Still more undecided the stream then swings into the northeast

with the meandering characteristic still more pronounced.

Some of the

swings and loops in this section are a half mile or more wide.
then takes another right-angled swing into the northwest.
the general course only is to the northwest.
in every direction on the compass.

It

On this leg

The stream itself flows

The loops and twists become more

pronounced yet and the loops extend as much as two miles to the right
or left.
400 feet.

One loop uses about 4 miles of channel to move ahead about
The length of the general course is some

river channel is many- miles longer.

or 9 miles but the

The stream throughout this entire

area is a sluggish, slow-moving stream, so slow in fact that the current
can scarcely be detected.

The area on either side is flat and only a

few feet above the water surface.

The bordering grass grows to heights

of 3 feet or more end practically hides the stream channels.

A stranger

in the area could get himself lost among all the channels and though
he could see where he wanted to go he might have trouble getting out.
At the end of the reach, when about 4 milcs north of Alicel,
near the town of Imbler, the river turns back into a north-northeastern
course and, though the current does not inmiediately pick up, the meander-

ing characteristic ends.

The stream heads into a narrowing valley- and

about 3 miles south of Elgin it passes through a shallow basalt gorge.
'orii this point down the river has a steeper gradient end the stream

looks more like the usual mountain river except that the water looks
"unclean.1'

It is the return water used in the Grande Ronde Valley and

the sluggish flow in the river through the valley has done little to

purify it. It is only about 18 miles by road between La Grande and
Elgin but the river uses about 48 miles of river channel between the
two points.
The canyon above Elgin is short, scarcely more than a mile

long, and the valley soon widens out again.

In the lgin area the

valley is several miles wide but it is not the level, flat bottomed type
srailar to the valley above. The valley floor is a series of low, rollilig alluvial hills and the general valley floor is mueh higher above

the river. The river intrenchinent sometimes widens so that the inunediate
river bottom lands may be several hundred feet wide. At other places

it narrows down till no marginal plains exist and the channel is, in
fact, a shallow canyon.
This type of valley continues for some 10 miles below Elgin
where the mountaiiis again begin to encroach and the valley becomes a

Panorama over the junction of the àllowa and the Grande Ronde view northwest.
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box type with steeply rising walls. At Cabin Creek the river swings

into the northeast, which general course it follows until

it

picks up

the Wallowa River flow at Rondowa, 15 miles below ilgin. At this

point the river is in a definite box canyon, the flat, or nearly flat,
valley bottom ranging from 400 to possibly 1,000 feet wide and the

side wafls rising steeply for several hundred feet.
At Rondowa the river has again bored its way into the mountains

in which the rest of its channel is cut. There are 73 miles of river
channel from Rondowa to the Snake and the river never again emerges

from its canyon. It turns to the north at Rondowa for about 2 miles

and for this short reach the canyon remains box type. At the eid of

the reach it swings

into

the east and the canyon narrows dovn to a V.

This is the area of the Rondowa dam site and the walls stand probably
1,000 feet high above the stream.

The stream turns again to the north and plunges deeper into
the mountains and the canyon continues to deepen. Just where it attains

View upstream (west) on the Grande Ronde River across the
mouth of Wildcat Creek 4 miles upstream from Troy.
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Panorama of the Grande Ronde Canyon at mouth of wildcat Creek.
This area is about four miles upstream from Troy.

Panorama donstream from mouth of Wildcat Creek, Mud Creek Canyon
entering at right.
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its maximum depth was not determined by the reconnaissance party.

We

reached into the canyon at several points and ostiinates.up to depths

of over 3,000 feet were made.

The U.5.G.h. surveys for the quadrangle

sheet of the area are in progress and the publishing of this sheet will
give this answer.

The general course of the stream through the area

is northeast but it does it in stair steps first to the north and then
to the east.

The area is basaltic and exposures in the canyon walls

often reveal 20 or more separate flows of this rock.

In a few places above Troy and pretty generally all the way
below, the river shows a meandering characteristic in which the twists
and loops similar to its course in the Grande Ronde Valley appear, but
there is, of course, one striking dissimilarity.

In the upper valley

the stream runs between banks only a few feet high.

In this lower

section, the walls stand 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the stream.

As the

area is either lightly timbered or entirely barren, the views offered
from some of the higher points over the canyon are sometimes awe inspiring.

From some of them the

course can be traced for miles with

several of the loops and twists visible in either direction.

During

the rainy, cloudy weather that prevailed during most of our stay in the
basin, the scene was generally one of vast desolation.

But we also got

the opportunity to view several sections of this area while the sun
shone and with the sun shining the wild desolation really turns to
beauty.

The river takes on a. blue-green color, silent in the immensity,

as the canyon is so deep that no sounds of flowing water ever reaches
the rims.

It winds its way like a giant blue-green snake between the
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Grande Ronde River

looking southwest down Rattlesnake Creek; up the canyon
Ronde River and up the canyon of Buford Creek.

Panorama down the Grande Ronde
from the point of the ridge below Hanson Ferry.

on

Grande

.
tans and browns of the canyon walls, and the whole is crowned by the
dark green cap of the forest growth that. encroaches to the rims bit
seldom spiiis over.

In the area below Troy the general elevation of the high
country begins to lessen with a general slope toward the Snake.

For

several miles the lessening of the elevation is not apparent in the
canyon as the walls continue to rise steeply and stand high above the
river.

The IlEandering characteristic is most pronounced in this area.

By the time the river gets to the point where it picks up the flow in
Joseph Creek the canyon walls are reduced in height to only 300 or 400
feet and after picking up Joseph Creek it flows out into a wider, more
Sopen valley.

The canyon characteristics fade rapidly in this section

and it soon flows out on the narrow marginal plain of the Snake.

It

enters the Snake at river mile 29.5 of the 1920 TJ..G .S. survey.

The elevations in the Orande Ronde Basin also show a wider
variation than do the other streams.

vary from

Along its main stem the elevations

l6 feet at the riverts mouth to elevation 7,900 in the

saddle at its source.

The area immediately tributary to the headwater

region, though not the highest part of the Blue Mountains, lies adjacent
to the Elkhorn Ridge area Wnich is only exceeded by the summit of Strawberry Mountain some 50 miles to the southwest on the South Fork of the
John Day.

The major portion of the headwater drainage lies between

6,000 and 7,000 feet in elevation and is an area of quite heavy precipitation.
feet.

The winter snows in the area often attain a depth of 5 to 7
The principal tributary of the Grande Ronde, the Wallowa River,
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drains the highest elevations in the basin.

These lie at the sunnuits

of Sacajawea peak and the Matterhorn in the 1ällowa Iountains and are
above 10,000 feet.

The river gradient is not uniform nor do many places exist
where it is very steep.

Through the 73 mile reach in the canyon below

Rondowa the river is generally only a moderately fast stream.

Few

stretches exist where "white water" is evident and there are no definite
falls at any place.

The present water surface at Rondowa is about

2,290 and the average rate oi fall through the canyon about 20 feet
to the mile.

There will be few places where the actual gradient for

any significant distancewi1l vary much
The

gradient holds

miles up to the

outlet

from this

mean.

about the same, also, for the 18 or 19

of the Grande Ronde Valley above Elgin, but at

this point it really flattens off.

It falls possibly 15 feet in the

4 miles or so up to Imbler and above this for the next 40 miles has
practically no fall at all.

It would take a very accurate line of

levels to detect a drop in the

water

surface over any reach 0f several

miles length vthi1e the river is crossing the Grande Ronde Valley.

In the reach between the westeni valley's edge and Hilgard,
the stream has a fairly steep gradient.

At

Hilgard

the stream grade

is about 2,970 making the fall in the 7 or 8 miles to the Grande Ronde
Valley about 285 feet or about 40 feet to the mile.
again eaEes

off and

for the 12 miles or so up to Starkey the gradient

is again between 20 and 25 feet to the mile.
somewhat to

about 30

At Hilgard it

At Starkey it steepens

feet to the mile up to the vicinity of the mouth
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of Fly Creek where it steepens still more.

In the area above Fly Creek

the stream gradient is sorneiat in the order of 70 feet per mile up to
the mouth of Limber Jim Creek.

Above this point all the streams are

small end they tumble down from the basin divide sometimes on very steep
grades.

The Grande Ronde tributaries drain wide areas to either side
of the main stream and some of the streams attain major river status
with complate drainage systems of their own.

The largest one of these

is the Wallowa River that joins the Grande Ronde at Rondowa.

In its

tributary system several of the streams are quite large and are young
rivers in their own right.

Among these are the Miriam River, the Lostine

River and Bear Creek :nd there are several other truly large creeks.

The system drains all but the extreme southern end of the Wallowa Mountain range.

The Wenaha River and Lookingglass Creek, aided by several

smaller streams drain the water from the northern end of the Blue Mountains eastward into the Grande Ronde.

The Wenaha enters the river

channel at Troy and Lookingglass Creek at Palmers Junction above Rondowa.
Though one is called a river and the other a creek, the two streams are
almost equal in size at the points vthere they join the Graride Ronde.

Joseph Creek, draining in from the south only about 4 miles above the
Grande Ronde's mouth, is also a fairly large creek.

It does not appear

to carry as much water as does either the Wenaha or Lookingglass Creek
but it is a longer stream and drains a larger area.

It is, hoaever, in

an area of lower elevations and does not receive an equivalent amount
of preciaitation as does the higher mountain areas on tbe other two streams.
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Catherine Creek is the larger of the streams that enter in the Grande
Ronde valley area.

It also is a fairly large stream and drains an area

of the Wallowa foothills located west ci' the Minam River drainage.

Above La Grande the tributary streams are all smaller though at certain
seasons of the year some of them will discharge an important amount Of
water.

The largest ol' these creeks is probably Meadow Creek, with its

McCoy Creek tributary which drains the summit area west arid northwest
of Starkey.
Starkey.

It joins the Grande Ronde about 3 miles downstream from

Fly Creek drains a similar area southwest and south of Starkey

and enters the Grande Ronde aoout 3 miles above Starkey.

Above this

the headwater streams consist of Sheep Creek, Chicken Creek, Limber

Jim Creek and the Grande Ronde itself and they all join in the vicinity
of Sheep Ranch and really form the river.

All of the streams are about

equal in size arni none of them would be classed as large creeks.

Most

of these tributary streams, and some of the others, will be described
more in detail later on.

The flows in tha main channel of the Grande Ronde have been
measured at 5 different stations ranging from a station near its mouth
to one at Hilgard above La Grande.

The records taken were not always

continuous and the different stations were not always in operation
during the same periods so the flows determined by them are not always
an indication of the water contribution between stations.
however,

They will,

ive a !air indication ol' the flows at the station points.
The farthe rest downstream station was established at the

Zindell Ferry about 2 miles above the mouth of the Grande Ronde and be-
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low the last of the tributary streams.

The record was continuous for
The mean

a seven-year period between June 1904 to September 1912.

flow during that period was 3,330 second-feet with a mean annual disThe maximum year during the period was

charge of 2,411,000 acre-feet.

in 1912 when the river discharged 3,740,000 acre-feet into the Snake.
The minimum year was in 1905 when it discharged 1,260,000 acre-feet.
The maximum and minimum flows were not recorded.

above this station is recorded as being

The drainage area

3,950 square miles.

The Rondowa station was established in 1926 and the record
has been continuous

since

Sixteen years of record show an average

an annual discharge of 1,332,000

flow of 1,839 second-feet and a
acre-feet.

The maximum year was 1928 when 2,050,000 acre-feet of water

passed the station.

The minimum year was 1931 when the discharge was

only 876,000 acre-feet.

The maximum flow observed was 22,400 second-

The drain-

feet in 1932 and the minimum was 225 second-feet in 1935.
age area above the station is 2,555 square miles.
that this

It will be noted

riod of record does not cover any part of the period of

record for the

Zindell

station.

The Jlgin station was first established in 1903 and the record
kept continuously till 1912.
more year's recordkept.

858 second-feet

It was re-established in 1918 and one

The maan flow detennined at this station was

and the average anrual

discharge

was 621,400 acre-feet.

The madmunm year of record at this station was 1912 when 1,130,000
acre-feet of water was discharged.

The minimum year was

only 275,000 acre-feet passed the station.
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1905 when

The maximum flow

observed

.
was in 1910 (9,220

second-feet) and the minimum in 1905 (15 second-feet).

The drainage area above this station is recorded as 1,350 square miles.
The

The La Grande station has the longest period of record.

station was established in 1918 and the records cover the years from

1918 to 1923

and from 1925 to the oresent time.

is 20 years (to end of

1942).

The total period time

The mean flow has been determined at

346 second-feet and the average annual discharge at 250,600 acre-feet.

The madmum year was 1922 (426,000 acre-feet) and the minimum year

was 1934 (138,300

acre-feet).

(8,880 second-feet)

to 3.9

second-feet.

The maximum flow observed was in 1932

and the minimum was in 1940 then the flow dwindled
The drainage area above the station is 678 square

miles.

The station at Hilgard was installed in 1903 and operated
till 1915, during which a period of 8 years oi record was obtained.
The mean flow determined was

344 second-feet and the average annual

discharge was 249,100 acre-feet.
acre-feet passed the station.

The maximum

The minimum year was

charge was reduced to 111,000 acre-feet.

was

in

year was 1913

when 415,000

1915 when the dis-

The maximum flow observed

1904 (4,610 acre-feet) and the minimum flow of record was ob-

served in 1905 when
drainage

only 3

second-feet was running in the stream.

area above this station is 660

square miles.

these flow

A rational interpretation of,
to make.

nasurements is hard

to the

None of the stations were in existence prior

tion era so all measurements would be a
ment rather than water contribution.

The

irriga-

measurement of water escape-

Also it will be

noted

that

the

S
stations operated on a staggered year basis.

The Zindell,

1gin and

Hilgard stations used about the same period of years for their deteni-

nations and the deteiinations from these stations might hold some corelation.

The Rondowa and La Grande stations mitht also be correlated.

Any relation between the two groups, though, could scarcely be determined as they used entirely different nater years.
A breakdown of the measurement data shows a wide variation
in the water escapement from the different portions of the basin.

At

Zindell Ferry the escapement figures at 610 acre-feet per square mile
or az average flow of 0dg35 second-feet per square mile (this during
years 1904 to 1912).

The station at Rondowa shows 522 acre-feet per

scuare mile or 0.72 second-feet per square mile.

stations the principal tributaries are the

Between these two

enaha River, Joseph Creek,

Jud Creek and Vildcat Creek and some dozen or more lesser tributaries.
But these figures are for years 1926 to 42 so the variation may be a
reflection of the water years rather than contributions per sauare mile.
Such results, if for the same water years, would indicate that the contributing area in between the stations would be one of high precipitation

ich generally is not true.

Only the Wenaha reaches into the

high country where the greater precipitation would be expected.
A similar analysis of the other stations shows an escapement
above Elgin of 460 acre-feet per square mile or a flow of 0.635 secondfeet.

The La Grande stations shows 370 acre-feet per square mile and

a flow of 0.513 second-feet.

Hilgard's figures are slightly greater

than at La Grande, 3755 acre-feet per square mile and 0.521 second-feet.

Irrigation use probably will explain the variation between Hilgard and

La Grande as some of the canals take off beteen the stations.

Irriga-

tion use above Hilgard will be negligible and the figure obtained is
probably very close to the average contribution of the area.
the other stations are subject to irrigation depletions.

All of

The principal

points of use will be between the La Grands and Elgin stations and between the Elgin and Rondowa stations.

Below the Rondowa station the

amount of water used will again be negligible as the amount of irrigated lands in the canyon is quite small.

The Hilgard station figures appear to be small in view of the
fact that they cover the headwater Blue Mountain area.

In contrast

a station at Minam on the tallowa, which is below the last of the
Wallowa tributaries that drain the main Wallowa Mountain range, show a
square mile escapement of 894 acre-feet and a flow of 1.23 second-feet,

nd this in spite of the fact that the entire irrigated area on the
iallowa is above the metering station.

A station on Catherine Creek

near Union, that measures about 105 square miles of the Wallowa foothill
country, gave a square mile contribution figure of 808 acre-feet and
a flow of l.L1 second-feet per square mile.

There are no stations on

the Venaha River nor on Lookinggiass Creek, but these areas also would
be expected to exceed a run-off of 1 second-foot per square mile.

The

rest of the basin area would have a very low rim-off factor as much of
the area is arid and barren.

The first settlers in the Grande Ronde Basin were probably
the gold miners in the early i8E01s though the Grande Ronde Valley had
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been the route of the Oregon trail for some 20 years prior to that date.
Gold was discovered in the headwater regions and in the years that
followed practically every stream in this region was torn up by the
placer miners.

The scars of their workings are still very- much in evi-

dence though the brush and ever encroaching timber is rapidly covering
the scenes of their activity.

The miners were followed by the cattle ranches and still
later by the irrigationists.

This later activity centered in the Graride
The

Ronde Valley and in the headwater valleys in the Blue Mountains.

farming activities, aided by the construction of the railroad in the
late l880's, built the towns of La Grande, Union and Elgin and the
several smaller existing communities.

The same three industries also

caused the settlement of the Wallowa Valley and here, in more recent
years, the recreational activities have aided in the population growth.
The two valleys now hold, and. will continue to hold, the

greater part of the population although the combined area of the valleys
is only a small percentage of the Grande Ronde basin area.

By far the

greater proportion is uninhabited and there are some areas that have
scarcely been explored.
along soi

Soi

few small ranches have been established

of' the creeks in the wilderness area and there are a few

concentrations of people outside of the valley areas.

The very small

town of Troy, deep in the lower canyon, has been struggling for existence for many years and now looks like it might take on new life with
the installation of a sawmill there on the banks of' the Wenaha.

The

several places on the high bench lands south of the Grande Ronde, south
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of Troy, including the places shown on the mao as Paradise, Flora,

Powwatka, Promise and

xville, have about given up the ghost.

The

areas around them are still farmed (mostly dry farmed) but the towns
have about gone out of existence.

Much of the Grande Ronde Basin highlands are in the forest
reserves.

The Umatilla National Forest covers the entire area of the

Blue Mountains, includes the drainage of the Wenaha, and extends more

than 3 townships to the north into the State of Washington.

The Vhit-

man National Forest encircles the upper end of the Grande Ronde Valley
and covers the timbered parts of the foothills of both the Wallowas
and the Blues.

The tallowa National Forest covers the drainage basin

of the Imnaha and the country south of the lower canyon section of the
Grande Ronde.

Th all there are about l,7O square miles of the Grande

Ronde Basin in the national forests.

The timber resources of the area had not been seriously exploited prior to the war.

e logging operation in the headwater

regions of the Grande Ronde by the Mt. Emily Logging Company was the
only major development.

This company ran a logging railroad into the

area around Starkey and built a very extensive system of logging roads
by which the logs were moved on trucks.

Their mill was at La Grande.

flung the war the dennd for wood products became so great that several
other operatiors were started.

The area around Palmer Junction, in the

Lookingglass Creek Basin, became an important source of logs.

They

were hauled in to Palmer Junction by truck and transferred to the
railroad.

Their final destination was not determined by the reconnaissance
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party but it is believed that the La Grande mill did most of the cutting.
another loging operation around Minam on the liallowa also shipped logs
out by rail.

Small mills were established at Wallowa and Elgin which

used logs cut in their areas and brought into the mill by truck.

Since

the war a mill has been established at Troy which will cut logs taken
from the

enaha Basin and the reconnaissance party met up with an ad-

vence party of a logging crew that were going to start logging areas
around Tolgate Pass.
mill.

These logs, I believe, are to be for the Elgin

Apparently the logging operations in this basin are on a "sustain-

ed yieldR basis so that the forest areas will never be denuded.
The irrigation of the Grande Ronde Valley and all other irrirated areas along the main stem of the Grande Ronde has been accomplished
resent time without the aid of stored water.

up to the

Only three

irrigation storages have been built in the Grande Ronde drainage basin
and these are all on the V'allowa or its tributaries above Joseph and
Enterprise.

There are four hydroelectric developments in the basin,

two on the WaUo;a and two on upper Grande Ronde tributaries.

Water

shortages have been encountered in the Grande Ronde Valley and proposals
have been made from time to time to install storages above the valley.
The earliest dated proposal, that we found, was for a storage on Meadow
Creek near Starkey.

This was dated in 1907.

There were other proposals

about the same time but up to the present time none of them have been
built.

The Wallowa Lake storage is the largest constructed storage
in the basin.

It is a superimposed storage upon a natural mountain
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The water was raised

lake formed by a glacial inorain acti.ng as a dam.

about 25 feet by the construction of a concrete cravity dam across the
outlet.

The storage obtained is 39,760 acre-feet.

30 feet high and curved in plan.

The darn is about

The crest length is somewhere near

100 feet but the ma in part of the darn is much shorter

The me are six

controlled outlet gates, one into the wood stave penstock and 5 that
feed the irrigation ditches and river channel.
spiliway bays over the center of the darn.

There are six overflow

Two hundred feet upstream of

the dam an elaborte trashrack and fish screen has been placed across
the lake on a pile trestle structure.

The mesh of this screen is so

fine that even the fingerlings are stooped from leaving the lake.

The darn is in Section 5, T.3 S., R.45 E., and the lake (about a mile

wide) extends back into the mountains to the south about 3- miles and
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Wallowa River

Va11ove Lake Dam from .ovrnstream.

Looking downstream from top of allowa Lake Dam.

Flume to

the right carries irriiation water. Pipe to the left feeds
the Joseph per plant.

la11owa River

I

The Wallowa Lake Dam from upstream.

View up Wallowa Lake from the right abutment hill view looking southwest.
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occupies parts of sections 4, 5, E, 9, 16, 17, 20 and 21 of that township.

The lake is in a very beautiful location and, particularly

aiound the upstream end, has been highly developed as a vacation spot.

Summer homes encircle the lake shore and there are several institutional
cemps and c8mp grounds.

Restrictions have been pl&ced on the drawdown

of the lake during the tourist eason so as not to detract from the recreational values. Our information placed the lake fluctuation at 22

feet, l8- feet allocated to irrigation and

3

feet to power with the

maximum drawdown during the tourist season of 6 feet.

The water is released to diversion ditches at two levels.
The upper level ditch takes away right at the dam and swings off to

the east to reach its use area. The low level water is carried from
the dam down to the Joseph Dower plant, where after passing through

the plant, the water is used in the areas at Joseph and below.
The Joseph power plant is located riht in the town of Joseph

but it is well hidden as it sits down in the old river chanie1 almost
under the almost vertical bank. The powerhouse is a red brick build-

ing with white terra cotta trim and is a very neat looking, well kept
building.

The water is brought to the plant in a 48-inch wood stave

pipe, 6,6o0 feet long and released directly into the distribution
canal. The plant equipment consists of one vertical Pelton water wheel

with a directly connected vertical generator. The operator told us
his average operating head was

80

feet more or less. There were no

rating plates on the machines and the operator did not seem to imow

their capacities. Hoyt gave the plant characteristics considerably

Wa11ava River

T1

Joseph pawerhoue.

View of generator and turbine at the Joseph plant.
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different from what we found them and we suspect that the plant has been

rebuilt since the time of his report. He gave the head at that time as
153 feet, the ttheel, a horizontal Pelton turbine, rated capacity 1,450
horsepower and the generator a 1,250 k.v.a. Westinghouse. We were unable

to clarify the discrepancies in the field. The plant was built in the
early 1920's, reconstructed in 1929 and we suspect has been remodeled

once since then. It is owned by the Pacific Power and Light Company.
The darn is owned by the "Associated Ditch Companies of a1lowa Valley"

and the water releases are made by this company. The lower 3 feet of

drawdoun that is allocated to povmr is for winter use. The plant opera-

tor told us that during some winters the ice conditions got so bad that
the drawdowri could not be uti1zed and that the

icing

of the penstock

often shut down the plant.
The Whllawa Falls plant above the lake is also owned by the

Pacific Power and Ight Coany, through a subsidiary company cafled
the "Inland Power and Light Company." It was built in 1921 by the

Enterprise Electric Company and was acquired by the present owners in
192g.

The powerhouse for this plant is in the southeast quarter,
Section 29, T.3 S., R.45
Wallowa Lake.

E.,

about

34

miles above the upper end of

It is a sheet metal building on a concrete base, painted

vthite and the surrounding grounds beautifully landscaped. Flower gar-

dens, shrubs and lawn are as well kept as any of those at the expensive
summer hones in the vicinity. The plant receives its water froi a diver-

sion from the east fork of the

11owa above the falls.
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The dam is a

Wallowa River

Wallowa Falls power plant.

Machines at

11owa Falls poverhouse.
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rock-filled, log crib, faced with 12-inch plank. It is 11 feet high and
72 feet long with a 21-foot spiliway section over the center. The penstock from the darn to the powerhouse is 5,700 feet long and it develops
a head of 1,280 feet. The upper sections of the penstock are 24-inch
steel pipe that reduces to 16-inch steel pipe lower down and to a 6-inch

nozzle at the vheel. It develops a pressure of 450 pounds per square

iih at the turbine

The turbine is a vertical, 40-inch Henry tangential

turbine with a rated capacity of 1,500 horsepower.

The vertical General

Electric generator is rated at 1,000 k.v.a.
The equipment certainly does not take all the, energy out of

.

the water, as it emerges from the turbine pit in a very violent flow.
Solid jets of water emerge from under the powerhouse and fly 50 or 60

feet through the air before they settle to the streaiubed. The water
gets 200 feet or more from the powerhouse before the stream settles down

into solid water.
The power gene rated is used in the allowa Valley for farm
and home purposes mostly.

The small mills at Enterprise and

Wallowa

provide the only industrial load. This plant is hindered by ice even
more than the Joseph station.

Their penstock sometimes freezes but, as

the penstock is buried, their trouble usually comes from the freezing
of the eource of supply so that the East Fork cannot supply even the

small flow required for the plant.
The Mountain Sheep Reservoi,, also in the Joseph area, was

previously referred to in the Imnaha chapter. The water for the pool

.

is obtained by diversion from Sheep Creek (naha tributary) and diverted
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into the ballowa Basin for storage and use. The reservoir is located

in Section 8, T.35., R. 4b ., and is entirely a he-made affair.

Locally it is called Dickson L2ke and it is little more than a pond. It

was built high on the top of the highest hill in the vicinity to which
the water out of Little Sheep Creek could be carried by canal. A dike

was formed around all sides of the area by scraping the dirt out of the

reservoir area. The records list the storage as being 315 acre-feet
but the pond did not look that big. The water is used in the area immedi-

ately to the west of the reservoir.
Miriam Lake was formed at the headwaters of the Lostine River

by the construction of two low earth-fill dams in Section 30, T. 4 S.,
SR.44 B.

The dan at the north (outlet) end is 5 feet high and the one, at

tI:e south end is 10 feet high. The lake created has a capacity of 1,000

acre-feet. The water is released through the north end of the lake,
carried by canal for about 500 feet and discharged into the Lostine
R ver.

It is diverted from the stream and used in the area around the

town of Lostine.
The Cove power plant is located on Mill Creek above the town
of Cove at the easten-i mergin of the Grande Ronde Valley.

The powerhouse

is in the southwest quarter of Section 24, T.3 S., R.40 B., about 4
miles above Cove and about 1 mile downstream from the mouth of Bridge
Creek.

There were discrepancies also at this site between the informatioh

recorded by Hoyt and the name plate ratings on the equipment we found in

the field. The operator of the plant imew less about it than we did.
Me was new at the job and didn't know anything about the history of the

plant.
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Hoyt recorded the equipment as being a 600 horsepower Pelton

wheel and a 300 kw. generator.

e could not. determine the wheel capa-

city but the name plate on the General nlectric generator showed the
voltage at 2,300 volts and the maximum current at 75.5 amperes, which
would make it about

175 kw. generator.

Cove power plant of iastern Oregon Light and Eower Company
on Mill Creek above Cove.

The pens tock is a 12-inch pipe about a mile long that picks

up water from Mill Creek in Section 19, T.3 S.. R.41 E., just above the
mouth of Bridge Creek.

There was supposed to be a small dam at the in-

take but we could find neither dam nor intake. At the time we were there

the stream was running quite full, the flow being several times the penstock requirements. The creek is in a very steep, narrow canyon and it
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is

mpossib1e to follow the stream channel veiy far.

The road is quite

high up on the right canyon wall and though we made several sorties dowa
into the creek channel from the road in the area where the intake was
supposed to be, we did not izet right to the intake.

The excess of water

in the creek made it Impossible to tell from the flow whether me were
above or below the intake.

We found where, at one time, a diversion

ditch out of Bridge Creek had carried water into Mill Creek well above
the natural confluence of the two streams.

This should have dumped in-

to Mill Creek above the intake but again we did not find any evidence
of an intake.

The diversion is not now in use and this may explain why

the lesser generator is now in use at the plant.

Hcrb lists the operating head as 900 feet which is probably
correct as the cakyon is very steep.

The plant was constructed in 1905

and was owned up until July 1946 by the Eastern Oregon Light and Power
Company.

e suspect that this plant changed hands at that time along

with other holdings of the b.O.L. & P. Co. when the California-Pacific
utilities Company took over the Rock Creek plant at Haines.
The power house is a frame building not too well kept up.

It sits on a small bench alongside o± the creek which has been leveled
off and planted to lawn.

The power is used in the Grande Ronde Valley

around Cove, Alicel, Imbler, and Island City.
The Morgan Lake plant is the third of the Eastern Oregon
Light and Power Company's plants.

The powerhouse is located just out-

side of the city limits at the southwest corner of La Grande.
in the northeast quarter of Section 18, 1. 3 5., h.38 E.
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It is

The water

S
is obtained from two forks of Sheep Creek, a tributary of Rock Creek and
Rock Creek joins the Grande Ronde at Hilgard.

A low, earth dam forms

a small storage on the north fork of Sheep Creek and this small reservoir is called Morgan Lake.

Most of the water to fill it and maintain

the flow comes from the south fork of the creek by diversion in Section
25, T.3 S., R.37 E.

A canal about a mile long leads the water into

Morgan Lake, in Section 19, T.3 S., R.38 E., from where a penstock a
mile or more long leads to the plant.

This plant also was constructed

in 1905.

e were unable to get into this plant so did not get a check
on the equipment.

Ho3rt lists the operating head at 1,180 feet.

Doble impulse wheel, rated 600 horsepower capacity, operates a

One

k.v.a.

gene rator.

The power from this plant is primarily for use around La
(-rande but all of -the Eastern Oregon Light and Power plants are inter-

connected and their lines connect with the Idaho Porer Company lines in
Durkee Valley on the Burnt River.
The La Grande Reservoir was built by- the city of La Grande
for their muni.cipal water suoply.

It is high up on Beaver Creek some

15 miles south of the city.

The dam and most of the reservoir is in

Section 8, T.5 S., R.37 E.

No record 0± the storage capacity has been

founo. but from the size of the lake it might hold 4,000 or 5,000 acrefeet.

The area is fenced and closed so that no one can enter the area

around the lake or eet into its contributing drainage basin.
cautions are taken abainst pollution.
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These pre-

The area around the lake is covered

.
with a low growth of brush and yoimg

timber.

It looks like it had been

the victim of a forest fire several years back.

Proposals to establish irrigation storages in the Grande
Ronde Basin have not been numerous and they have been confined

ly to the

exclusive-

area above the Grande Ronde VsJley.

Granae Ronde Lake is a tiny natural lake on one of the highest
of the river's tributaries.

The lake itself is only about 2 miles north

of the source of the Grande Ronde (in Section 1, T.7 S., h. 36 n.), and
the stream that flows from it joins the river about 4 miles bel
source.

the

As the lake is small the proposed superimposed storage was

also small.

It was estimated that a dam to raise the lake 30 feet would

create 640 acre-feet of storage.

There are only about 3 square miles

of drainage area above the lake so the proposal was probably a maximum
development.

It may be that at some future time the dam will be placed

but ut is so small that consideration of it in the basin project is
scarcely justilie d.

The Readow Creek Reservoir was proposed in 1907.

Just 'why

this project did not go farther than the proposal stage is not known,
as it has the appearance of being a

very feasible project.

The dam

site was proposed for location in a rather narrow canyon just below the
junction of iicCoy and ieadow Creeks, in the northeast corner of Section
35, 1.3 S., R.35 E.

The dam 'was to have been an earth-fill 105 feet

high which would create a reservoir with an area of 750 acres and which
would contain 31,400 acre-feet.

The dem site is in a narrow, basalt canyon only 5Oto 75 feet
wide in the bottom and the side slopes stand about J4 to 1.
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As far as
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site
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further downstream.

notch of iieadow

downstream.

Creek

.
the darn site goes it is very good for a much higher dam than that pro-

posed and it may be that a greater storage is entirely feasible. It
will be a low saddle in the rim between the reservoir area and Grande
Ronde channel a mile or more above the darn site that wifl limit the

height of the reservoir and this saddle appeared to be some higher than
the proposal height. The road. to Starkey now climbs up out of the
Grande Ronde into this saddle.
One branch of the logging railroad swings up Meadow Creek

from the Grande Ronde and crosses through the darn site and the entire

length of the southeii arm of the reservoir. This railroad ends at
the headquarter camp of the Mt. Emily Logging Company about a mile

above the end of the reservoir area. There are two rather low standard

roads in the reservoir area.
The reservoir area consists of the wide junction area of the
two creek valleys and a rather extensive arm would extend up each of
them.

Nearly all of the area is under cultivation, hay being the

principal product. There are two sets of farm dwellings that would be

in the reservoir area.
Some small amount of clearing might be necessary around the

margin of the lake area but generally the area is already cleared.

The

railroad, roads and ranches would constitute the flowage problems.

Materials for the construction of a darn here would be quite

readily available. barth-fill materials in any auantity would be

available in the reservoir area and it is possible that the silts and
soils of the valley floor is underlain with gravel. In any case the
-179-

Grand Ronde River
Meadow Creek

View doistream on Meadow Creek looking east at the dam site.

Panorama of major portion of the 1Iieadow Greek reservoir area
from the northwest.

.
Grande Ronde valley floor can suppiy gravel in large amounts.

Rock

(basalts) will be available in the canyon near the dam site.
The drainage basin above the site is about 170 square miles
and includes about 30 miles of the summit ridge of the Blue Mountains.
The Grande Ronde Reservoir proposal by the U. S. Bureau of

Reclamation is the latest proposal for storage on the upper Grande
Roncie above La Grande.

It is proposed as the main storage in their

"Grande Ronde Project" and is backed by the State Engineer of Oregon

as an "inmiediate postwar project." The dam is proposed for location

in the northeast quarter of Section 11 and the northwest quarter of
Section 12, T.3 S., R.36 ., about 11 miles upstream from Ia Grande,
and about 3 miles above Hilgard. The area is not a strildng site and

the dam required will be cuite large. A basalt cliff stands well up

above the river and will provide a quite satisfactory left abutment,
but the same type of durable materials are not apparent for the main
foundation area or right abutment.

The valley floor, though not as

wide at the dam site as it is either above or below, is still quite
wide.

The river channel crowds the toe of the basalt bluff in the

western edge of the valley in a channel possibly 15 or 20 feet lower
than the main valley floor. The marginal plane east of the river channel is 300 or 400 feet wide to where the point of a low ridge thrusts

out into the valley. This ridge rises on fairly easy slopes but eventually becomes high enough for abutment purposes.

The Bureau has a corn-

plete survey of the site and their proposal data lists the darn dimensions
as 190 feet high and 2,000 feet long on the crest. It is to be an
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Grande Ronde River

Panorama. of the Grande Ronde darn site from dovnstream view looking southwest.

.
earth-fill darn with a crest elevation of 3,238 feet.

The crest eleva-

tion of the spillway is to be 3,227 feet.
The reservoir

i11 extend 5 or 6 miles upstream above the

darn and cover parts o± Sections 10 to 16, 20 to 23, and 29 and 30 of
T. 3 S., R.36 i.

The total storage is to be 206,000 acre-feet of which

2,000 acre-feet will be dead storage, 64,000 acre-feet will be flood
control storage and 140,000 acre-feet will be frrigatipn storage with
incidental flood control benefits.

The maximum water surface elevation

is to be 3,235 feet and the normal pooi water surface at elevation
3,209.5.

The area of the lake will be 2,00 acres.
All ty'oes of required construction materials are available

near the site.

The Bureau probably has their borrow areas already

selected and if definite locations are desired the Bureau plans better
be consulted.

é saw, however, indications o± sufficient gravels in

the river bed and earth-fill materials in the valleys by stripping the
benches or from hill deposits above the basalts.

The basalt cliffs in

the area should furnish sufficient rock.
The flowage problems will consist of the railroad relocation,

which at this site also follows the stream margin all the way through
the dam and reservoir area, the road relocation which follows generally
the other bank of the river, anci the removal of about 6 farms.

The

bottom area is almost entirely under cultivation and some of the places
appeared to be prospering.

There will be a moderate amount of reservoir

clearing around the fringes of the lake.
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This project does not appear to be a complete utilization
development for the location though it may be the maximum possiole for
the site.
miles.

The drainage area above the darn is given at 505 square

Using the Hilgard metering stationts determination of

377.5

acre-feet per square mile shows that the average yearly contribution
above the area would be about 180,500 acre-feet.

The pool created

will impound and control this average flow but the flows in the maximum
years will not be entirely impounded by it.

The Catherine Creek Reservoir, the second unit of the Grande
Ronde Project is proposed for location on Catherine Creek about 10 miles
southeast from the town of Union.

Catherine Creek is one of the larger

creeks in the Grande Ronde tributary system.

It flows into the Grande

Ronde River through the south end of the Grande Ronde Valley.
heads in the

the drainage
toward the

It

a11owa foothills area east of Union and after collecting
from about 2 townships of this mountain area drops down

valley

to the 'est.

It takes a general northwestern course

through the lower ioothills out onto the valley at Union vthere it im-

mediately becomes a victim of the flat gradient.

Aided by the irriga-

tionists, it splits up into 3 channels by whichthe water is led off to
the westward.

About 3 miles

west

of Union it

takes a

northern trend

and finally, after many devious twists and turns, joins

the flows from

the hot springs at Hot Lake and the flow in Ladd Creek from the western
side of the valley.

It then turns directly east toward Cove and about

2 miles west of the village picks up the flow from Mill Creek from
the eastern side of the valley and then turns into the northwest to
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S
join the channel of the Grande Ronde about a mile away at the most

southern extension of that stream's looping course.
Above Union the stream is a typical, clear moiintain stream

but below Union it is a series of sloughs and swamps, the natural chan-

nels being aided and abetted by irrigation diversion ditches, drainage
ditches and channel revisions and cut-off s

The point where it enters

the Grande Ronde is 7 miles due north from where it emerges onto the

valley at Union. The creek channel is at least twice this length on

the course it travels, and it reaches somewhat over
west.

3

miles to the

The latter 10 miles of this course is so flat that the U.S.G.s.

elevations on the crossroads in the bordering area all show the same
elevation (2,691).
t Union the creek emerges from a basalt rimmed, box-type

canyon that extends well up into the hills. Nearer Union the walls

are quite low and the heits of the side walls do not increase very
rapidly with deeper penetration into the hills. This type of canyon
extends 10 miles upstream to about a quarter mile above the point where
the

Bureau selected the axis for their dam site. The prominent basalt

outcrops cease

at

Little Catherine Creek and both valleys widen out to

form a small reservoir area.

Thether this point is the eastern limit

of the basalt deposition or another contact zone of a downwarped

valley to the east was not detenined but there is a definite change

in the geological structure at that point. To the east of Little
Catherine Creek, in the three miles or so accessible by road, no more
basalts were observed. The visible materials appeared to be alluvial

.
depos its containing a large percentage of gravel, and from the general

characteristics may have been a deposition of the Payette series.
reservoir area is also the beginning of the timber stands.
dense growth of young pines cover much of the area.

The

A rather

The area is not

in the natiorl forests, it being some 3 miles to the west of the
forest boundary.

The headwater regions of Catherine Creek were not entered as
the only road in the area swings to the south out of the basin and leads
in to Medical Springs (Pondosa).

The Catherine Creek Dam is proposed for location in the southeast quarter of Section 7, T.5 S., R.41 E.

It is proposed to be a

rolled earth-fill with a downstream rock-filled section, 150 feet high
and a crest length of 650 feet.
is to be 3,395 feet.

The elevation of the top of the dam

The site as located is in the basalt box canyon.

The valley bottom is from 250 to 300 feet wide and the side slopes
stand at about 11 to 1.
stripping.

Both slopes will require quite extensive

The right abutment canyon wall is fairly well exposed and

the broken edges of the basalt flows are visible all the way up the
face.

The left abutment hill is covered by a rather dense stand of

timber and the stratification is obscured.

There was no reason to sus-

pect that the conditions on this side would be materially different
from the right, or that the stripping requirements would be any greater.

The paved State highway (No. 203) goes through the site low down on
the valley bottom.

It continues up through the south arm of the

reservoir and eventually climbs out to the south.

Grande Ronde River
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The reservoir is apparently a iood one for a small storage.
It widens just above the darn so that the greater part of the storage

will be in the deeper part of the reservoir near the dam.

An arm will

extend up Little Catherine Creek about one-half mile and the main
reservoir will be about 2 miles long on Catherine Creek.
voir area generally is not under cultivation.

It contains a series of

scattering timber stands and patches of open meadow land.
or

The rser-

There is

set of deserted ranch buildings in the reservoir area.

host of the materials for construction were seen near the
darn site.

The whole reservoir bottom appears to be mainly gravel and

the low hills to the south show additional supplies of this material.
The canyon below the dam site will supply any amount of rock.

Earth-

fill materials in large deposits were not observed close to the dam.
The largest source seen would be obtained from stripping the meadow
lands in the reservoir area and this might contain a too high content
of gravel.

The proposed reservoir capacity is 2,500 acre-feet of mhich

1,000 acre-feet is tobe dead storage.

Twelve thousand acre-feet of

the remainder is allocated to flood control and 15,500 acre-feet to
irrigation with incidental flood control benefits.

The maximum water

surface is to be elevation 3,392 and the normal pool at elevation
3,366.

The drainage area is 96 square miles.

Again the project does not appear to be a total development
of the water available.

The pool will store only about half of an

averae year1s run-off so even in these years there will be water that

.
is not utilized.

Maximum years will still see flood conditions pre-

vailing around Union.
I believe

that

a somewhat higher dam could be built at the

chosen site and the storage increased some but it is doubtful if complete control could be accomplished at
found on Catherine Creek.

this

site.

No other site was

If other sites exist they must oe high in

the headwater area and consequently would be too small to be very
effective.

The Indian Creek Reservoir, the third unit of the Grande
Ronde Project, is proposed for location on Little Indian Creek high
up on the rim above the easterna

limit of

the Grande Ronde Valley.

The

dam is proposed for location in the northeast quarter of Section 5,

T.2 S., R.40 B., and most of the reservoir will be in
It will extend to

the south

that

to about the center of Section

section.

, from

where a short tunnel is proposed to lead the water back into t
Grande Ronde Valley Basin.

A diversion of Indian Creek water from a

point about a mile east of the reservoir will furnish most of the
water for the storage.

Indian Creek, normally, is not
Ronde Valley.

River about 2

a

tributary to the Grande

In its normal channel it flows into the Grande Rondo

miles

upriver from the town of Elgin.

It drains a

very narrow strip of country extending off to the southeast from its
mouth.

The strip j

about 22 miles long

it widen to a width of about 5 miles.
is less than 3 miles wide

and at one place only does

Most of the distance

nu some of it is less than 2

the basin

miles wide.

.
It ranges in elevation from about 2,670 at its mouth up to about 5,700
feet at the sumnit of the divide between the Grands Ronde and the Miriam.

The stream has its source in the high country around Castle

Ridge in the area where the reconnaissance party got blocked by snow
drifts on the 30th day of June in 1946.

The creek heads in two forks,

one on either side of the ridge and between them, they collect the
entire melt from this summit.
Grands.

The area is 19 miles due east of La

In its northwest course it picks up its tributary flows from

streams that generally flow in parallel courses only a short distance
on one side or the other of the main creek.
great length.

None of them attain any

Of the two headwater forks the one that drains the

eastern side of Castle Ridge is called the
4 miles before they join.

ast Fork.

Both flow about

Camp Creek, about 3 miles long, enters from

the east at about a mile below the junction.

These are all the tribu-

taries there are above the proposed diversion point which is some 5
miles farther down.

Little Indian Creek lies to the west of Indian

Creek and. flows in a channel never more than a mile away, for some 6

miles before it joins with Indian Creek somewhat over a mile below the
diversion point and, on Little Indian, about a mile below the reserir dam site.

The North Fork of Indian Creek joins from the east

at this point also.

It is about 4 miles long.

Mill Creek (not the

one at Cove) joins from the east about 7 miles still lower down and
is the only other noteworthy tributary.

It is about 6 miles long.

Je have no record of flows in Indian Creek so a determination

of the water available cannot be made at this time
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The Bureau must

S
have some stream measurements of some kind that they have not made
public from which they have determined the project characteristics.

The dam proposed on Little Idian Creek is to be an earthfill, 132 feet high and 930 feet long on the crest.
is in a very moderate mountain valley.
U and the side slooes are very moderate.

The site selected

The valley bottom is a gentle
The area, except for a long,

narrow strip of meadow land along the creek, is quite densely covered
with a growth of small yellow pine.

This growth is generally so dense

that the details oS the topogr&ohy is hard to see and it very effectively blocked the taking of any pictures.

The exact axis point was not

determined in the field as in the area indicated no variation in the
valley section occurs.

Any point within a half mile would have about

the same cross section.

The area was being cut over by wood cutters

vtho apparently were cutting the timber from the dam site and
area.

The timber is all

servoir

a11 and the usable logs were being peeled

for poles, cut into ties or cut into firewood.

Only a small crew of men

were working and they were living in a shack throv

up in the reservoir

area.

Materials for the earth-fill will be readily available at
ny point in the reach but that was the only material observed.

No

rock cliffs outcrop in the vicinity but the basic basalt rocks should
not be buried very deeply on either side of the valley.
were seen and it is doubtful
the Grande Ronde Valley.

if

No gravels

they exist closer than the floor of

Hauling any materials from the valley up to

the dam site will be an expensive item as the road is steep indeed.
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stream in vicinity of the proposed storage
site - view looking north.

View upstream in the Little Indian Creek
reservoir area - view looking southeast.
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It climbs more than a thousand feet in a little over two miles to get
up onto the rim of the reservoir basin.

The reservoir is a small basin formed by the junction of a
dry valley from the west with the valley in which Little Indian Creek

flows.

This dry valley

is wider and has a gentler slope than Little

Indian and will provide the space for the greater proportion of the
storage.

Little indian Creek at this point is a very small stream.
We did. not cross over in-bc Indian Creek to see the details

at the diversion point.

Our source of

information

did not state

thether or not they proposed a diversion dam at that point.

The pro-

posed tunnel is to be 6,080 feet long and have a capacity of 300
second-feet.

As now located it is to start near the southwest ocr-

ner of the northeast uarber of Section 3, T. 2 S., R.40 E., and run
due west into the Little Indian Creek Reservoir, 2,000 feet or so
above the darn.

The outlet from the reservoir is to be another tunnel out
to the south from the uoper end of the lake.

It will be 3,340 feet

long and have a capacity of 110 second-feet.

From the end of the

tunnel a wood stave pipe 19,100 feet long and a concrete-lined canal
5,860 feet long

will carry

the water back upstream in to the Cove area

for use.

The reservoir capacity will be 11,500 acre-feet of which
only 450 acre-feet will be dead storage.

The maximum water surface

will be at elevation 4,005, three feet above the normal pool eleva-

.
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Just what percentage of complete utilization of tt available
water this project vili provide is not knovvn. The area above the
diversion and reservoir is about 20 square miles. The active capacity
of the reservoir would iinpound a run-off of 550 acre-feet per year
which may- be very- close to the average contribution of that region.

In any case it will be so nearly complete that any other project on
Indian Creek could have little value.
The G-rande Ronde Project is the only irrigation proposal
being considered on the Grande Ronde at this time and when finally corn-

pie ted will probably- be the limit of the irrigation developments in

the basin. There may be adiitional sites where small reservoirs
could be constructed but any such storages would have little effect
on an ultimate basin plan. Though the Grande Ronde project does not

secure a complete utilization control

it

is of such a degree that any

additional storages of any magnitude, in the area above the valley,

would be in the nture of cyclic storages and their cost would prob-

ably- be too great for the irrigationists to utilize them.
In the tributaries to the lower river only- one stream has
been considered for irrigation storage and that one not very seriously.
Joseph Creek which enters the Grande Ronde fr

the south

about 4 miles above the Grande Ronde's mouth was considered for a

small storage in its middle reaches for the benefit of the lands in
the lower end of the Joseph Creek Valley and a section of the Grande
honda Valley below the mouth of Joseph Creek.

S
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Joseph Creek is quite a long stream and its drainage area

quite ]rge.

T

creek is some 37 miles long up to the junction of

Chesnimnus Creek and Crow Creek whose junction really forms Joseph
Creek uid is the farthest point upstream where the name applies.

Crow

Creek extends some 19 miles farther to the south and Chesniwnus Creek
some 25 miles to the east though its course is far from being direct.

Swamp Creek, another Joseph Creek tributary in a parallel course 4 or
5 miles to the -west of Crow Creek, reaches as far to the south as does

Crow Creek but enters Joseph Creek some 12 miles below the end of Crow
Creek.

The drainage basin extends about 7 townships to the south of
It.

the Grande inde and attains a maximum width oi' about 3 townships.

huch of the area is in

comprises an area of about 540 sQuare miles.

the Wallowa National Forest but the basin extends both to the north
and south of the forest area.

wainp Creek and Crow Creek both head

in the barren area on the northeastern limits of the Wallowa Valley
only a few miles north and east of Enterprise.

The area is one of

moderate toDography with wide valleys and gently sloping hills fonning
the valley sides.

The hills are flat or gently rounded mesas of con-

siderable extent.

The natural cover is a scant sagebrush stand.

Some

of the areas are used for wheat raising and other areas, particularly
the valley bottoms, are used for hay lands.

The streams are very

small and it is an area of light precipitation.
about 4,000 feet.

The elevation is

Some 8 to 10 miles below their sources both streams

enter the forested area, but the stands are light and of a localized
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character.

Along the streams and the lower sides of the hills light

stands of tiither grow in groves and. scatterin

hills are still barren.

clumps.

The higher

Ten miles lower down the timber has gained

more headway and the light timber cover is nearly complete.

The timber

stands cover the area down to about 20 miles from the Grande Ronde
below which point the higher lands are barren indeed.

Scanty growbhs

of willows and alder grow along the stream channel but the sagebrush
is the only thing that grows on the higher lands and there is not much
of this.

Barren rock exposures are the niot prominent feature in this

area.

Topographically the Joseph Creek Basin is one of the strangest
in an area where unusual topography is a common occurrence.

The higher

part of the drainage basin is in the middle of the drainage area.
Joseph Creek, considering Crow Creek as being its headwater stream,
flaws in a fairly direct route to the north.

It veers to the west,

passing the higtr part of its basin in a deep canyon and once past the
area swings into the northeast to finish its course to the Grande Ronde.
The tributary streams from the highland area in the middle basin sometinEs have to take strange courses to join the Joseph Creek flow.

The

streams from the northern slope act nonnally and take general northern
courses to combine into Broady Creek before the waters join about 6
miles up from the mouth.

The southern and eastern slopes of the high

country are drained by streams that take much mo'e devious routes to
discharge their water.

Chesnimnus Creek collects most of it before it

gets into Joseph Creek and Chesnimnus Creek is also in a very tortuous
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channel.

It heads about 14 miles due east of its mouth on the Lnnaha

dra urn e divide and only about 6 miles from the

fls first south so
the main drainages.

mnaha channel.

5 or b miles, directly in opposition to all
It then loops to the west and heads into the north-

west ntiich general direction it holds for about 10 miles.

through this reach it is only about 2
the source.

It

Halfway

miles west of its channel near

At the end of the reach it picks up Ivi1s Run Creek from

the east and Poison Creek, the first of the drainages from the north,

and then sharply turns back onto a southern course for 3 or 4 miles.
It then takes a general southwestern course for possibly 12 miles where
it makes a right-angled bend into the northwest to join Crow Creek
Sabout 2 miles away.

The stream course is about 25 miles long to cover

the 14 miles between its source and its mouth.

In the reach between

Devils Run Creek and its mouth, Chesnimnus Creek picks up practically
all of the high country drainage from the north.

Billy Creek which

drains the eastern portion joins on a general southeastern course.
Peavine Creek flows in on an almost due south course.

This stream

heads in Baldmin Spring, well over into the northern part of the high
area but flows a course in opposition to the main drainages for some
15 miles before it joins

ith Chesnimnus Creek and reverses its flow.

This highland area, when viewed from lookout points to the

west, gives an impression of a hi,h flat plateau area.

The first

north and south canyon wall cuts off the other features of the relief.
It is in fact an exceedingly rough area dissected in a north and south
diiection by the series of canyons of the many tributary creeks.
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The

area is one of many springs.

Almost all of the small streams have a

spring at their source and there are hundreds of such springs.
the springs are high up.

All
As

None appear down in the deeper canyons.

the country is generally the highest land in the area and is almost
entirely encircled by deeply cut canyons, the existence of the springs
is also somewhat of a phenomenon.

As the basalts have an exposure of

upwards of 2,000 feet in the vicinity the only apparent explanation is
that there must be a series of relative porous layers in the basalts
near the top of the flow series which is underlain by an impervious
layer.

In such a case the porous layers would receive and impound

the surface moisture, transmit it slowly downward to the impervious
layer along which it would percolate to an outlet at some point where
the impervious layer is cut by the surface erosion.

The entire combined

flow of the springs is not large as the flow in Joseph Creek is not
large considering its length and basin area.

throuh the springs might have son

The delaying action

value in reducing flood height

stages on the stream and might cause, to some extent, an increased
summer flow.

ly one proposal has been made for storage on Joseph Creek
and it is doubtful if it was given very serious consideration.
site considered was near the north line of Section 10,
about 1 mile downstream from the Trump Ranch.

T.3 TT

The

R.45 E.,

(This ranch is now

owned and occupied by a man by the name of Larson.)

In the area under

consideration Joseph Creek is in a very deep, narrow canyon and even
in the area of -the ranch it does not widen out much.
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The house is on

the only flat area, a small bench above the river, and the cultivated
hay lands and orchard are on the talus slope along the toes of the
slopes. Hoyt's data on the proposal was for a dam 140 feet high hich
was to impound '70,000 acre-feet. We believe that an extra zero got

tacked on to the capacity figure as the volunie for a dam of this height
appeared to be more in the order of 7,000 acre-feet.
There is only one place in the reach where it appeared that
a dam could be built. kt this point the valley narrows somewhat but

it will still be quite wide. The canyon bottom at the site is about
300 feet wide, there the point

0±

a ridge from the east constricts

'mrq

The Joseph Creek site looking upstrear.

I__________________________________

.
This was the only point found where it appeared

the valley s1igntly.

to be feasible to build a dam and though it

does not

check exactly as

to location given it is believed to be the point considered.

The basalts

little

level the cliffs

Down near river

at lover elevations.

showing very

in the canyon walls appeared to be quite sound
are diced basalt

eathering

weathering.

At higher elevations the

apparent and

the cliff formations are sontimes

action is much

more

badly broken.

An excessive amount of stripping would be requiredin

these

regions.

âhterials for construction, except for basalt rock, are not
available in the vicinity.

A limited amount of gravel may be found

in the streambed and other small supplies

in

localized bars at the

bends but the supply appeared to be entirely inadequate.

It is

materials were observed in the

canyon.

not exist within several miles

of the site.

No earth-fill

believed that they do

The flowage problems would consist of the Larson Ranch and
the clearing 01' the reservoir area.
tant.

It extends about

a mile, only, beyond the dam site and ends at
vidence of recent occupancy of the meadow led

a small marsh meadow.

us to believe that someone was trying
A small tract,

about

The road, asIt is, is unirnppr-

to

establish a small ranch there.

garden size, had been broken and the foundations

ol' a small cabin laid.

There was no one there at the time and the

work was some weeks old, so it may have been abandoned before completion or it may have been that the pioneer had pulled out to wait for
better weather as it was raining almost continuously during the time

we were in the basin. In any event the re-establishment of a road to
this point would not add greatly to the cost of an access road to the
darn in case such a darn was built.

The utility of a dam on Joseph Creek is not apparent.

There

would be some irrigation benefit to some lands along the lower few miles
of Joseph Creek Canyon and there may be some lands along the Grande

Ronde below the mouth of Joseph Creek that might gain some benefit.

There is scarcely enough of these lands thoü!h to justify such a
development, particularly ven the Grande Ronde areas could be more
cheaply served by Grande Roride waters.

Hoyt nde a sketchy analysis of the power possibilities

using the same site in a regulatory capacity. He had some data on
the stream flow for year ending in Jtme 1932. He recorded the total
run-off at 64,000 acre-feet of mhich 58,000 acre-feet passed the site
in March, April and May. He concluded that a regulated flow of 75

second-feet could be secured

2,170 feet in

35

in

the canyon below which drops some

miles. His conclusions at that time ire negative

and the possibilities are even less now when compared to the existing
Bonneville rates for power.
Power development proposals, or at least considerations,
tve been made for two reaches of the main stem of the Grande Ronde,

the lower reaches and some of the tributaries of the Wallowa and on
the ienaha, in addition to those mentioned above.

Power proposals in the upper Grande Ronde consisted of two

diversion developments, suggested by Hoyt, to develop part of the power
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n
in the section 01 the Grande Ronue above the mouth of Fly Creek.

stream in this reach is

The

enerai1y in a canyon 200 to 400 feet below

the surrounding country and the slope of the stream ranges around 70
feet to the mile.

Hoyt's upper proposal (site l2il, Oregon) was for a dam
100 feet high, located in the northeast quarter of Section 13, T.5 S.,

R.35E.

At the point he selected, an aridesite dike cuts across the

canyon and prominent bluffs show up on both sides.

A road has been

blasted through the axis since Hoyt's time and where he gave a bottom
width of 30 feet, it is now about 75 feet wide.
200 feet is still about right.

His crest length of

The rock is seamy and quite badly

broken and, even for the 100-foot dam, would require quite a bit of
foundation treatment.

The area is timbered and a reservoir clearing operation would
be required.
lems.

This and the road relocation would be the flowage prob-

Rock was the only construction material observed.

It is doubtful

if earth or gravel exist in quantity ithin a range of several miles.
Hoyt's proposal was for a conduit flow line for about l
miles along the right bank doun into Section 1, T.5 S., R.35 E., where
a gross head of 200 feet could be obtained.

He gave the drainage area

above the site at 130 square miles hut made no determination of the
flow or the power to be obtained.

His second step (site 12F2, Oregon)

proposed a diversion dam near the tounship line and a flow line 2- miles
long to a powerhouse site near the mouth of Fly Creek, in Section 23,
T..4 S., R.35 E.

He made no determinations whatsoever for this develop-
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Pan or8rna of Hoyt' s darn site No. 12HP1 from up
stream. Site is 5.1 miles above Fly Creek by ro&d.
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ment.
dais.

In the field

e were unable to find e suitable axis for the

Such a dam as proposed could, of course, be built at almost any

place but the conditions would not be favorable.

For either develop-

ment the flow line conditions would have to be revised as the road
now occupies the right bank and much of the support that would have

been ailable at the time of Hoytts proposal has since been removed.
Under present day conditions projects SUCIl as these cannot

be developed in competition with the power developed in the large
plants of the main river.

Unless a regulatory storage can be secured

such plants will be of a seasonal nature only as the summer flows in
that area sometimes dwindle to the vanishing points and e yen with

regulation the flow will be so small that the cost of production will
be high.

The reconnaissance party searched the river upstream for a
regulatory storage site.

A basin for the storage exists

in

the vicinity

below Sheep Ranch, just below the mouth of Sheep Creek but no suitable
dam site exists for its development.

A rock-fill dam was constructed

here some time past, the remnants of which still are in place across
the valley.

It was evidently a combination of rock-fill, rock-filled

crib and a wooden spiflway section.

Fire, in later years, has re-

moved the wood parts, leaving only the rock.

The dam had been washed

out around the left end where it had been abutted against an alluvial
hifl.

At this site a basalt outcrop furnished a fairly secure right

abutment but other than this there was nothing solid, either under the
dam or on the left abutment.
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Remains of old crib clam thought to be Sheep Ranch
site 7.9 miles above Fly Creek.

I believe that the dam was a unit in the early logging activities in the area, probably a flash dam for the floating of logs down
the river.

In any event the site is not

ood for the construction of

a darn high enough to develop the stora;e area.

This site is probably the "Sheep Ranch site" of some of the

later proposals consinered by this deparbnent, as this is the only
storage basin in the vicinity, and there are no points farther upstream
where water will be available.

All of the larger headwater tributaries

join in this basin ano. above it none of the streams are large enough
for consideration alone.

Power in the lower Grande Ronde was considered by Hoyt, but
he seems to be extremely doubtful whether any feasible projects exist
in this section of the river due to the uncertainties of the geological
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.
formations. In 4ater Supply Paper No.

(pages

657

34.0-341) he gives a

sketchy outline oi the series of' developments between

the Snake, and on the plate following page

342

Rondowa and.

(plate 25) he gives a

profile outline of the series. His layout is a series of river-rim
plants, some are head. developments by dams, others developwents by

diversion and flow line. Without stream regulation, neither system can
be made to pay even with a much higher return for the power than the

yardstick of present

day

Bonneville price's.

The result of preliminary studies and computations indicate
that, usfng the Bonneville yardstick, a flow, minimum or regulated,
of about 2,000 second-feet must be available if the power developments

can be made profitable at Bonneville rates and this only when the dam

sites are auite advantageous. With these criterions in mind, it ap-

pears that the only possibility of a successful development on the
Grande Ronde would hinge upon a regulatory reservoir at the point vthere

the average flow was about 2,000 second-feet.

A regulation of 100 percent at Rondowa site, considering the

flow in t

years following

1926,

would give a flow only of

1$39

feet, somewhat under the apparent requirements. Also the dam

second-

site

is

somewhat less desirable than the assumed maximum dimensions. The loca-

tion is, however, the only site where storage space and water appeared

to be available.
Under the supposition that the irrigation storages will be
built above the Grande Ronde Valley, a high dam at the Rondowa site

might create a pool large enough in the

11owa and Grande Ronde chari-

nels to regulate the flow above the dam site. The water would come
mainly from the Wallowa drainage and be stored mainly back up in
the Grande Ronde Valley.

The excess and irrigation returns from the

Grande Ronde Valley Project would then come in "out of step" and aid
during the drawdown period. Other than the Wallowa River, Lookingglass

Creek would then be the largest uncontrolled Grande Ronde tributary

entering the pool area.
Hoyt's conclusions were entirely adverse toward a dam of the

height required for such a program. He based his conclusions upon

the report

made to

the U.S .G.S. by the Easten-

Oregon Mght and Power

Company's report on their drilling of the Rondowa site. He quoted

the report as follows:
"Diamond drilling revealed broken lava rock from low-water

level to a depth of 42 feet. Between 42 and 62 feet below lowwater level drill cores indicated a hard, close-grained andesite
suitable for a foundation for a masonry dam. At 62 feet the
drill entered broken lava rock

ich continued to a depth of 92

feet below low-water level, at mhich point drilling was discontinued."

From this data Hoyt concluded, "The site apparently is not suitable
for a high masonry dam and may not be feasible for any dam." No statemerits were made as to the number of

hole5

or where they were located.

As the Jiondowa site is the key site f or any plan of develop-

ment, approaching in any degree an ultimate utilization plan, I feel
quite hesitant about accepting the negative report without more ex-

haustive investigations.
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Pan orarne of Rondowa axis f

hon the

ridge north of Fry Meadows
looking east, downstream.

- view

View up Grande Ronde and Wallowa from above the Rondowa site.
View south.

.
The Rondowa site is an e xtremely inaccessibie site.

tailed elsewhere the difficulty we had getting into it.

We de-

It would ap-

pear that the easiest way of approach could be made by the railroad to
Rondova station and then take a two mile hike down the river.
definitely t1

Very

route of access we used would be impossible for the

moving in of drilling equipment.

As we viewed the site, it appeared to have definite possibilities.

The site has been recently surveyed and the interested persons

are referred to this survey data for the topography of the site.

Both

walls show basalt flows to several hundred feet above any height required for the darn.

An examination of these flows, however, is invari-

ably stopped by the alteating talus slopes that cover the contact
zones.

The basalt in the ledges, though showing the typical fracture

patterns of the various basalt types, appear to be quite sound and a
grouting program should be able to seal them off without difficulty.

In my opinion it would be the condition of the contact zones that would

detemdne the feasibility of a dam at the site.
There is also the always present possibility that water impounded in the lava beds may find some other route out and bypass the
dam.

In the case at Rondowa, this possibility is, I think, quite remote

as the depth of the canyon is such that the lake behind even a high dam
would still be far below the surface flows where such open passage ways
would be most likely to occur.
The height of a darn high

enough to impound a regulatory stor-

age has not yet been computed as the necessary data has not been available.
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One guess places it at about 400 feet which would place about 3E13 feet

of water over the railroad at Rondowa station at
Wallowa.

The reservir would be about l

Ronde and about 12 miles up the Wallowa.

the mouth of

the

miles long on the Grande

It would extend up

to near

Elgin on the Grande Ronde and up to above the mouth of the Miriam on
the Wallowa.

The flowage would include railroad revisions all the way from
Elgin to above
tion.

itinani and would be a rather expensive piece of c onstruc-

The local roads around Palmer Junction would aU be up for re-

vision as would also the highway crqssing of the Wàllowa at Miriam.

A

more refined study of the situation might reveal that the pool need
not be so high

and that a pooi level set to an elevation that will not

disturb the Wallowa highway may still be adequate to control.

There

will be several ranches on the valley floor that will be inundated
and a considerable amount of clearing will be required particularly
along the Wallowa.

Construction materials other than rock were not observed in
the immediate vicinity of the dam site.
cliffs in any quantity desired.
river bed ar

Rock is present in the basalt

Some gravel exists in, and along the

canyon

it may be that some of the benches in the box

above the axis are predominently gravel, in which case a sufficient
supply may be found within a couple of miles of the axis.

In the event

that the benches are not gravel it would be necessary to scalp the
strearibed and bars for several miles to get enough.

Earth-fill

materials were not seen in quantity until the alluvial area above
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Palmer Junction is reached, and this area is several miles above the
site.

If this high dam at the Rondowa site is not feasible it
ould appear that there is no project available on the Grande Ronde,
as without storage none of the lower canyon projects can be made to
pay at least doun to as far as the Troy site there the intersecting
valle

of the Wenaha might give another opportunity for a partial

regulatory storage.

Hor's suggestion that a 32-foot dam be built at Rondowa
and a flow line 12 miles or more long be built to develop 277 feet of

tad between elevations 2,255 and 2,010, did not appear to be at all
feasible.

River-run conditions would limit the development to the

minimum flow in the stream and the blasting out for 12 miles of flow
line would make it a very expensive flow line for the small amount of
power that could be developed.

Hoyb himself did not think the plan

to be feasible.

The Elbow Creek site, Hoytts second diversion proposal, had
its dam site location in Section 26, T.5 N., R.41 E.

He applied the

drill findings at Rondowa to this site also and consequently was
negative toward a high dam at this site also.

He suggested a dam 52

feet high and a floir line conduit to the mouth of Wildcat Creek to

develop the head between elevations 2,010 and 1,740, a gross head of
270 feet.

The present river grade is about eleiation 1,957.

Again I feel reluctant to accept the negative report without
more thorough investigation.

Tho axes are available at this site, one
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t

panorama of the 1bow site
from point of ridge below
ew looking
ilbow Creek west, upstream.

Same area as abo, tiken from higher up on the canyon rim.
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(Hort's location) is just above the mouth of Elbow Creek and the other
about one-fourth mile below the mouth of the creek.

Both sites are in

the basalts but both sites look like they could be used for high dams
by using normal precautionary measures against leakage through the
abutments.

It would take a dam 298 feet high to develop the fall up

to the Rondowa site and either axis looked to be very good for a dam
of this height.

At the upper axis (1,000 feet or so above Elbow Creek) the
bottom wid'h will be from 250 to 300 feet in the site area.
slopes will average about l

to 1.

The side

The south slope is timbered

lightly but the cliffs showing through the trees uere standing steeply
Sand appeared to be quite sound.

The north slope (left abutment) is

less heavily timbered and extensive grass slopes cover the area.

Again

the outcropping basalt cliffs, though showing more weathering action,
appeared to be basically sound and in place.

The contact zones be-

tween the flows invariably are obscured by the talus slopes and these
zones will in all probability be the determining factor on the .feasibi-

lity of dams at the site.

The basalt flows, in the lower regions, are more obscured
at this site than at some of the other points along the river but
there are still some 15 distinct basalt flows visible in the canyon
walls.

The talus from the cliffs above cover the lower series of

flows but apuarently they are not covered very deeply.

In the upper

dam sith area no variations in the quality or type of the basalts were
visible but on the point of the ridge below Elbow Creek (left bank of
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.
the Grande Ronde) an outcrop of less stable volcanics was observed.

I think the geoloists would have called it a volcanic breccia but
due to the fact that the inclusions were more round than otherwise I

called it a volcanic agglomerate. The exposure was some 50 feet

thick and the erosion had left it in a series of spires and pinnacles.
Each of the spires would be capped by a harder, more resistant cap

or group of nodules which resisted the erosion at that point while it
continued to wear down the stratum around it. The result is the

series o± spires up to possibly 20 feet high. The outcrop is very

distinctive as to color. The matrix is a fine-grained material and
when dry, at least, is quite hard. It ranges in color from violet to
reddish-purple, and this color predominates in the outcrop.

The in-

clusions generally globular and about egg size sometimes have a heart

formed by a basalt chip but more generally is only an encrusted stone
of materials much the same as the matrix.

The outcrop is local in

character and its extension either upstream or downstream could not
be traced. At the point observed it was some 250 to 300 feet above

the streaxnbed and if it continued at that elevation through either of

the axes it might be a vital factor in proving the dam site. The presence of such material in the abutment would. not necessarily bar the

site from use but its presence would certainly call for some precautionary measures to secure the area. The contacts above grid below
the strata were not visible so the conditions at these points are not
known.

As stated before the extensions of the outcrop could not be
followed. The canyon of bibow Creek cuts it off on the upstream side
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Two views of the pinnacles and spires eroded in the
volcanic ag:lome rates on the point of the ridge below Elbow Greek.
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and it could not be found above that creek's canyon.

Downstream it

is soon covered by the talus and it does not again outcrop in the
vicinity.

A rather unreliable trend for the short distance of the ex-

posure might indicate a dip in the downstream direction in thich case
it might be encountered in the lower axis.
a guess.

This, however, is purely

A drilling program would be the only sure way to determine

its presence in either axis location.

In several respects the lower axis appeared to be superior
to the upper.

It is narrower in the bottom and almost vertical cliffs

rise up on either side for the first 50 or 60 feet.

side slopes are about the same as at the upper site.

Above this the
It would, how-

ever, take a slightly hier dam.

View downstream from ridge below Elbow Creek.
The lower axLs is in this view.

L
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Construction materials, other than the native basalt rock,
are not plentiful in the area.

Some small gravel bars

are visible

in the bends of the river but no large deposits were seen.
lieved that they do not exist anywhere near the site.
materials also do not exist In the canyon.

It is be-

arth-fihl

This material, in that

country, only exists on the benches above the basalts back from the
canyon rims.

The closest deposit we saw was over a mile dowastream

and high on the canyon rim at the deserted ranch at the end of the
road.

A grain field of 20 to 30 acres in extent would furnish a fair

amount of fill material if the bench were stripped down to the basaits.
Any similar materials must come from other similar benches which may
or may not exist on top of the canyon walls nearer the axis.

Construction at this point would be greatly hampered by the
The only way in to the site is through

inaccessibility of the site.

Loy and the roads to this point were not designed for economy.

of freight required for a project of this

haul in to Troy of the volun
size would be very expensive.
still worse.

The

om Tray on into the dam site would be

The existing roads are narrow and steep and would be

entirely inadequate for such a purpose.

They are high up on the canyon

wall and even the worst of them end some 2 miles or more away from the
site area.

flowaee costs on this site would be a minimum and would
consist of the scanty clearing in the canyon.

There is not a single

habitation of any kind in the canyon between the Rondowa and .tlbow
sites.

A secondary forest trail enters the canyon by the ridge south
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of Bear Creek, follows along the left bank of the Grande Ronde for
about 2 miles through
of Elbow Creek.

e dam site area and leaves by

the

ridge south

This is the only trail in the reach.

The Troy site, the third in the series considered by Hoyt,
is not accurately located by his information.

He places it in Section

24, T.6 N., R.43 E., and then says 11near the Oregon-Washington boundary.0

The two points are about l

miles apart.

For

the

first time he con-

siders a regulatory storage and this only large enough for a partial
regulation.

His data is recorded on page 109 of W.S.P. No. 657 and

will only be referred to here.

He gives the water surface at the site

at elevation 1,497 and considers only a dam 243 feet high which would
place the headwater up to the elevation of the tailwater of his proposed
power plant at Wildcat Creek some 4 miles above Troy.

The pooi would

have a capacity of 175,000 acre-feet, less than 9 percent of the
2,000,000 acre-feet

estimated run-off.

He estimates a drawdov

of

155,000 acre-feet would give a continuous flow of 1,200 second-feet,

considerably less than the capabilities of the stream and far below the
feasible development flow.

A comple-be regulation would make the flow

in the neighboxood of 2,800 second-feet, which is above the feasible
development flow.

The reconnaissance party

were somewhat mislead by the sec-

tional description of the site and probably did not see the best axis
for a high dam in the area.

The only feasible site for a dam in sec-

tion 24 is in the bend just below the mouth of Grouse Creek which will
use the high canyon wall for a left abutment and the nose of a lower
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Panorama of the Troy site from the north side oi the river of
the river on the ridge below Grouse Creek- view southeast to
south.

Panorama of Grarde Ronde River Canyon from the hill south of
Troy.

This is tical of the reservor area above the Troy
site.
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outthrust ridge, which fois a loop in the river channel, for the
right abutment.

Hoyts description indicates that such a spur exists

in his left abutment.

We saw no place nearby where this condition

could prevail.

The site we settled on presupposes the use of the outthrustHoyt thinks that under such a condition

ing ridge as part of the dam.

leakage would occur through the basalt flows forming the ridge.

If the

integrity of this ridge is still doubtful other axes exist above or below the outthrust where conditions in this respect might be more favorable.

Either site would. be adequate as the canyon all through that

area is nearly 3,000 feet deep.

In case a dam high enough to head-

water at the Elbow site is considered it may be well enough to move
above or below the loop as better abutment conditions will be secured
at higher elevations.

Such a dam would be 460 feet high and the pres-

sures to which the foundations and abutments will be subjected will be
ouite high.

Hoyt quotes J. T. Pardee of the U.S.G.S. in that Pardee

thought that the basalts of the canyon walls would provide a safe
anchorage for a dam, but he did not state what height of dam Pardee
was considering.

Hoyt himself was very skeptical of the situation

for his 243-foot storage dan.

In the reach under consideration the river runs at a nearly
uniform width of about 200 feet.

The wall slopes vary but in general

they are quite steep and at the more desirable places will probably
average about 1 on 1 though there are some places there the slopes,
particularly in the lower reaches are steeper than this.
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walls tower above, a continuois series of basalt flows, but again the
contact zones are generally not exposed. The walls appear firm and

sound and, considering the contributing height of wlls, the talus
slopes are not extensive

I am inclined to line up with Pardee in

that the site appears to be a secure site for a high dani but I would
expect to carry out an extensive abutment grouting program before a
condition of 11no leakagett would be secured. Also I would favor the

consideration of the higher dam (460 feet) as there would be no greater
flowage cost for the 460-foot dam over the 243-foot darn. The road,

the ton of Troy, and the farms up to the mouth of Iildcat Creek would
be flooded by the lower darn and these improvements are all there is in

either reservoir. A few feet drawdowri on this larger pooi would be
adequate to regulate the water that enters below Rondowa.

This would

be mainly from the Wenaha Basin, though there are Live fair-sized

creeks that enter from the south also. Mud Creek is the largest of
these arid Wildcat about second in size. They drain a much more arid
regi an than does the ènaha and this is reflected in the size of the
streams.

The Rayts Ferry site is located in Section

3, T.b N., R.45 E.,

just downstream from the bridge where the road between Lewiston and

Enterprise crosses the river. For the first time Hoyt and Pardee are
in agreement in that a darn at this site will probably hold water.

Both agree that the site is good for a fairly high darn.
A dike which the author thought to be andesite and Hoyt

describes as a 'fine-grained crystalline black rock" crosses the vley
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View upstream towards Ray's Ferry from mouth of bhuniaker
Creek two miles below.

Road tunnel just downstream from the Ray's Ferry bridge.
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Panorama of the hay's Ferry site iroin
downstream. The Ray's Ferry bridge i
visible at extreme point of view of

the river.

Lookin

downstream from Ray's Ferry bridge through the proposed axis.
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at that point and the outcrops stand 400 feet or more above the river
in either abutment. The river bed. is somewhat more than 300 feet wide

between the toes of the cliffs and they rise on slopes a little flatter
than l to 1 up for 400 feet or so. (Hoyt says a dam 3afeet high
would have a crest length of 1,730 feet.)
The height of a dam high enough to back water to the Troy
site would be about 3&lfeet between elevations 1,116 and. 1,497.

Hoyt.

estimates the darn would contain 1,117,000 cubic yards of material and

would create a lake with 530,000 acre-feet capacity.

Materials for the construction of a darn at this site, except
for rock, would not be available locally. Some small gravel bars

exist along the river but this source of supply is far from adequate.
No earth-fill materials, in quantity, exist in the canyon. The alternate would be to consider only a concrete dam and manu1actu± the

aggreøates.

The flowage would consist of the two road. crossings, Ray's

Ferry, and the road to Troy in the upper reservoir and some 400 acres

of tillable lands. Most of the reservoir is inaccessible.
There is a site for a low dam about

mile above the Ray' s

Ferry bridge. No apparent use for the site exists but it is noted in
passing.

The river squeezes between two bold cliffs that opoose each

other about 200 to 250 feet apart. They rise to about 50 feet above
the water nearly vertically where they bench ofi. The site would be

exceptional in that river for a 50-foot darn but is of no value in the
high dam series under consideration.
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Grande Ronde River

Panorama of the low dam site mile above the Ray's Ferry bridge,
view looking vest.

End view of left abutment ridge.
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The Narrows site is the next considered site dountream.
Its location is in Section 26, T.7 N., R.46 E., just upstream from the
mouth of Joseph Creek.

Here the river makes a loop to the south, cuts

around. the point of the enclosed rock ridge, picks up Joseph Creek, and
reverses its flow.

The enclosed ridge juts out from the main north

canyon wall for about a half mile.

The bill that it opposes rises

high above the ridge, possibly 600 or 700 feet.

It stands steeply

and the slooe is almost a continuous exposure of basalt flows with
the contact zones covered by talus deposits.

The nose of the outthrust-

ing ridge from the north, which vdll Lena the left abutment, is not so
steep but it also shows several exposures of the basalt flows.

The river channel is from 200 to 250 feet wide in the axis
area.

The right abutmant slope will probably average about 1 on 1

thile the flatter left abutment will average somethere near 21 to 1.

It xy be that a more economical axis exists slightly upstream as the
upstream face of the left abutment ridge is much steeper in this area
but opposite this point the right abutment fades back somewhat.

It

will take a detailed survey of the area to definitely select the axis.
The heitht of darn considered for the site is 234 feet which

will raise the water

o the level of the tailwater at Ray's Ferry.

The river elevation of' the axis is

2 only about 60 feet above the

level of the Snake at the mouth of the Grande honde.
The reservoir is almost completely unoccupied.
road leds up tI

canyon for about I mile to son

are no habitations in the vicinity.
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A short stub

hay fields but there

In the upper reservoir area there
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the Narrows dam site. View looking west from dovnstream. Joseph Creek entering from the left.

Panorama of

View looking upstream above the

Narrows dam site

above the right abutment.
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from just

-

.
are one or two deserted ranches where the haylands will extend doun

into the pool area. In all there may be 300 acres of tillable lands
inundated. There will be no road revisions or clearing necessary.

Construction materials wfll be available in the vicinity.
Rock in &iy quantity can be secured from the south abutment hill.

Gravels exist in fair quantity along the stream course and thebench
along the right bank below the mouth of Joseph Creek appears to con-

tain auite a large supply. Earth-fill materials, in large quantity,
will require stripping of some very extensive areas as these deposits

do not occur in depth at any place seen in the vicinity. The largest
single source appeared to be from the farm areas along Joseph Creek

in the lower few miles of its course. A search of the highland areas
above the rims ol' t}

canyon might reveal other deposits of this

material as they would be more likely to exist on top of the basalts
rather than in the canyon.
Access to this site would be more easily secured than at
any of the up canyon sites. At the present time the road in from Asotin
follows up the snake to Rogersburg at the mouth of the Graride Ronde,

swings up along the river for about 2 miles, crosses the river on a
ferry and continues on up to the da site. The road is little used
a-b this time. It leads up to the last of the ranches on Joseph Creek
and ends. For construction purposes this road could be quite easily

improved and a temporary bridge at the ferry site would eliminate the

bottle neck at that point.
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Hoyt proposed a flow line development below the Narrows site

to develop the rest of the fall in the Grande Ronde Canyon. In the

u1tinate plan this fall will probably be developed by a darn in the
Snake at Asot in or above.
The Wenaha River which enters the Grande Ronde from the west

at 'oy was considered for a two step power development in conjunction
with the development of the main stem of the Grande Ronde. Hoyt pro-

posed diversions high up on both the north and south forks to pass
through a couaon powerhouse below the confluence of the two forks (in

Section 34, T.6 N., R.40 E.) from where another diversion would carry
the water some 25 miles downstream to a powerhouse site in Section 36,

T.6 N.,R.42 a., which would be at the head of the lake above the Troy
Reservoir. The first step would develop a thousand feet oi head and

the second 1,460 feet. The flow, however, would be quite small and
with no regulation. Developments of this type are too small and the

power will be too costly for consideration in the basin developnent
plan. Projects of this type will not be developed until all other
sources of power are exhausted. At that time if the demand for more

power exists and the charges for power have increased, projects of

this type may enter the picture. The reconnaissance party did not traverse
the Wenaha.

The Wallows River which is the principal tributary of the
Grande Ronde, enters the Grande Ronde at Rondowa.

Its discharge

would be in the pool area above the Rondowa dam site.
-229-

Hort proposed several power developments in this river basin,
thich will be reviewed, but we are not in concurrence with him on any
of them.

The average flow in the Wallowa as measured by a station at
Miriam, below the mouth of the Miriam River, is only slightly more than

1,000 second-feet.

This is about one-half the flow necessary for in-

dividual plants along the river to pay out vthen in competition with
the existing Bonnevifle rates.

The plants suggested on the Miriam and

other tributaries would be still less likely to be profitable.

;.._

The junction of the Wallowa and Miriam, looking upstream
from the hihway bridge - Wallowa to the left.

The Wallowa River basin area is one of the widely Imown vacation areas.

Its streams are supposed to be teaming with fish and its

hills overrun with game.

Some of the streams in the more inaccessible

areas will be all that they are advertised and many hunters get their
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deer and elk in the region every year.

I think, though, the greatest

benefit that the area gives is to the Sunday or weekend casual tourist
who drives in along one of the streams, takes a cabin or throws up a
tent, and goes fishing right along the highway.

These individuals

may catch one or two fish but it makes their outing a great success.
We saw these people by the hundreds on the Sunday we were in the
basin.

The Wallowa was pretty well lined with them all the way from

Minam up to the town of Wallowa.
and is very popular.

The Lostine is also easily accessible

Two reaches only on the Minam are accessible

and both of these were getting a heavy fishing.
Dude ranches and swnrner camps exist all over the basin with

concentrations onWallowa Lake, in the towns of Joseph, Enterprise,
Lostine, and Wallowa, and along the Lostine River.

Horseback trips

and mountain climbing expeditions add their attractions also.

The elevations range from about 2,27 at the mouth of the
river to above 10,000 feet at the summits of two of the peaks in

the Wallowa Mountains. All of the area, except the cultivated areas
around the towns, is in the timber which adds to the recreation
value.

The elevation, though, is against power developments as the

winter conditions are very severe and ice would very certainly put
any small plant in the area out of commission during parts of the
winter months.

In view of the many factors involved I would be inclined
to leave the area generally open for the development of its recreational value and make no large scale development of the Wallowa waters
-231-

until they enter the channel of the Grande Ronde. This inclination

is favored also by the fact that storage basins at strategic points
do not exist. The streams generally are in deep, narrow canyons
wIre even high dams could not develop capacity enough for any high

degree of regulation.
Hoyt's suggested developments consisted of two diversion
schemes on the Wallowa and two on the Minam. Because of the irriga-

tion activities and the railroad and highway, he did not consider that
development above the town of Wallowa was feasible. Below this point

he thought that it might be. He suggested a low diversion d am, the
Waflowa site, in the northeast quarter and southeast quarter, Section 31, T.2 N., R.42 E., where the water surface elevation is 2,755

feet. A conduit 8 miles long could then carry the water to a. powerhouse site at Minam and develop a head of 228 feet. He did not

state the amount of the diversion nor the power expected to be
developed.

(This is the reach along which we observed so many

casual fishermen.)

We isolated his proposed dam site ares and even for a low
dam it did not look good. A short cut on the railroad on the left bank

shows a basalt core which doubtless extends down to river level on

that side arid could be used for an abutment. The river bed shows
nothing more solid than a mass of boulders

nothing solid in

the

The right abuthent shows

road cut through the area and the point opposite

the rock exposure, which would be the desirable

point

for the right

abutment is a borrow pit area used in the road construction. The cut
-232-

Hoyt's locaton of Waliow.'. site from upstream.

has been

widened

highway and

into the hill 40 feet or more from the

face 30 to 40 feet high exposed.

inside of

the

The material is a mass

of broken rock and dirt, somewhat of a debris pile and from appearances

type of

this

material may extend back indefinitely.

material for road construction but
tions

it

It is good borrow

ould hardly do for dam founda-

or abutments.

View down the Wallowa toward ate r Canyon.
(The
flow line below the Wallowa site would pass through this
-233-

area.)

The construction of the flow line also would be a vexy
expensive operation as it would be in competition with the highway
or railroad, for its support, all the way through the reach.
The Minam diversion was Hoyt's second proposal.

It called

for a diversion darn just below the mouth of the Minam, where the
and
water surface elevation is 2,527,/a conduit flow line 10 miles long

along either bank to the mouth of the river at Rondowa where the
elevation is 2,287.

It would develop a gross head of 240 feet but

again he made no determination of flows or power generation.
A stub road leads downriver from Minain for about 2 miles

and in this reach there are two points where such a diversion dam
could be placed.

One is in the northeast quarter of Section 31,

T. 2 N., R.41 E., and the other about one-half mile north in the
southeast quarter of Section 30.

Either site would be adequate for

the type of dam proposed but neither of them can develop all the
fall between the mouth of the Minam and the site without disturbing
the railroad which is on the right bank in that area.

If the darns

are used only to such heights as will not disrupt the railroad, the
upper one, of course, wifl develop the greater head but it will take
a much longer dam, 250 to 300 feet.

Rock spurs show for both abut-

ments but none shows in the river bed.

The lower site will require

a much shorter dam, somewhat less than 100 feet, and rock shows pretty
well out into the river.

The railroad cuts through the right abutment

ridge in a through cut and is very definitely in the way of any
development.
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Wallowa River

Panorama of Minam site on the
Wallowa - view looking downstream.

Right abutnt of axis
looking across from left
abutment. Note railroad
cut.

The flow line for this development will also be a difficult

The canyon narows down at Mtham and is

piece ol construction.

really quite rugged throughout the reach.

The railroad holds to the

right bank until near the mouth where it crosses both the Wallowa
and the Grande Ronde.

The left bank of the canyon through the reach

is the more rugged side.

Long stretches are nearly vertical, jagged

liffs and there were no areas observed where the construction
would he easy.

The stream was observed for about a mile below the

end of the road, both upstream and downstream

t Vincent and again

about 2 miles below at the railroad's 39 mile board which is only about

a mile above its mouth.

View down the Wallowa River from end of the road below
Minam.

No part of this project appeared to be feasible.
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Wallowa Piver

vincen&.

The Va11owa River

mile below Vincent - view

237

owristream.

Wallawa River

'al1owa River
at

Vincent,

taken looking
upstream across
the mouth of
Howard Creek.

View of Wallowa
River at 37 mile
post on the
road - about 1
mile above the
junction with the

rail-

Grande Ronde hive

View dovm the
Wallowa from
above Rondowa

view looking
north from
east rim. Or

Ronce Canyon
the distance.

.
The Minam River development proposals consisted of two
diversion steps.

The upper site which Hoyt called the North Minam

site called for a diversion

in

Section 26, T.3 S., R.42 E., where

the water surface is at elevation 4,300, from where it is to be
carried to the mouth of the Little Miriam in a conduit 14 miles long.

The head developed would be 950 feet between elevations 4,300 and
3,350.

The second stage called for a diversion just below the
mouth of the Little Minain in Section 10, T.2 S., R.41 E., and a con-

duit 20 miles long to a powerhouse site at the junction of the Minam
and Wállowa

It would develop a head of 823 feet between elevations

3,350 and 2,527.

Hoyt called it the Little Miriam site,

The Miriam River, though some 50 miles long, is not a large

stream, but it is one of the most beautiful streams in that area of
beautiful streams.

In June, though the snow-melt was on and rains

were the rule rather than the exception, the water was running crystal
clear.

Every- pebble in the bottom was visible, in fact even in the

deepest sections, the water was so clear that its presence in the
streambed offered hardly any obstruction to the view.

Though the

fish could be seen clearly the clear water made catching them an art.

The group of fishermen near the mouth were not having much luck, but
the group up on the Little Miriam came out with some good catches.

A development such as the above proposal would deplete the
stream almost completely during some periods and the fish would leave
the stream.
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a11owa River
Iiinam River

View up the iinam from the point where the road from Elgin

enters the canyon in Section 6, T. 1 N., II.

4.1 E.

-..4._---_---

View up the Minam River (south) from near the north line of
Sec. 6, T.1 N., R.41 E. about l miles above the junction

with the Wal..
240-..
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Such a plan will, however, not be feasible under present
conditions as the amount of power available mill not be great

Particularly is this

to make it a paying proposition.

enough

true when no

regulatory storage is available.

The reconnaissance party was not successful in making a traverse over the Minam.
gotten in to at

the

Neither of the locations suggested could be

time of our visit.

The lower

river was seen in the

last few miles of its course above the Wallowa and a basin view was obtained from the western rim east of Cove.

The attempt to get to the

Little Minam site was blocked by snowdrifts and no attempt was made to
get in to the North Miriam site.

them either as we

I suspect that Hoyt didn't get in to

have found that when, under similar conditions on

other rivers, he laid out a series of diversions and ±'low lines such as

these in inaccessible areas, that the actual topographical details would
vary greatly from the sketchy descriptions given.

It usually is a safe

procedure to lay out such a system as the low diversion dams required
could be built most anywhere and a flow ],ine of

sorts can alwas

be built.

The Los tine River is another of the beautiful Wallowa Mountain
streams.

No proposals

the stream.

have been made for any

further

developments on

Miriam Lake at the source of the West Fork is the only stor-

age on the stream and it is released during the irrigating season,

which is also the tourist season.

This procedure makes it a

good-sized stream during most of the year.
incide with the

normal low

fairly

Its minimum flow would co-

water period which would be during the freez-

ing winter months.
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'TIallowa River

Lostine River

View up the Lostine Valley from the city limits of Lostine view south.

The flow in the Lostine }dver at the road crossing
above Lostine - view upstream.
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6 miles

The released water flows almost the entire length of the
river to a diversion dam just above the tovin of Lostine vthere it is

diverted into ditches at both ends 01 the dam.

Diversion dam in the Lostine 1 mile above the to?n of Lostine.

Tt

quite wide.

lower seven miles or so of the river valley is open and

Cultivated hay and grain tracts and areas of nadow lands

occupy the valley bottom up to the forest boundary.

Lbove this the

valley becomes a canyon and the timber covers most of the area.

From

the forest boundary upstream there are no more tillable lands but the
east shore of the river is almost a continuous series of forest camps.
Tt

stream gradient also increases and above the forest boundary it is

generally a rushing torrent.

Only one set of buildings exist above the forest boundary
and these are at a dude ranch at Lapover Camp, aboub 16 miles up.
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1[allowa River

Lotine River

Panorama of the Lostine

View upstream from just above Lap
Valley.
Creek 16 miles upstream.

Panorama of the

Lostine Valley

looking
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downstream

from about mile 17.

Wallowa River
Lostine River

View up the Lostine from the junction with East Fork.
Fork entering from the left.

View upstream of the flow in the East Fork
River above the junction.
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East

the Lostine

View of bare granite mountain on the east sIde of
Lostine 16 miles up - view northeast.

In this area the timber is sparser and the rocks which are predominantly
basaltic in the lower reaches change to granites.

The high mountains

on either side look like they were sncaooed as the white F,ranite shows
through the trees.
The road extends up to the junction of the east and. west forks

and above this the river is in a game preserve.

The fishenien along the

stream were not having much luck the day we were in there.

I expect

that the stream was too full for the best results and from the number
of forest camps along the stream it must get a heavy fishing every year
which would keep the piscatorial denizen population down near the vanA five-point buck obligingly posed for his picture but

ishing point.

he was the only

L1d animal seen.

Though I do not recommend its construction, one possibility
for a power development exists just inside of the north forest boundary.

By the

road

mile ma rke rs, the axis of the darn would be at the 10.4

mile post, just downstream from the Vllhiarnson Forest Camp.
nate exists at mile 9.3 but it would take a higher darn.

An alter-

The stream

gradient through the darn site area is quite steep and it eases off in
the area of the Villiarnson Camp there there is a small storage basin
offered.

It will not be anywhere near large enough for a regulatory

storage but it will be better than stream run conditions.
200 feet hign would be

aboub the maximum for the site.
S

S

-.

darn site the river tumbles through

View upstream in dam site
area at the 10.4 mile
post on t1
Lost ane

a

series of

falls doi

Below the
to the

Pole

it

Bridge Forest Camp at mile post 7.7.

Five hundred feet of head, more

or less, can be developed at this site and the
short

A dam about

The powerhouse would be at the pole
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flow

line will be very

bridge where

the stream

!-

Wallowa River
Lostine River

P

mile post.

(Southeast quarter, Section 27, T. 2 S.,

II. 43

.)

Wallowa Fiver
Los tine River

Panoramic view looking downstxani at the axis
(road mileage) on the Lostine.
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Waflowa River

Los tine River

Flow in the Lostine River at Pole Bridge Forest Camp, 7.7
miles up - view upstream.

View downs bream of the Lostine in the basin above Williamson
Cabin Forest Camp, 12 miles up.

.
gradient again levels off.

From the upper axis, which will probably

be the best, to the powerhouse site is 2.7 miles by road and the
flow line cutting through the right bank hill will be shorter than
this.

The rock encountered will be granite as the contact zone
between the granites and basalts lies about 2 miles farther downstream.
In many respects this appears to be a good little project
and would be much more feasible than the long diversions suggested on
other streams.

It cannot, though, be developed at Bonneville rates.

The diversion would deplete the stream for only about 2 miles in an
area which is too rugged for most fishermen to get in to, so that the
detriment to the recreation value of the stream would be negligible.

Conutations on storage and stream flow available have not been made
so the actual value of the project is not known.
Construction materials will be at a premium at the site.

The rock available is granite and will not be too good.

Gravel is

available only in small bars until in the valley floor below the powerhouse.

In the area downstream it exists

in

large quantity.

Earth-

fill materials are not present anywhere near the project.
Bear Creek which enters the Wallowa from the south just dawnstream from the to-m of Wallowa is really a large creek.

Along its

lower channel some irrigation diversions are made but generally its
flow enters the Wallowa unused.

Three miles upstream from the town of

Wallowa the city has a diversion dam and this is the source of the city
water supply.

The dam is in Section 27,T.l N., R.42 E.
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It is a wooden

structure and the water enters the supply pipe at the right abatment
of the darn.

It creates a head of less than 3 feet.

There is no existing storage at the diversion dam nor
area above.

in

the

A narrow road continues up the creek for a few miles but

there are no habitations above the diversion.

The only possible place

for a storage viould be behind a dais at or rier the present diversion

Domestic water supply diversion dam in Bear Creek, in
Section 27-1 N-42 J. about 3 miles upstream from the
viflage of Wallowa.

site in which case a fairly high dam would he reouired to create much
of a storage.

If the creek satisfies the donstic reauirements there is
little use for a storage on the creek.

The amount of irrigable land

below the storage would not be large enough to use the water and there
would be no industrial use for the amount that could be stored.
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allowa River
Bear Creek

View up the Bear Creek
d

(-

mile above the

Valley about 2
road bridge in

the city

miles above
ec.3, T.l 5, R.42 E.)

The flow in Bear Creek - view downstream froi the road
ing in Sec. 3, T. 1 3., R.42 J1.
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cross-

Wallowa River
Bear Creek

View downstream over reservoi area. Darn site in distance -

view looking north.

Panorama of dam site from upstream. The existing city darn is

in this gap.
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Asotin Creeç, the last, and most northern stream in the
reconnaissance area, is a Snake River tributary which flows into the
Snake from the west at Asotin.

The creek is a fairly good-sized

stream though it flows most of its course between barren, sage covered
hills.

Its headwater streams extend up into the fringe of the timbered

areas at the northern end of the Blue Mountains.

The creek is about

25 miles long and it heads on the opposite side of the ridge from the
headwaters of the Tucannon River.

The drainage area comprises soix

300 square miles of which 103 square miles are in the national forest

area. A large portion of the forest area is also in the Smoothing
Iron Game Preserve.

A long record of flow in the stream near Asotin has been kept
ard this shows an average flow of 57 second-feet for the period.
maximum flow observed was i,igo second-feet

in

The

1904 and the minimum

16 second-feet in 1937.

The water in the stream is used for irrigation without the
benefit of storage reservoirs.

Several opportunities exist for the

establishment of small storages in the box-type valley whieh is the
prevailing type in the lower several miles of valley.

The valley floor

is cultivated to far up into the foothills and any storage possibility
seen would inundate some irrigated lands.

The whole region is one of Columbia River basalts and this
type of rock is the only type seen in the area.

The canyon walls and

the mountains rising above them are a series of the individual flows.
Fifteen or more flows are visible at sons places.
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The basalts show ex-

n
kiy

tensive weathering action and will in most cases be quite porous.

reservoir built on the creek would be expected to encounter leakage
difficulties.

Other than the many smafl lateral diversions from the stream
bed to the bordering 'valley bottom lands, there has been only one

development of note on the creek.
ment.

This originally was a power develop-

The diversion was made in the southwest quarter of Section 20,

T. 10 N., R. 45 E., and carried in a wood stave pipe line along the

left bank to a powerhouse just upstream from the ton of Asotin
northwest quarter of Section 20, T.l0 N., Ft.46 B.

in

the

A steel penstock led

the water down the canyon wall to the concrete powerhouse on the north
bank of the creek.

Just when the plant was abandoned was not determined.

It was acquired by the Washington Water Power Company in 1930 and was
The penstock and part of the generating

operating as late as 1935.

equipment are still in place but some of the vital machinery has been
removed from the powerhouse.
two wheels, all vertical type.

There had been two generating units and
Both of the generators had been taken

out but one wheel was left in the pit.
transmission line had been removed.

The switching station and the

The plant looked like it had not

been occupied for some time.

The diversion and the flow line is still in use but the ditch
has been extended beyond the penstock intake several miles into the
irrigated area southwest of Clarkston.

We traced the course of the

diversion for several miles until it went underground as it entered the
irrigated area frcm which point it could not be traced farther.
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We

Grande Ronde River
Asotin Creek

The abandoned Asotin por plant - view
looking north.

A close-up of the abandoned Asotin powerhouse.

-2 57

suspect that it splits up into several pipe lirs to furnish domestic
water rather than irrigation water, though it may be used for both purposes and may even supply water for the city of C1a&ston.
The amount of usable water in Asotin Creek could very well be
increased by the installation of a storage reservoir above the diversion
point.

No point was found where a storage large enough for any appreci-

able degree of

regulation could be secured, but there are several places

where 5,000 to 10,000 acre-feet of water could be stored.
Five axes were observed in the 5 miles or so above the diversion dam, up to the mouth of the South Fork.

All

are more

or less

alike in that the abutments are cliffs of weathered basalts and the
valleys are generally of the flat bottomed box-type.

The greatest

variation would be in the reservoir areas above the sites and this
variation is not very wide.

The selection would probably be made with

due respect to the damage to the farmers in the reservoir area, and
this item aloz

might determine which site to use.

no proposals have

So far as is known

been made to establish any storages but certainly

the power company must have considered the possibilities at some time
during the years their plant was in operation.
The sites observed where dams

more or less regular intervals above the

could be built

are spaced at

diversion dam.

The first

possible point is about one-half mile above the dam in the southwest
quarter of Section 19 and the second about one-half mile farther up
in the northwest quarter of Section 25, T.l0 N., R.44 E.
is a mile or more yet farther up
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in

The third

the southeast quarter of Section 26.

.
All three of

cultivated lands, and so far
further consideration.

of identification.

center of the

as we are

concerned, were

We called them number 1 and 2 for purposes

Number 1 is the upper one
section.

the extreme northeast

dropped from

The remaining two sites are located in Sec-

E.

tion 3, T.9 N., R.44

the

considerable areas of

these possibilities would disrupt

Number

corner

ably be adequate for the

2 is about

of the section.

and is located south of
3/4 mile downstream in

Either

site 'will prob-.

purpose.
from the

At the number 1 site, a basalt cliff jutting out

right canyon 'wall constricts the canyon somewhat in the axis area.

The valley is hardly wide enough for a reservoir area but about a mile

anc above this

there will

The valley bottom width will be approximately 300

feet after

above the dam the

north and south forks

join

be two canyons for storage capacity.

the site is cleaned out.

The exposed basalt cliff on the right will

first hundred

feet and

clean off to a slope of about

to 1 for the

then ease of f to about 2 on 1.

The left abutment is talus covered to

an unknown depth and extends up on about a 1 to 1 slope to bare basalt
exposures some 300 feet above the stream.
1Mhat

the dimensions of the

project should

at this time as we have no topography of the area.

be is indeterminate
A fairly dense

growth of willows and cottonwoods in the creek canyon so blocked the
view that no pictures could be

taken.

The number 2 axis is 1.4
axis and in many respects is

miles by road below the number 1

superior
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to

it.

The Charles Fork comes

in from the west between the two axes and will furnish additional
water in the storage area.

This creek is the last active tributary

above the diversion site so that a storage at this point will control
nearly all of the drainage area above the diversion.
The dam site is very similar to the upper one.

It also will

be about 300 feet wide in the bottom but the side slopes will be some
steeper, particularly at higher elevations.

Some basalt outcrops

show on both sides but the general exposure is talus slope.

Panorama of Lsotin Creek number 2 from covn

xeam.

The reservoir area is much superior to the upper one.

The

valley widens out into a small basin but the bottom areas are generally
under cultivation.

There are several ranches in the reservoir area.

The principal product is wheat and hay.
Construction conditions are much the same at either site.

The most probable type of dam would be a rock-fill with an impervious

earth-fill section for which the materials would be readily available.
The talus slopes hold a high content of broken rock and this material
will probably be found to be suitable in quality and sufficient in
quantity within short haul distances.

The valley floors in the reser-

voir areas will furnish sufficient sealing material and other beds

ny be found at higher elevations along the canyon sides.

The flow-

age problem would consist of the road revisions and, at the lower

site, the rnoval of the farm units.
The utility of such a development has not been determined.

Definitely such a plant, though large enough to regulate the flow,
will not re-establish the power plant, as the output will still be
far too small to compete with power from the larger river plants.

Irri-

gation requirements along Asotin Creek must be fulfilled by the existlug conditions or the out-basin diversion would never have been made.
If additional irrigable lands exist under the elévat ion of the ditch

to Clarkston, the water might be usable in that araa, but such lands
were not seen.

Additional lands do exist in that area at elevations

higher than the preient ditch and a new ditch taking off at the dam
could be built that would bring them in.

Such lands are hill slope

lands, several hundred feet above the Clarkson flats and they may not
be of sufficient value to justify the expenditure.

There is also the

possibility that a 3 or 4-mile tunnel through the northern divide from
rearer the dam site could deliver this water to lands along the south
side of the Snake below the presently irrigated area.

It would take

a study far beyond the scope of this reconnaissance to determine the
feasibility of an

of the schemes.
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.

THE RECONNAISSANCE

The reconnaissance of the Graride Rondo - Powder - Burnt area

was made in two trips.

One extending from June 21 to July 2, 1946, and

the other from September 7 to Sep teinber 13, 1946.
the

lower

The first covered

Grande Ronde, Wallowa, and linnaha and a part of the upper

Grande Ronde in the Blue Mountains.

The second trip covered mainly the

Burnt and Powder Basins bit filled in some of the blank spots in the
areas of the previous trip.

We made one basic mistake in selecting the time for the first
trip.

It was really too early in the year to make an extensive trip in

that area and we found it out, to our sorrow.

The summer's program had

been laid out, giving the isolated Idaho areas on the Salmon tributaries
the preference during late July and

ugust when the best conditions could

be expected and the Grande Rondo area had to take a lesser priority in
the program.

The press of current work on the geological section required
all their attention and the reconnaissance party had to perform on this
trip without their assistance.

ildon. Hart had

served

his aprenticeship

on the John Day trip and the two of us made up the party for the Grande

Ronde trip.

We were exceedingly fortunate in our mode of travel.

We

were traveling in a 1942 Dodge carryall, army-type, 4-wheel drive vehicle
which was equipped with chains for all four wheels and an outsite carrying capacity of 35 gallons of gasoline.

Vthen this machine was placed in

the compound gear with all four wheels driving, it really took something
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.

to stop it. It took us through a lot of tough going but it mired down
twice and vere we stucki!
We entered the Grande Ronde Basin by working up the Umatilla

We spent the night of

River and crossing over by way of Tollgate Pass.

20th under a tarp at the Uinatilla Forks Forest Camp at

Thursday, June

the

junction of the TJmatilla's North and South Forks.

of the night and was

still

drizzling in the

It

morning.

rained most

dropped back

We

down the Uxnatilla to Thorn Hollow and turned north across the river and
r lesser

used

by-roads finally joined the main

road

between

Tollgate near the summit of the Blues and about sewn

Weston and

miles west of

Langdon Lake.

For the first
fairly

good and,

mud them up.

miles out of Thorn Hollow the

few

this low down, the rain had

not been

roads were

heavy

enough to

The only available map of the area was the Forest

map of the north half of the Uniatilla National Forest and

Service

the roads

shown are not always all the roads that existed and are not too
ly located.

We soon found that there was no through road

to connect with the Weston

northeast, trending more

road and had to

east

take one

Springs

the camp where we had

directly north

led off to the

than north. After several hours traveling,

we found ourselves skirting the north canyon rim

ly above Bingham

that

accurate-

of the Uznatilla
down onto the

from which we could look

spent the previous night.

direct-

area of

We had traveled

a long

way to get 2 miles or so.
Our road had begun to
and by the

lose its character

time we got above Bingham Springs
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several miles back

we be gn to

fear

that we had

.

pulled into a cul-de-sac. ltwo rather faint ruts remained for wheel
tracks but even these faded as lesser ridges put off from the rim and

sets of branch tracks led off on each. It evidently was a sheep grazing
area and the road and its branches were of use only to the sheepherders
and led to their various camping spots. The main set finally led into
The fences were standing and in places showed signs

an abandoned ranch.

of recent repair but the old buildings were far beyond the usable stage.
T

map showed that the road we were trying to get on was only some 2

or 3 miles to the north and we were sure there must be some way to get

there. We went through one gate, skirted the brow of the canyon past
the remnants of the building, and followed along a fence line that swung

to the

north.

Indications showed that the route had been used before

by some wheeled vehicles but not in recent years. A quarter mile past

the buildings we came up against an east and vest fence that had been

built across the "road" and no gate placed. The wheel tracks continued

on the other side, but where they led to
an

area of small growth pines and these

we didn't know.
stood so

thickly

We had entered
that we

never

could see very far. All we knew was that it was a long, long way back,
if we had to go back. We decided

to

try to get out the way we were

going; at least to go on till we ran completely out of wheel tracks.
-

We let the wires

down

on the fence, drove over them,

and

tacked them

back, not too securely, as we fully expected to have to return that way.
We had

gotten back into the storm area of the night before

and,

except when we were on rocky soil, our "road" was very muddy. We had

scarcely gotten through the fence when
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we

hit

into

another complication.

.

The road led up over a gentle ridge and dropped down into a small swale.
The rain, plus the melting snow above, provided water for a fair-sized
stream that ran through the swale.

The road dipped down to the edge of

leaving egain on

the stream and it was visible

100 or 150 feet the road was the creek bottom.

the other side.

F'or some

Swamp grass grew in

places in large clumps, other areas were bare, black mud.

Deep ruts, of

them had

uncertain age, showed across at one place but whoever had made
beenAtrouble all the way across and had finally mired doin

hinself out.

matted the

Pry poles were lying around and the brush, that they had

holes with, was still in evidence.

victim was a hunter who had tried the
have been

and had to dig

two years

before.

We suspect that the

passage the fall

before or it may

In any event his tracks were the freshest

we had seen in many miles and they were definite evidence that the way
out was ahead.

We tramped our way through the swamp looking for the most solid

route, selected

a route off to the west of the wheel tracks where grass

cover was almost continuous, put the car in low gear, and in compound,
and "excavated' our way across.

That car

made it and I think

of that type was the only one that could have done so.
trying to follow our tracks through wOuld

certainly

that a

car

Another one

have been in trouble

as we didntt leave much of any-thing solid behind us.

Once through the swamp we soon entered a maze of logging roads,

all of too recent origin to have been placed on the maps and quite a few
of them showing recent travel.

They led all directions and

no indications as to which ones led anyvhere.
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there were

We tried two of them but

.

both were stub roads that ended at loading skids in yarding areas.
had to back track each time.

We

The third attempt led us, after a mile or

so, into a small lake at a triple forks in the road.

A logging truck

had gone through, got stuck, and really torn the area up.

Again there

was no indication as to which of the three roads, that led off from the
other side of the puddle, was the correct one to lead us out.

As we

didn't want to have to cross that mudhole more than once we left the
car and started ahead on foot to see if we could determine which route
to take.

We hadn't gone far on our first cast before we heard a tractor

nnin.

In the next swa.le we found

working.

an embryonic sawmill and 3 men

They soon told us how to get out, but they wanted to know how

we had gotten

in

there.

They insisted they knew all the roads in the

country and there just wasn't any that we could have come in by.

We

didn't think it was best to tell them of the Lence we had let down so
were intentionally quite vague as to how we had gotten there which wasn't
much of a deception at that as we had our doubts as to how we did it
ourselves.

The road out led right past the mill and joined the Weston
road some 4 miles to the north.

We went back, got the car, plowed our

way through the mudhole, and soon got out on to the highway.

We had a

feeling that we were exceedingly lucky to have gotten out of that mess.
We turned up toward Tollgate Pass and in a few minutes were
into the snow.

Banks of it up to 4 feet in depth lay to either side of

the highway and for several miles on either side of the pass, the snow

.

cover was continuous.

This condition forced a change in our program.
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We had exoected to use the north-south

crossroad

that joins the highway

at Langdon Lake, to cover the headwater regions of the Grande Ronde tributaries in that area.

been operd and

When we got to the road we found that it bad not

the snow lay in an unbroken exparse some 3 to 4 feet deep

in the roadway.

This was the condition on the 21st of June.

The road

had not been opened, nor had all the snow melted when we left the basin
on July 2nd.

Troy.

We attempted to travel this

We got up

road

as far as Lookout Mountain

later, starting up from

and got into trouble, but

that comes later.

Iangdon Lake is a beautiful little natural lake at
of the South

Fork of Lookingglass Creek.

their Tollgate Ranger
some extent as

a vacation

and a tourist lodge,
There are
able

a

Station there and
spot.

vdth a

Service located

The Forest

the

the head

lake has been

developed to

There are camp grounds around its shores

restaurant and gas

station, has been built.

few small cabins also,. which under normal times may be avail-

to transients.

They were at that time occupied by the advance

crew that were moving into the

members of a logging

area.

Fishing

should

be very good in the vicinity during the summer and the area is used ex-

tensively by

hunters

for

big game during the fall.

Deer and elk are

both plentiful in that section of the Blue Mountains.

We talked

the

keepers of the inn

while we revised our plans.
go from Tollgate.

into cooking us up a lunch

We had little choice

as to

where we could

There was only one road open and it led into iQgin.

It had started

raining again and, at Tollgate, it was about half sleet,

makijag it very

unsuitable weather to
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camp out. Elgin was

on the main

.

stem of the Grande Ronds but not in any of the areas of interest to the
reconnaissance party.

that night and from

We got

We thought that possibly we could stay at Elgin

there

swing do-wn and cover the Lower Grande Ronde.

into Elgin late in the afternoon. It was

hard, and there wasn't a room available in the town.
the itinerary and with the

main

still raining

Again we revised

objective of finding some place

a roof over our heads for the night, headed off into

to get

the Wallowa Basin.

sort

Surely in that vacation land there would be accommodations of some
available this early in the year.

We hit
and all of

the

the Wallowa at Minam.

There is a little sawmill here
We

There are no other facilities

cabins were full.

went on to Wallowa and here found one vacant room fri the small hotel.
i!e moved in and let it

rain, which

it did most of the night.

The prob-

lem of where to go and just how to pursue the reconnaissance was still
unsolved.

The problem of

the Lower Grancle Ronde just wasnt solvable

from any information we had.

Roads shown on the

river at four points all between

maps led into the

lower

Troy and Rogersburg at the Grande Rondets

the mouth

mouth but the upper portion between

of the

a1lowa and Troy

showe.d no points of access and it was this area that was our immediate

point of attack.

It held the key site, if one existed,

or more of the step developments.

as well as one

Cne forest map showed a road in from

the east temiinting atRondowa at the mouth of the Wallowa.
to attempt to travel it.
road,

.

professed

ignorance

The natives at Wallowa,

as

to its existence.

ever been in to Rondowa that way.

We decided

when asked about the

We found no one

who had

All of them had been through Rondowa

on the train but none remembered ever seeing a road there.

With the

evidence of the map showing such a road we thought the natives were in
error.

We never succeeded in finding out if they were or not.

in the air and the

With rain

clouds hanging low around the

A mile downriver

mountains we set off for Rondowa the next morning.
from Wà.11owa, a branch road

enter the settlements of

succeeded in getting

still 4 or 5
northwest.

takes off to the north,

Maxville,

into.

branches of which

Promise, and Wenaha, none of which we

Seven or eight miles from the highway, and

miles from Maxvifle, the road we wanted led off to the

A few

we were on the right road.

So far we were sure that

miles out on this road we entered a wide flat meadow from which roads

directions. At a crossroad on this flat, a

lead off in several

road sign

designated the place as "Coal Dock.'1

sign

board with arrows

pointing four directions leaned from its hole in one corner of the inter-

section.

the post could

Once straightened up,

be spun like a top.

the map so the

of the points named on the board could be located on
correct

position of the

arrows could not be

None

determined.

They would

have been of little use in any case as the names were meaningless to us

want.

and we didn't know which of them we might

room cabin sitting

in the southeast corner of the intersection.

door had been padlocked but someone had
the door

ripped

The

off the lock by splitting

casing so that the hasp, staple, arid a dangling piece of the

door casing swung with the door.
and a cookstove.

stove was

There was a small, one-

T

Inside

pipe from the

a usable assembly.

there

heater

had been

The back half of
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were two stoves,

removed but

a heater
the cook-

the cabin had a raised

feet or so above the dirt floor at

floor up 2
stoves sat.

the

front on which the two

On the platform two sets of bedsprings on 2x4 frames fur-

nished sleeping accommodations.

The place had not

been

used recently and

Rat dung was sprinkled all oiler the place along with

it was very dirty.

other sign that we did not identify till later.

We had to make a selection of roads out of the place.

The rain

had obliterated all signs of recent travel from all of them so that even
this unreliable method of selection was not available to us.

A compass

bearing on the direction of take-off of each of the roads helped very
The roads seldom

little for two reasons.

continued very far on

their

initial courses and we çdn't know within several miles of just where we
Three roads

were on the map.

suspected that

off into the northwest quadrant.

We

the road north went into Wenaha eventually, just how we

did not determine.
so we took it.

led

14e hoped that the middle one would lead us to Rondowa

It held its northwest course for only a short way, swung

into the west, then to the southwest to join the course of a
we later determined to be Howard Creek.

creek which

The road terminated at Vincent

In the 10 miles or so

on the railroad, 3 miles or more above Rondowa.

from Coal Dock we dropped 1,000 feet or more down to Vincent.
Now at least we knew where we were.

Some two miles back there

were indications of an old sawmill site which we later found out was
called "Old Headquarters. '

from the creek, climbed
ings and continued

the bank, passed the remnants of sons old build-

off to

berderts wagon sitting

At this place a road led away to the north

the north and northeast.

near the buildings but no
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There was a sheep-

signs of life around the

place.

We took off on the road hoping it would lead us to Rondovva.

road trended

upward and

eventually came out in an area of

be red ridges several' miles from Old Headquarters.

of sheep, some dogs, and
stranger

in

He

mile ahead.

climbed again till it was well out of the river canyon

lone hope now

it would

was that we could

where we were or

tell us we couldn't go much farther

as there were logs across the road less than

since given up the hope that

band

He was more of a

ventuafly the sheepherder.

did, tnough,

parks and tim-

Here we found a

the area than we were and couldn't tell us

wIre the roads led.

The

The

road

and we had

ever lead us into Rondowa.

had

long
Our

make it back to Coal Dock without having

to drop down into Oki Headquarters again and then climb back out up
Howard Creek

The road had been trending generally north with an easter-

iy swing now and then, and now it took a more definite easterly course.
It could not be very far on to an intersection with the road north out
of Coal Dock but we didn't know within several miles of just where we
were.

We went on and, sure enough, soon came up against a tree across

the road.

We chopped our way through it and went on.

Three more wind-

falls blocking the road were removed and then we came to a fork in the
road, one branch leading east, the other nearly south.

were utterly

confused.

By this time we

i1è had just passed a place which a sign

cla:hned was "Coyote Spring,1' but it was not located on the map.

shed, probably a sheep shelter,

had collapsed under the

proIxi old

snow load and a

midget cabin was in almost the same condition.
A cast ahead on foot on the

.

road

to the east brought us up

against a 3-foot log across the road and decided for us that we take the
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southern fork.

This road started to climb quite rapidly and we were soon

up near the aiow level.
streams of water.

The road was soft and both ruts were carrying

On a sharp hairpin turn about one-fourth mile above

the fork the bottom went out of the road and we found ourselves perched
on the hillside with all four wheels spinning.

We couldn't have gotten

much farther in any event as just above the ioop, a whole grove of 3 and
4-foot trees had been blown across the road and it would have required
a major logging operation to have cleared it

Our

problem

now was to

get the carryall out of the hole and turned around.

Car

in

mudhole west of Howard Butte.

We had gotten this far without the aid of chains.
cinch that we couldn't get out without them.

It was a

Ye first excavated a by-

pass channel to carry the water from the ruts above past the rig
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and

.
another set of trenches to drain out the area on which the car was setting.
The forest, with the aid of an axe furnished pry poles and blocking materials and with the help of the jack we got it up, one corner at a time,
Blocking under the wheels lifted

and the chains on.

the

the axles off of the mud and the little gear, in reverse

the

rest.

gas tank and
(downhill) did

We really plowed a furrow getting out of there, to a point

where the ground was solid enough to

hold

us while we turned around.

were in that mudhole at least two hours and by the time we got moving
again it was quite late in the afternoon.

It was raining again and

everything, including us, was wet.

We finally

succeeded in

getting back to

the forks and, as our

Iaxe was inadequate to cut the big log from across the

Y, we had to abandon the attempt to go ahead.

eastern

leg of the

We started retracing our

devious route in and a mile or two back from where we turned around we

seen

spotted a Forest Service section line marker, the only one we had

It located us as crossing the north line

or were to see in that area.

of Section 25, T.

3 N., R.40 E., some 600

corner of the section.
the time.

We

feet west of

the northeast

were traveling in a southwest direction at

Spotting this point on the map helped us little.

no roads shown on the map at that location.

The nearest

There are

one was

the

Rondowa road that we had been searching for a mile to the northwest, and
we doubted its existence, at least in the location shown, as we thought
we should have intersected it if it had existed.

We backtracked ourselves back to Old Hadquarters getting
there just at dusk.

The owner

of the sheep wagon had
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returned and we

.

stopped for information.
us up a supper.

He gave us all he had while his wife cooked

He had only recently moved his sheep into the area.

They had come in by railroad and unloaded at Vincent.

year in
area.

It was his first

the area and he didn't know 'very much about the roads in the

He himself had cleared the windfalls off the roads we had travel-

ed down Howard Creek and up to Coyote Spring and expected that, unless
the Forest Service did it first, he 'would probably open up some more of

them but he didn't know at that time which ones.
He

did

know where the roads we were on led.

The east leg of

the Y led on to the northeast and finally joined the Wenaha road out of
Coal Dock at an old

abandoned ranch some 7 or 8

miles north of Coal Dock.

The road south on 'which we had mired down led up to the "Howard Butte
Lookout,7' from where a

road

led down on the south side of the butte to

join the Howard Creek road by which we had come in.

he knew, had a branch road that

led down

to Rondowa.

Neither, so

far as

In fact he knew of

no road from anywhere that led to Rondowa.
The sheepherder's information, added to that we ourselves had
gathered, cast a serious doubt on the reliability
the

area we

had.

of the only map of

We evidently were up on the highlands around the head-

waters of Howard Creek and the headwaters of 2 or more creeks that Led
off to the northwest into the
a tiHoward Meadows."

Grande Ronde.

The map in this area shows

We found no meadows unless it be the area at Coal

Dock and that is definitely several miles east of the area designated

on the map.

The map shows no "Howard Butte" but we definitely were

climbing such a butte when we finally had to turn around, and as near
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.

as we could tell, we were at that time in the area designated as "Howard
Meadows."
If the visibility had been better we might have been able to
keep our directions better.

It stopped

day but the clouds never broke

raining a

times during the

away to let the sun through nor did the

ve us a view of the mountains.

clouds lift to

few

At one place we thought

that the ridge that put off toward the river was the one that terninated
at the junction of the

We parked the car

allowa and the Grande Ronde.

and scrambled down this ridge for over a mile and came out above the
Grande Ronds on the Wallowa at the railroad's 37 mile post.
about a mile

above

the junction.

This is

From the point of the ridge above the

river the course of the Grande Ronde Canyon could be seen cutting

in

from the west, and it also provided a fair view of the WaUoa in that
vicinity, but we were

something

over 2 miles above the Rondowa site.

On this hike we encountered evidence of the initial logging
of the area.

The date of the workings were indeterminate but it was

prior to the development of any of the present day logging methods.

log chute had

A

been constructed down the canyon wall from rim to riwer.

The logs had been hauled into the head of the chute by bull carts, rolled
into the chute and slid down into the river.

One of the old bull carts,

with a broken wheel, was still sitting on the side of the hill near the
top of the chute.

Thewheels had been made by sawing sections from

logs about 3 feet in

hole bored
on.

diaiiter and banding them with

steel bands.

through the center admitted the axle and a

As wear

in

A

large nut held it

the hole took place the hole was shrunk by driving
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Bull cart used for the initial loging of'
the lower Yallowa area.

wedges in the wood around the axle.
of railroad steel.

The top of the bunk was a section

One or more logs would be placed with one end on

the bunks, the other end dragging, and the bulls hauled cart and, logs
to the head of the chute.

It would have been an interestin

oeration

to watch as much of that country stands nearly on edge.
e left Cid Headquarters and the sheepherder just before dark,
dropped into Howard Creek and. started back up to Coal Dock.
about 9 o'clock at night and. raining hard when

posal that

e got there.

It ias

My pro-

e pull into the cabin and spend the night seemed O.K. to

Hart so we moved in.

After considerable difficulty v

in the cookstove and got the place warmed up.
spent some time drying off.

got a fire going

were both wet so we

The only light we had was from our flash-

lights so we soon crawled into the sleeping bags.
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Eldon had his portable

.
radio along so we lay in bed and listened.to the news.

So long as the

lights were on and the radio going the only other sound was the steady
drumming of the rain on the roof.

We soon got sleepy and turned the lights off.
get to sleep we

had visitors.

They seend to be everywhere.

Before we could

I. thought at first they were packrats.
The sound of feet, objects scraping over

the boards, the snapping of teeth, and sounds of gnawing filled the
room.

Several attempts to catch the animals in the flashlights failed.

As soon as the lights went on all sounds ceased, but as
were turned off again the sounds

resuiied.

soon as they

On the third or fourth attempt

my light hit one of them before he could escape and it wasn't a rat.

was a porcupine.

ith the light

on him he froze against the wall along-

It was Hart's first porcupine and he wasnt

side of the heating stove.

satisfied at just looking at it.

a club,

It

While I held it in the light he got

climbed out of bed and out on top of the heating stove, balanced

himself on his knees and one hand while he reached over and down to beat
After so

on Mr. Porcupine's skull.

long a

porky but he nearly fell on him.twi ce
would be one of -the

time he finally killed the

A moving picture of the perforiance

world1s best comedies.

Picture Hart with nothing on

but his shorts, balanced on top of a 10-inch circular plate on the top
of the heating stove, reaching over and down some 3 feet to annihilate
a marauding porcupine.

In the position he was in his blows lacked power

and were quite ineffective.

He missed the porky a couple of times and.

these I think were the blows that nearly upset him from the top of the
stove.

By the time he finally got the porky quieted the floor was

sprinkled with porcupine

generously

barefoot exoedition would have

Quills to such an extent

that any

been dangerous.

Knowing now what we had to cope with, we moved everything,

particularly any object having leather parts,

into bed

with us. Hart set

his radio on the platform under the

my bed.

1!e were very

particular with

middle of

A porcupine just loves shoe leather. Of course,
porcupine would be the only visitor but
more

racket broke

under the

to safety though

other than to frighten him away.
coming in.

We

effort of

night wore

them away.

got more curious than the

o get into

side of

awing off

,

hardly out before

another porky. He faded back

no effort to molest him

More and more of them kept

turn on the lights

on tried to

and yell to scare

outwait them without the

This wasn't good though as one of them

others. I

heard him and

he sounded like he

bed with me. I dashed on the

thrust it into his face.

that one

The place evidently was a "port of

got so we would just

scaring

was trying

we made

porcupine in the woods

them out and as the

we supposed

the lights were

The light revealed

out.

platform

call" for every

heads as pillows.

our shoes and placed them under our

He was stting on his
the fabric

light

haunches

and glue from the

and nearly

right along

face of Eldon's

radio.

By 4 o'clock in the morning we hadn't gotten a wink of sleep.
Dawn began

to break and I

porcupines

were entering the

got

up and went outside.
cabin.

wall and entered under the platform
got a bunch of

rocks

I found vthere the

They had a hole
on

which the beds were sitting. I

and plugged up the hole and went
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the back

dug under

back to

bed.

.
This effectively stopped the invasion and we finally went to sleep.

I

don't know exactly how many porcupines visited us that night but I
counted 19 separate animals that distinctly were not repeaters.
were

all sizes

he boys

bigger than

from little ones no

as large

as a

black, thiough black
After

medium-sized

They

dog.

a small cat

ranged in

They

to big, old

color

from

jet

and white, grays and browns.

daylight, we discovered what the attraction was.

Evi-

dently the cooking in the cabin had splattered grease on the walls,
which probably being from bacon or salt side was salty.

The

porcupines

were systematically shaving off the inner surface layers of the boards
Even the foundation timbers were not

to as high up as they could reach.

in a

exempt from the shaving process.

eat

that cabin

completely

down.

few years the porcupines will

As far as we are concerned

they can

have it as it was not a pleasant night we spent there.
It was about 9

o'clock in the morning when

The cabin was dark and it was

low.

Just what could

still raining hard.

be done in such weather?

we again woke up.

Our morale was very

We didn't much care

about cooking breakfast in the blood and quills of the slaughtered porky
and we didn't know what to do afterwards.

We finally decided to go back

to Wallowa, get back our hotel room, eat at the restaurants there,

wait for the
day of

rest.

weather to settle.

è got

into

It was Sunday anyhow, and we needed a

Wallowa about noon and holed up.

really locke up on Sunda$y.

and

That town

The only establishments open were the

restaurants and these only for stioulated periods.
of the residents left town for the
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weekend.

It looked like most

I

L

fl

The rain stopped during the early evening and it looked like

We got aU packed up to go but the

we could proceed the next morning.
car wouldn't start.

We pushed it to a service station -where they found

the battery completely dead.

The start away from Coal Dock had been its

into

How lucky we were that we had headed

last gasp.

off into the wilds.

Wallo'wa rather than

A dead battery at some of the places we were to go

would have put us into a perilous position.

It was 10:30 in the morning

before we got out of Wallowa.

Though the rain had stopped, it looked like it might start
any time.

again

We thought possibly we might stand a better chance covering the

lower elevations and we hoped that 'while 'we were doing it the weather

would improve in the mountain areas.
Tk

Accordingly, we set off for Troy.

road for the first few miles was fairly good.

Some gravel had been

placed on the surface and the traffic had not been heavy enough to cut it
The road takes off down Powwatka Ridge.

up.

tween

Wildcat

This is the high ground be-

Creek and Mud Creek, both of which join the Grande Ronde

a few miles upstream from Troy.

Both streams are in very deep canyons.

The ridge between, in many places, is a flat, open bench.

generally under cultivation.

These areas

are

Other points on the ridge cone up to a def i-

nite sharp ridge where agriculture is impossible.

At one place the ridge

rises to form a definite butte and on this point the Forest Service have
placed their Wood Butte Lookout.
some.

The view from this point is rather awe-

The views east and west are across a series of canyons and ridges

where the relief is more than a thousand feet.

ud Creek Canyon breaks

off right under one's feet and it is a jagged mass of basalt points and

bare walls.

Panorama over Mud Creek Canyon east of Wood Butte Lookout - view east.

From Wood Butte, Powwatka Ridge drops off toward the Grande
Ronde much more rapidly than in the areas to the south.

The road trends
In

downward to the rim of the canyon proper and then goes down a hill.

the reach north of Wood Butte no gravel had been placed on the road and
the rain had really souped it up.

We didntt have any trouble going down

as the four-wheel drive feature kept the car straight but with a little
carelessness one could slide over the side for a drop of several hundred
feet.

We noticed that there were no other vehicles using the road at

that time.

The road down into the Grande Ronde Canyon is a series of

hairpin turns on very steep grades, and the mud surface was very slippery.
We got into Troy in the early aftenioon and ascertained that
there would be no accommodations available if we did want them.
through Troy continues down the canyon

or a few miles and then climbs

up the north slope headed for Anatone and Asotin, Washington.
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The road

We looked

Troy from the hill road on the north side of
river looking downstreana.

over the Troy site and had started up vthen the rain started again.

It

was about 3 P .M. and looked like it was headed for another all night
session.

It got so dark that the work was effectively stoppjd so we

kaded for Anatone, hoping to find shelter for the night.
nothing whatsoever to offer so we went on to Asotin.
hotels or tourist cabins

\natone had

This town has no

It looked like they did not ever expect to have

a casual visitor in the town.

Its a pretty good size village, too.

We

went on to Clarkston, found everything filled up, and then went on to
Le-wiston.

Here we got the last transient bed available in the city.

was a double bed in a private house but it served the purpose.

The

trouble was that the cherry crop had come on and the whole valley was
filled with transient cherry pickers.

It

The next morning (this was Tuesday, June 25th), we headed back
for the Grande Ronde.

e went over Aso-bin Creek on the way- and entered

the Grande Ronde at Rogersburg at the river's mouth.

ferry, a couple of miles upstream, looked

over

We crossed on the

the Narrows site,

and

went up Joseph Creek a ways but soon ran out of road.

The road up the Grande Ronde sops at Joseph Creek so we had
to backtrack.
or

We went down the Snake to near Graham Landing, 10 miles

so below Rogersburg, and then took

a road to the west that climbed

the canyon wall into Craig (it's not a town).

ous routes, we got back to

From here by rather devi-

the main road south of natone and from here

took the Ray's Ferry road back into the Grande Ronde Cony-on.

We had to

drive some 40 miles to get 5 miles west of the Narrows dam site that we
had just visited.
We crossed the river at Ray's Ferry, went south
swung west to flora, and then

northwest

to

Paradise,

back into the Grande Ronde Can-

yon at Troy.

The vicinity of Paradise and Flora is an agricultural area,

very isolated

and a long way from any- markets.

The main access road in-

to the area comes in from Enterprise nearly 40 miles to the south.
high value cash crops were seen growing.
grains and hay for local consumption.
towns.

No

The main product is smafl

Neither Paradise nor flora are

Both have postoffices in private homes, but no stores or other

buildings.

Both are on a mail route out of Enterprise.
é got into Troy about sundown and for once it wasn't rairflflg.

Ve moved into the flat bottom of the Wenaha River opposite the village,
put up a tarp and camped out.

We even had to cook our meals.
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There

Looking up the Wer:aha River from the br:Ldge at Troy.

was a store in Troy but no restaurant.

The night was chilly and raw but

there was no rain, and in the morning the sun came up clear.

It was the

first bright morning of the trip arid we had beei in the basin six days!!

lbow

We took off upriver on the north side, headed for the
site.

We got there but we had to open padlocked gates

fences to make it.

nd let down

The farmers in that area evidently have trouble with

each others stock and go to extremes to stop traffic through the area.
1Ie finally came to the end of all roads in a hayfield near scn

deserted

shacks from which we had to walk about two miles up to the dam site.
Once away from the Elbow site we cut up country on by-roads to
join the main ridge road between the Wenaha arid the Grande Ronde.

This

was the other end of the same road we had attempted to take at Tollgate
when we first entered the basin.

At lower elevations the road was cora-

-o -

.
paratively good.

It had dried out from the snOw-melt and in that area

the week of rain had not been enough to soften it up again.
well that this was so, as the road was steep.
tions very rapidly.

It was

it climbed to high eleva-

We joined the main road about 2 miles south of the

Meadows Ranger Station.

From this point on, the road is generally on

the crest of the ridge and the views offered from the various lookouts,

both to the north over the Wenaha and to the south over the Grande Ronde,
are magnificent.

e swung westerly at the ranger station and hadn't traveled
There were recent

very far till we knew that we could expect trouble.

truck tire marks in the road but every so often the truck had broken
through and mired down.

rose and the nearer we got to the snow line.
we

the country

The farther west we went the higher

It was very evident that

uld have to sleep out that night as there was no

place

to go with-

in reach and if we kept on we would have to camp in the snow.

There were

camp grounds all along the road but we kept on until we cane to the
Mozier Corral Camp.
ground under soit

It was better equipped than most of them and higher

large fir trees offered a

better protection in case it stormed.

popular

dryer bedding ground and

The place was apparently a very

camp site for the deer and elk hunters.

the

dozen tents are located in
little ways from them.

camp ground, with a

We had our

and also as many

tables.

ood spring only a

Remnants of woodpiles, including

were placed around each tent site.
at that stop.

Camp sets for some

pitch for

kindling,

iè bad no trouble with our campfire

choice of any of a dozen

or so rock fireplaces

Apparently we were the first visitors at that
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Panoramic viev lookin, northeast and
north dovn Big Hole Canyon toward the
Wenaha River.

mile west of Bear Canyon Camp Panorama looking southwest from
Clear Creek
view çjown Alder Creek at Grande Ronde River Canyon.
south.
Canyon in the middle distance - view
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camp since the elk hunters had been driven out by the snow the November
before.

This camp is in the area where, for the past two years, the

elk hunters have

been blocked in

by snow and have had to be evacuated.

I believe, though, that Mozier Corral is not one of the camps where the

hunters were trapped as it would seem that they could always get down to
Troy and out through

Pnatone as

It is downhill, and steeply so, all the

way to Troy and once down there the snowfall would not be heavy enough
to block the traffic.

We saw one abandoned pickup truck and one abandoned trailer
at Bear Canyon Camp several miles to the west that

had been

left

in by

The lookout at Lookout Mountain told us

elk hunters the fall beLore.

tbere were several cars, trucks, and trailers along the road to the
west of Lockout hountain (this would be the north road out of Tollgate)
that had been left in by hunters when the sudden heavy snowstorm caught
them.

One doctor, caed somewhere west of Lookout, had an elk down
when the Forest Ranger came through, warning the hunters to get out.

told them

the

He

road was already blocked and that they would have to leave

their car arid the elk if they wanted to get out thernselires.

This the

doctor didn't want to do so he phoned some farmers near Elgin to bring
in a tractor and get him out.

the doctor about

They did, it took them a week and it cost

600 besides the repairs to his car which they nearly

tore to pieces dragging it through the drifts.

The night at Mozier Corral was cold and raw but it did not
rain.

From the feel of the air in the morning, the temperature must
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We got started fairly early, head-

have been down near the frost point.

ing west, expecting to leave the ridge road at Lookout Mountain arid make
another

attempt

at the Rondowa site from the west.

The road got progressively

Vie hadn't gone

softer

as we climbed to the west.

very far before the dangerous mudholes became more frequent.

We should have put our chains on before we started but, not
was ahead, we thought we could go
and did,

through without them.

go through places without

chains

That

where a conventional

car could,

2-wheel

It really took a bad place to stop

drive rig with chains could not go.
it, but once stopped it

knowing what

was a major

engineering problem to get

it out

again.

The truck

of trouble.

that had been in

We saw several

places

out. Sons of these points were
to one side or the other to go
was to keep moving;
would be

if

we ever

ahead of us

had been

having plenty

where it had stuck and had to be dug

really torn up and we usually took off

around the
stopped

holes they left.

Our motto

in one of those bad places we

stuck too.

We got into one particularly

bad

path through rather thick timber and was

The road swung out

The road snaked its

almost a continuous mudhole.

Here we decided we would have to put on the

place to stop.

area.
chains

of the timber

but there was no

into en open park.

It

was graded up slightly with ditches along both sides and the roadway was

one continuous

mudhole that

across the park.

A

culvert

extended some 300 or 400

yards, all the way

under the road, near the center of the

pa1c

was supposed to lead the water off to the south but it had been broken

n
down and was plugged.

The road, acting as a dam, formed a small lake

on the north side and the overflow spilled over onto the roadway and,

running in the ditches and the ruts in the road, flowed down to the east
against us.

The truck tracks we had been following started out over the
flat, got deeper and wider as they approached the culvert and finally
ended in a big hole, 50 feet or so short of the culvert.
had been the end of the trail for that truck.
had been quite extensive.
we were stuck.

That point

The digging out process
If we stopped,

We were really in a spot then.

There was one chance to get through as two narrow ridges
If the car

apparently quite solid still crossed through the hole area.
could be nude to ride upon them we could make it.

Hart was driving and

he succeeded in getting out of the ruts and onto the ridges before he
got to the hole.

The front wheels rode them perfectly but the rear ones

slid off into the hole and let us down with a solid thud.

This time the

gas tank and rear axle were not "resting" on the mud, they were buried
a foot or more below the road surface.
face of' the road the

entire bottom was

Once below the hard packed sur
fluid.

This was one time when

we really wished that we had had a winch on the car.
A survey of the

situation was

very discouraging.

evidence of what the previous victims had tried to get their

We found

the place.

truck by

Just how, except for digging, they had gotten themselves

out of the hole we were now in, was not apparent, but they had gotten
it back to the edge of the timber.

They had then tried to drive around

the area by leaving the road to the south, hoping to skirt the
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area on

.
the rather sparse sod

fluid as that

cover of

under the

the meadow.

The ground here was just as

They succeeded

roadway.

4

in getting about

truck lengths away from the road when everything went out from under
them.

ie later found out that they were

finally sent

in that hole for

a week and had

back to Troy for a truck load of planks and a tractor to

pull them out.

They had dug out the whole area

it up, and built a platform

the platform back

under

to the road.

around

the truck, pried

it and then built a plank road from

We did not see any tractor tracks so

we suspect that it was equipped with logging drums and

pulled

them out

on a line.

They had evidently salvaged some of the lumber but there was
still a lot of it there and this was our salvation.

We thought, at

first, that if we could get the chains on the front wheels, which were
not so deeply buried, they might pull the car on through.
up the front end, one corner at

the power went on, nothing

a time,

moved and

in

So we jacked

and put on the chains.

hen

one turn of the wheels the

Now

chains cut through.the road crust and the front end. was down also.
the whole

bottom of the car was rammed down into the mud and only drastic

action would ever get us

out.

hile Hart started digging, I started moving the planks up
from the lower hole.

Some

ranged in length from

short

planks 20 to 24 feet long.

of the

material had been cut and the pieces

blocks 2 to 3 feet long up to full length
All material was 2xJ.2 rough.

One of the

longer boards made a good pry-pole and with the shorter planks for fulcrum and for filling materials under the wheels we gradually brought
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.
it up.

A single 12-inch plank under the wheels did no good as the
A mat had to be

weight of the car sank these don into the fluid mud.

constructed under each wheel with a spread foundation area about 3 feet

wide and 4 feet long before the resistance was great enoui to hold
1e had to dig out the roadway

the car and we began to gain anything.

from shoulder to shoulder before we finally got the rear end up, and
The front end was less

by this tine we had most of the lumber buried.
of a problem and was more easily raised.

The long planks were then

placed in the ruts behind the car to act as a runway and the car was
finally backed out.

The situation was still critical.

We had to go on.

If we had wanted to abandon that sorUe there was no place to turn the

car around at least within backing distance.
-which we had traveled had been a series of

either side was not
around.

The last half mile over

mudholes and the ground on

stable enough to let us back out onto it to turn

The only thing possible was to go on ahead.

Now that we had

the chains on we were sure that nothing ahead would stop us if we once
got by the hole we ourselves had dug.

We

dressed up the hole as best

we could, using all of the remaining planks.

There were not enough to

do a complete job and we were not too sure that the job was adequate,

but we had to

try.

We

hit the

hole with everything we had.

It was a

rough ride and shook things up considerably but we didn't stop till we
hit solid ground

beyond the mudhole.

we were safely by.

Not one piece of

We went back to look at it after

lumber remained

visible above the

mud in the road, we had shoved it all down below the surface.

We got

some old tree branches and stuck them up in the hole as a warning to any
other adventurous soul and went on.
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We got in to the lookout tower at Lookout iountain just at
noon.

It had taken us fully five hours to travel eight miles.

The lookout had just taken up his station that morning and had
had a terrible time getting in from Elgin.
travel to get out.

This was the road we had to

t aupeared that the U.S.G.S. triangulation parties

had used the lookout tower as one Of their observation ooints and had

just conleted the vrk the nit before.

The

ick that had been stuck

for a week at "our" mudhole had been one of their vehicles, and one of
their jeeps had brought the lookout in after he had mired dorn in his
own car several miles down the mountain.

After what we had been through we just couldn't be worried
about the road.

If a jeep could make it traveling uphill, we would get

through going down.

The lookout

him and then we set off.

lunch which we enjoyed with

The road was bad airight but we went through

without any serious trouble.

hen we got down into the vicinity oposite

Looking downstreaii (east) at the Grende i-onde River just above
Rondowa from the west rim. The Wallowa Canyon coming in from
the south is visible in the distance.
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the Rondowa site the road

was far

back from the

canyon rim and the exact

location was not identified. The road eventually broke over the

rim

to Palmer Junction.

above Roxñowa and switch-backed its way down

area was so wet that we decided to abandon the attempt

The

to see the Rondowa

site till later in the year.
to Elgin

We went on

and

again swung over into the ballowa

The hotel was full at Wallown so we

went on

to

Enterprise.

Basin.

This is a

fair-sized town and has two cod hotels. It is the metropolis of the
Wallowa vacation area and

the town has several

nuiht

spots and iiovie

theatres.

We got a room

the rain which

at the lesser of

the two hotels,

set in again about sundown.

whether or not it rained

while we were in the lower river, we didn't find out
the next

during

two

just ahead of

e spent

days while we were there.

the

covering the upper portion of Joseph Creek arid the lower
Imnaha.

Rain

ran

about 3

us out of the linnaha Basin

when a young cloudburst hit us while wd were at

the

raining

but it held

next day

part

in the

of the

afternoon

end of the road be-

low the town of Imnaha.
The second day
from

the town.

We

followed the river

the end of the

road

was by private

roads,

taken

over by

we returned to the Ixnnaha and

above the

all the way up to Indian Camp at

Coverdale site.

the river road

swung upstream

Several miles of this

in its entirety never having

been

public authority. It was on this reach of road where we

saw our first wild

game on this trip.

We saw

along the road arid a farmer woman raising a
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several does running

faim by hand.

Her husband

I

Does near upper end of Imnaha River.
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Faun on tne Innaha *

had found the faun, in a nearly starved condition, hiding in his hayfield.
There was no explanation as to what had happened to the mother.

None of

the deer in this valley seemed to be very wild and several pictures were
taken of the does.
We crossed over from the Ininaha into the headwaters of Sheep

Creek and then into the Wallowa Valley in the vicinity of Waliowa Lake.
This is a beautiful spot and the focal point of nearly all the vacationists that yearly visit the area.

Summer homes and summer camps occupy

almost all of the shore line around the upper end of the lake.

There are

scattering homes or camps alon: other sections of the shore line but the
concentration is at the upPer end.
plant.
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Here also is the Wallowa Falls power

Aneroid Peak and the Wallowa iAountains to the south taken
from Little Sheep Creek divide - view looking west.

Beautiful as the place is its utility is limited.

It was the

last day of June when we were there and the weather was still so bad
that hardly

any

of the

vacatipn

spots were being used.

The fall weather

could be expected to get disagreeable sometins early in September.
This would give a tourist season of 3 months or less.

It would be very

beautiful, though, during that time.

During

our third night at

nterprise the weather cleared off

and SurJay morning, June 30th, davmed as clear as a bell.

It was one

of those sparkling mornings when everbhing looks clear and clean.

The

snowcapped Wallowa Mountains, bordering the western valley, emerged
from the cloud caps that had hidden them all the time we had been in the
valley.

They not only emerged, they seemed to move closer in.

Seven

eit of the major peaks are visible from Enterprise and they made

an

impressive sight.
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Panorama of the Wallowa tountains from the road northwest
of interorise - view south to southwest.

è started out that morning with the feeling that at last we
were going to have some nice weather.
of Wallowa and swung up the Lostine.

We dropped back down to the town
This is another vacation stream

and once in the timber, d or 7 miles up, the shore line is almost a
continuous camp ground.

There is one established 'dude" ranch about

15 miles up.

The road extends up to the junction of the east and west forks
of the river
on this trip.

and it is a beautiful drive.

We saw more semi-tame deer

A 5-point buck crossed the ro.d in front of us, stopped

while we got out and looked him over, then scrambled back up to the
road in front of us and ran off.

He was a beautiful animal but smaller

than most.

There were a few fishemen out on the Lostine but I saw no
fish that they caught.

There were several people at the
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dudeu ranch

- ____
______
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Buck deer on the Istine.

none

the camp sites were occupied at that time.

A month later

the situation might be entirely different.
We returned down the Lostine and svrung up Bear Creek far

enough to see the Wällowa city water supply intakes and then dipped
on down to see what we could do with the iv!inain.
Wallown at the town of Minain.

This river joins the

The road from Elgin enters the Miriam

Canyon just above its mouth to swing downstream and cross the Wallava
just below the junction.

This is the only point at which a road enters

the Minm River Basin and the river is some 50 miles long.

Hoyt had

ide two diversion proposals for power development with diversions at
the mouth of the Little Minam, 18 to 20 miles up and the other at the
mouth of the North Fork of the Minam, 10 miles or so farther up.
are in very inaccessible territory.
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Both

A very poor road follows the ridge

.

Even the forest maps of the

along the 'western, rim of the basin divide.

area show portions of this road in dashed lines.
really bad before the Forest Service will
road passes only about

A road has to be

concede it such

status.

This

.1 miles to the west of Hoyt's lower diversion

site, though at least 2,000 feet above it, so we thought that we might

be able to see it by going in on this road.
As most of the dashed line roads showed to the norbh of the
location wanted we went out to Elgin and up the Grande Ronde to Cove

and then climbed back up on the ridge along L1U Creek.
very steep and climbs to high elevations.

This road is

In 6 or 7 miles out of Cove

it clinibs some 3,000 feet up to the summit of the ridge, near Moss
Spring.

We did not identify this spring but there is a developed forest
The roads fork here.

camp at the point called the "Duncan Ditch Camp.tt

A stub to the
where a

east extends for only about * mile to a parking area from

trail leads down to the

road and a fisherman's trail.

Little

Minam.

This is a fisherman' a

It seemed to be very popular as there

were several fishing parties on the Little Minam that day.
The other road swings to the left (north) on up, and along,
the ridge.

The map distance from the road forks to the Summit Springs

Lookout is only a little more than a half mile.

miles long and it climbs steeply all the way.

roughest pieces of road

The road there is 4
This was one of the

on the entire reconnaissance.

Once past the

Summit Springs Lookout the road continued to climb, but less steeply,

toward Pine Butte and the Point Prominance
there.

Lookout,

but we

never got

Possibly 3 or 4 miles beyond Summit Springs we ran into snow
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drifts blocking the road.
localized.

They were not over 3 feet deep and somewhat

2e would tve attempted to buck them if the road had been

open othervdse.

vidently the lookout at Point Prominance had taken

up his station and diven his car in that far.

When the drifts blocked

him he had set his brakes and locked his car up, leaving it in the road
at a place where it was impossible to get around nim.

è probably

could have snaked him out of there but very probably would have torn
up his tires or damaged his car otherwise and we didn't want to do that.

Snow drifts and the car which blocked the road on the ridge
between the Minam and Grande Ronde VdlleyS, July 1, 1946.

As difficult as the Minam

as proving to be, we had about

come to the conclusion that development on the Minam was definitely unimportant in a basin development picture and that drastic acb.ion to

cover it could hardly be justified.

We were somewhat near 6,000 feet

in elevation at that point and we believed that the road climbed another 1,000 feet by the time we got to Point
could be expected to be much deeper there.

Prominance.

The snow

Hoytts site was some 2

miles beyond Point Prominarice.

è rather reluctantly gave up the attempt and returned to the
Duncan Ditch Camp where we spent the night.

This was a wet, soggy

camp and it took quite a pile of brush to get the beds up off the wet
ground.

sun went down i-b got very chilly, probably because

Then tk

we were so close to the snow, and the mosquitoes moved in in swarms.
That snow-hatched variety seemed to be particularly voracious.
claimed that they had exbension bills

and bedding of

and bit him through the canvas

We kept a smudge going and our heads

his sleeping bag.

covered and sometime during the niit they left us.
got too cold

for them as it was

Hart

I suspect that it

a chilly night.

We had done about all we could with the lower Grande Ronde
The weather and topographical conditions seemed to com-

by that time.

bine against us at every turn.

Some of the information we wanted seem-

ed to be impossible to get at that time and some of the data secured
was sketchy and
Rondowa site,

incomplete.

had

The lower Grande Ronde, except for the

been fairly completely covered, as

of the Wallow-a and the Lostine.

been

had

the main stem

Enough of Joseph Creek had probably

seen, but the Imnaha was not yet a

complete

The

reconnaissance.

lower l miles of this river into the channel of the Snake had not
been covered, nor

had the head-water regions above Indian Camp.
-3 01-

Trails

only lead into these areas and extensive expeditions on Loot or horse-

back would be required if they

were to

on the 50-mile long Minam River,

seen.

Nothing had

been

seen

nor had any of the proposals on the

checked.

Wenaha been

be nothing

As there seemed to
decided to

be

drop off

more ve could do about it we

the high country, cover some if not all of the Upper

Grande Ronde and head for home to spend the 4th of July in Portland.

We dropped back down M11 Creek, stopping on the way to look
at the Cove power plant.

We went up the valley through Union and looked

over the Catherine Creek proposal, back through La Grande and headed
upstream on the Grande Ronde.
covered all the sites on the

Though it rained again that afternoon we

upper

river and crossed out of the

basin

late in the day to go into camp at Nelson Meadows on Cainas Creek (John

Day tributary).

The next day (July 2nd) we returned to Portland.

We returned to the area again on September 7th after three
extended expeditions into Idaho areas, principally on the tributaries
of the Salmon.

This time the weather conditions were

better than those existing during the June trip.

us out a couple of

times.

generally much

Even at that it rained

We spent the greater portion of the time on

the Burnt and Pawder River areas but found time to pick up the vital
Rondowa site.

There -were no particular difficulties encountered on

either the Burnt or Powder River Basins.

Roads existed to all points

required and we were agreeably surprised to find a road down the Burnt

River Canyon from Bridgeport to Du&ee, though no such road is shovn on
any map.
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Owen from the geology section was with us on this trip

and

he varied the monotony of his geological works by "burnng0 a coyote
across the Powder River Canyon just above Baker one morning as we were
headed out.

He had a 22 caliber revolver.

Whether or not he hit the

coyote was never determined.

Hart got more than a minor thrifl on the Lower Powder when
we ran over what he thought was a rattlesnake.
with the wheels but it coiled.
the snake with a club.

He missed the snake

We stopped and Hart ran back to kill

Instead of a rattler the snake was a blow snake

and. as Hart came up to him he struck with their characteristic explosion.

He gave that

It surprised Hart so much that he retreated suddenly.

snake about 30 feet of room in less time than it takes to tell it.
e played with the snake till he could scarcely blow any more,

took his picture, and finally killed him, though it is a harmless snake.
We did not camp out at any time on this trip.
quite centrally located, was used as a base.

Baker, being

We got a tourist cabin

and used it for four nights, during which time we covered the Burnt,
Powder, and. Pine Creek.

We then moved to a cabin at La Grande and

picked up the Rondowa site from there in one dayts trip.
The third attempt at the Rondowa site was successful.

By

this time we knew several ways not to go to get in there but we still
didn't know just how to get there.

The way we went is not good and

there may be some other method of access that would be better but this
is the way we did it.
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We went downriver through lgin and Palmer Junction and took
off on the road toward Lookout Mountain.

Seven or eight miles above

Palmer Junction, and about a mile above the old Fry Meadows Ranger
Station and corrals, a
goes past a

road of sorts puts off to the east. This road

Robinson Ranchu (as shown on the forest maps) and ends at

the &wèikert Rancri.

This ranch is about 3 miles north of the Rondowa

darn site, and sits alongside of a swampy meadow.

The road in crosses

two such meadows between the turn-off and the ranch and it very definitely would be impassable in wet weather.
'7e were £ortunate in that we found some sheepmen fixing up

the old ranch house preparatory to moving some sheep into the area.

They told us how

to

get to

the

darn site.

They had built a piece of

corduroy road and a narrow pole bridge to get from the end of the road
across to the house.

By driving across this we got into the yard at

the house from where another gate let us out to the east.

along

directly south

We turned

the fence and in about a quarter mile entered the

tinter on an old sheep trail.

The herders had cut the tmter on either

side of the trail to a width sufficient to let their sheepwagons by.

It wasnt a road but it was enough for our rig.
trail, we

got

By following this

out into open park country along the canyon rim and

though we lost all signs of the

trail

we drove south along the rim from

park to park until we were only a short
and directly above the Rondowa site.

distance

from the canyon rim

It was a long scramble dawn and

a steep laborous climb back out but we did get a good chance to see
the Rondowa site.
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We backtracked ourselves out and returned to La Grande that

night and into Portland the next day. It was the 13th of September

and the fall weather had already set in. The pleasant summer season
is indeed short in the Blue Mountains.

.
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